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BRIEF HISTORY
111 1888 The American Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions founded Christian
College, the forerunner of Lingnan College, in Canton, Chma.
The College was incorporated in 1893 with the University of the State of New York
and given a charter to grant degrees.
The College was renamed Lingnan College in 1912.
1918
Vp
' r e n o w n e d institutions willing to accept Lingnan graduates for postgraduate studies included Harvard, Yale, Columbia, Cornell, Johns Hopkins, Oberlin,
]Un S
°l 4- M l c h i 9 a n '
(at Seattle) and Toronto.

Wisconsin, Minnesota, California, Stanford, Washington

In 1927 the College formally registered with the Ministry of Education in China as
Lingnan University.
The exchange students programme with twenty-six North American institutions
began in 1933 with Frank S. Wilson, a student from the University of Hawaii.
After the change of government in China, classes stopped in 1952.
i Q C I h r 0 U g h t h e e f f o r t s o f t h e alumni, this institution of higher learning was revived in
1967 under the name of Lingnan College to continue the traditions of the University.
The Church of Christ in China and her related mission boards in the United States
V Q a " a d a ' ^ u s t r u a l , f ' N e w Zealand and England declared support for Lingnan College in
1973, as they had once done for Lingnan University. •
By 1974, over seventy North American universities had recognized the university
status of Lingnan, and were willing to accept students from Lingnan College for higher
SIUQI6S.

In 1976, through the Office of American Schools and Hospitals Abroad, the govern-"
States of
m i
America gave a grant to the Chinese Educational, Cultural
f " d M e d l ^ a l Foundations, Inc. for Lingnan College. The grant provided funds for building an auditorium and purchasing books and equipment.
In 1977, a formal application for registration was submitted to the
the^oITemmJnt 6

departments

of the

Colle

Education

9 e were subsequently inspected by

In 1978, the College gained official recognition from the Government as an institution
e UCati n U n d e r t h e Post
o
?
Secondary Colleges Ordinance. In accordance with
n , f h i P Z a ° r J h e D e v e l ° P m e n t o f Senior Secondary and Tertiary Education
publ,shed ,n 1978, the College received financial assistance from the Government
mrough the 2.2.1 system.
Since the completion in 1974 of the main building, Edward Hall, the College campus
comDrpt e H 9 rn n lQ a «i Serie H S ° f d ! , v e l o p m e n t s - H i n H a " ' t h e Acuity Residence, was
completed in 1981, and provides accommodation for senior and expatriate staff The
Loa^fv nfSnUn?KWaS COmfJeted
H r S ^ p e S ' i ^ ^ r
‘

in
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INSTITUTIONAL GOALS
With a view to providing an all-round education of quality, the College
has adopted the following as its institutional goals
(a) To offer courses of studies of the highest standard;
(b) To promote the growth and dissemination of knowledge;
(c) To assist in the development of the student's total personality;
(d) To prepare students for responsible positions in the professional world and
in society at large.
To achieve the institutional goal of providing courses of studies of the highest
standard depends on many factors. In addition to recruiting well-qualified staff,
the College helps existing staff to further their professional development. The
College has set up mechanisms to plan and review programmes of studies. There
is the specialized area of professional study of the Diploma programmes designed
to meet the relevant needs of the community. There is also a core curriculum
of general education to give students a basic foundation that enables them to
develop mental skills, to acquire broad knowledge, and to widen their horizons.
For curricular development, the College consults students about the structure,
format and operation of various courses of studies. It has also benefited from
the wisdom of members of Advisory Boards and External Examiners, who are
academics and representatives from professional bodies.
To promote the growth and dissemination of knowledge, the College puts
emphasis not only on teaching, but also on research, publications, and
academic exchanges through conferences and other activities. The rationale
for encouraging research activities in an undergraduate college is that only
those who possess updated knowledge and near the frontiers of their disciplines can teach subject matter well. Teaching underpinned by research enables
staff not only to keep abreast of developments in their own and related fields,
but also to infect their students with lively habit of thinking and a zeal for
learning.
But the College seeks not only to promote academic excellence and cognitive
development. It is also concerned with the development of our students'
personalities. To this end, it offers a student counselling service, organizes
extracurricular activities, and provides recreational facilities.
Indeed all the goals underline the ultimate aim of preparing students to
assume responsible positions in the professional world and to serve society at
large.
In order to prepare students for professional careers, the College has aligned
its business studies fully to the requirements of professional bodies. It has
succeeded in obtaining recognition or exemptions from such professional bodies
as the Hong Kong Society of Accountants, the Association of Certified Accountants (U.K.), the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators (U.K.),
the Hong Kong Management Association, the Hong Kong Institute of Personnel
Management, and the Institute of Marketing (U.K.). Negotiations with other
professional bodies are under way.
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LINGNAN EDUCATION ORGANIZATION
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Kar-chark YUNG
Patrick Po-kong WU
Man A U YOUNG
Samuel M.H. WONG

(Chairman)
(Vice-Chairman)
(Hon. Secretary)
(Hon. Treasurer)

Members:

Mr. Kwan AU YOUNG
Mr. David P. CHAN
Mr. T.C. CHAN
Mr. Ya-tsing CHENG
Dr. the Hon. Hin-kwong CHIU
Mr. Wing-kwong FONG
Mr. Robert Hung-ngai HO
Mr. Henry H. HSU
Mr. Hin-shiu HUNG
Mr. Lester Chi-hang KWOK
Mr. Man-cho KWOK
Dr. Philip KWOK
Dr. Russell KWOK
Mr. lu-kau LAI
Dr. Chik-suen LAM
Mr. Chin-man LAM
Mr. Huen LAM

Mr. Shui-yuen LAM
Mr. Paul LAU
Dr. J.K. LEE
Mr. Shai-nang LEE
Mr. Yeu-choy LEE
Mr. Ronald F.S. LI
Mr. C.Y. SHUM
Mr. Tin-sun TONG
Mr. Kee-kau WAI
Mr. Bing-lai WONG
Dr. Tat-chang WONG
Mr. C.S. WOO
Mr. James T. WU
Mr. Michael Po-ko WU
Mr. Yuen-cheong YAN
Mr. Wing-yau YOUNG
Mr. Shiu-kong YUEN

LINGNAN COLLEGE
THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Mr. Tin-sun TONG
Mr. Man-cho KWOK
Mr. Samuel M.H. WONG

(Chairman)
(Vice-Chairman)
(Hon. Treasurer)

Members:

Mr. Kwan AU YOUNG
Mr. David P. CHAN
Mr. T.C. CHAN
Dr. John T.S. CHEN
The Hon. Hon-kwan CHENG
Mr. Ya-tsing CHENG
Dr. the Hon. Hin-kwong CHIU
Dr. t h e H o n . K a m - f a i H O , O.B.E., J.P.

Mr. Hin-shiu HUNG
Dr. Philip KWOK
Dr. Russell KWOK
Mr. lu-kau LAI
Dr. Chik-suen LAM
Mr. Chin-man LAM
Mr. Shui-yuen LAM
Mr. Paul LAU
Dr. J.K. LEE
Prof, the Hon. Chung-kwong POON
Mr. C.Y. SHUM
Mr. Kee-kau WAI
Mr. Bing-lai WONG
Mr. James T. WU
Mr. Patrick Po-kong WU
Mr. Shiu-kong YUEN
Dr. Chi-tung YUNG, O.B.E..J.P.
Mr. Kar-chark YUNG
Secretary:

Dr. Katherine Y.B. YAO
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(College Secretary)

LINGNAN COLLEGE
THE COLLEGE COUNCIL
Dr. K . L E E
Dr. Russell KWOK

J Jl

(Chairman)
(Vice-Chairman)

Members:

Mr. David P. CHAN
Mr. T.C. CHAN
Dr. John T.S. CHEN
The Hon. Hon-kwan CHENG
Dr. t h e H o n . K a m - f a i H O , O.B.E.,
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Mr. Leslie R. HOWARD
Mr. Hin-shiu HUNG
Mr. Man-cho KWOK
Dr. Philip KWOK
Dr. Frances F.W. LAI
Dr. Gaylord K. L. LEUNG
Prof, the Hon. Chung-kwong POON
Mr. Tin-sun TONG
Mr. Kee-kau WAI
Mr. Bing-lai WONG
Mr. Samuel M.H. WONG
Mr. Patrick Po-kong WU
Mr. Shiu-kong YUEN
Dr. Chi-tung YUNG, O.B.E..J.P.
Mr. Kar-chark YUNG
Secretary:

Dr. Katherine Y.B. YAO

(College Secretary)

Sub-committee of the College Council
Finance C o m m i t t e e

Mr. Samuel M.H. WONG
Members:

Dr. John T.S. CHEN
Mr. Chung-him Lau
Secretary:

Mr. Herdip SINGH (Comptroller)

Chairman)

OFFICERS OF THE COLLEGE
President
D r . J o h n T.S. C H E N
LL.B., Lie. Sc. Pol. & Econ.,
Docteur d'Universit6
Lett res
KtC (St. Syl.) Kt (Palmes Acad6miques)
Chairman of the Board of Governors
Mr. Tin-sun T O N G
B.A., LL.B.
Vice-Chairman of the Board of Governors
Mr. Man-cho K W O K
B.A., M.A.
Chairman of the College Council
Dr. J . K . L E E
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
Vice-Chairman of the College Council
Dr. Russell K W O K
B.S., Ph.D.
Dean of Studies
Dr. G a y l o r d K . L E U N G
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Dean of Faculty of Arts
Dr. G a y l o r d K . L . L E U N G
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Dean of Faculty of Business
M r . Leslie R. H O W A R D
F.C.A., F.C.C.A., F.H.K.S.A.,
M.B I.M.
Dean of Faculty of Social Sciences
D r . Frances F.W. L A I
•B.A., Ph.D.
College Secretary
Dr. K a t h e r i n e Y . B . Y A O
B.A., M.Sc., Cert., Ph.D.
Registrar
Mr. Lok -wood M U I
Dip (Lingnan), M.Sc., M.B.A.
Comptroller
Mr. Herdip S I N G H
Dip (Lingnan), M.B.A., F.C.E.A.
Dean of Students
Dr. Kwok-ching CHOW
B . A . , M.Phil., Ph.D.
Librarian
Mrs. E l e a n o r K . Y . N G
B.A., A.L.A. (UK), MBIM

THE ACADEMIC BOARD
President (Chairman)
Vice-President (Vice-Chairman)
Dean of Studies
Deans of Faculties
Dean of Students
Heads of Departments
Librarian
Co ordinator of Advanced Level Studies
Co-ordinator of General Education Division
Representatives of Staff and Academic Units
One student representative from each Faculty
One student representative appointed by the Students' Union
Registrar (Member and Secretary)
Additional Members appointed by the Board of Governors
Sub-committees of the Academic Board

Academic Planning and Development Committee
Chairman
Members

President
Vice-President
Dean of Studies
Faculty Deans
Dean of Students
Comptroller

Member and
Secretary

Registrar

Admissions Committee
Chairman
Members

:

Member and
Secretary

Dean of Studies
Heads of Departments (or their representatives)
Co-ordinator of Advanced Level Studies
Co-opted Member(s)
Registrar

Advanced Level Studies Committee
Chairman
Members
Secretary
Observers

:
:
:
:

Co-ordinator of Advanced Level Studies
One representative for each Advanced Level subject
(To be elected among the members)
Two student observers elected among Year 1 students

Appeals Committee
Chairman
Members
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:
:

President
Vice-President
Dean of Studies
Faculty Deans
Dean of Students

Secretary
Observer

:Registrar
: O n e student observer nominated by the Students' Union

Disciplinary Committee
Chairman
Members

Dean of a Faculty
One representative from each Faculty
Dean of Students
Registrar or his representative

Member and
Secretary
Observer

Student Counsellor
One student observer nominated by the Students' Union

Computer Services Committee
Chairman
Members

:
:

Secretary

Dean of a Faculty
Director of Computer Centre
One representative from each Faculty
Representative from the Department of Computer Studies
Representative from the Research Support Unit
Comptroller
Registrar
Librarian
Member of staff of the Computer Centre

Examinations Committee
Chairman
Members

:
:

Member and
Secretary

.

Dean of Studies
Faculty Deans (or their representatives)
Heads of all subject areas
Registrar

Committee on Extramural Studies
Senior Course Co-ordinator
One representative from each teaching Department
Comptroller

Chairman
Members

:
:

Member and
Secretary

: ( T o be elected among members)

General Education Committee
Chairman
Members

:
:

Member and
Secretary

.

Dean of a Faculty
Dean of Studies
Faculty Deans (or their representatives)
Dean of Students
Full-time teaching members of the General Education
Division
One student member nominated by the Students' Union
A full-time teaching member of the General Education
Division

10. Library Committee
Chairman
Members

:
:

Joint
Secretaries

Dean of Studies
Librarian
Comptroller
One representative from each Department
One representative from the General Education Division
One student member elected by the student observers of
the departmental meetings of each Faculty
Assistant Librarians

11. Research,Publications and Staff Development Committee
Chairman
Members

:
:

Secretary

:

A Dean of the College
One representative from each Department
One representative from the General Education Division
College Secretary
Comptroller
Member of staff of the College Secretariat

12. Staff Selection Committee
Chairman

:

President (or Vice-President or Dean of Studies as the
President's representative)
Members
: Dean of the Faculty concerned
Head of the Department concerned
Secretary
: College Secretary or member of staff of the College Secretariat
In the absence of any member of the Committee, the President may appoint
a member of staff he considers suitable in substitution. He may also co-opt
other suitable persons to join the Committee on an ad hoc basis when
necessary.

13. Student Affairs Committee
Chairman
Members

:
:

Secretary

:

Dean of a Faculty
Dean of Students
One representative from each Faculty
Comptroller
Student Counsellor
President, Students' Union
Two other student members nominated by the Students'
Union
Member of staff of the Student Affairs Office

14. Student Finance Committee
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Chairman
Members

:

Secretary

:

Dean of Students
One representative from each Faculty
Registrar
Comptroller
Student Counsellor
One student member nominated by the Students' Union
Member of staff of the Student Affairs Office

COMMITTEES UNDER THE PRESIDENT
AND CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION
Administrative Affairs Advisory Committee
Chairman
Members

:
:

President
Vice-President
Dean of Studies
Faculty Deans
College Secretary
Dean of Students
Chairman of the Staff Club

Member and
Secretary

:

Comptroller

Campus Development Committee
Chairman
Members

:
:

Secretary

:

President
Vice-President
Dean of Studies
Faculty Deans
College Secretary
Registrar
Comptroller
Dean of Students
Member of staff of the Comptroller's Office

Catering Committee
Chairman
Members

:
:

Dean of Students
•
Two staff members nominated by the Staff Club
Student Counsellor
Two student members nominated by the Students' Union

Member and
Secretary

:

Comptroller

Prospectus Committee
Chairman
Members

:
:

Head of a Department
Dean of Students
Heads of Departments (or their representatives)
College Secretary
Registrar
Librarian
One representative from the General Education Division
One student member nominated by the Students' Union

Member and
Secretary

:

Comptroller

Publicity Committee
Chairman
Members

:
:

College Secretary
Two representatives from each Faculty
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A representative from the Student Affairs Office
A representative from the Students' Union
A staff member of the Registry
Member and
Secretary

(To be elected among members)

Resources Allocation Committee
Chairman
Members

:
:

Secretary

:

President
Vice-President
Dean of Studies
Faculty Deans
College SecretaryRegistrar
Comptroller
Dean of Students
Member of staff of the Comptroller's Office

Space Utilization Committee
Chairman
Members

:
:

Secretary

:

Comptroller
One representative from each Faculty
Registrar
Dean of Students
One student member nominated by the Students' Union
Member of staff of the Comptroller's Office

Staff Affairs Committee
Chairman
Members

:
:

Secretary

:

President
Vice-President
Dean of Studies
Faculty Deans
College Secretary
Registrar
Comptroller
Dean of Students
Member of staff of the College Secretariat

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
President

:

CHEN, Tso-shun, John
LLB,
LicScPol&Econ (Aurora};
Docteur d'Universite es-Lettres(Paris)
KtC(St. Syl.); Kt(Palmes Academiques)

College Secretary

:

YA
York-bing, Katherine
BA(Unsuline Coll.); MSc(Mich.); Cert, PhD(Columbia)

Administrative Asst.

:

LEE, Tung-kiu, Tony
CPE (Bristol Polytech.)

Personal Secretary II

:

CHEUNG, Kit-wah, Irene
LEE, Yee-man, Yvonne

BSocSc(CUHKh

OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDIES
Dean of Studies
Personal Sec. 11

: L E U N G , Kai-loh, Gaylord
MA(Bri. Columbia ); PhD(Lond.)

,BA(Zhongshan);

YU, Chi-ha, Paula

REGISTRY
Registrar

MUI, Lok-wood
Dip(Lingnan Coll.);
MSc(Tenn. Tech.); MBA(Mid. Tenn. State)

Administrative Asst.

AU, Pak-ming
Dip (Zhongshan)
YUEN, Wai-chung, Pele
Dip(Shue Yan Coll.

LIBRARY
Librarian

NG, Yuen Ka-yu, Eleanor
A L A (UK); MBIM

Senior Assistant
Librarian

AU-YEUNG, Mei-on, Anne
CalifTeachCre, MLS (Calif.)

Assistant Librarian

WOO, Yam-ling, Timothy
DipLib(Wales); A L A ( U K )

Cataloguing Technician

CHAN, Kai-sin, Kylie
DiplnfoMgt-Lib(NSW, Aust)

Technician II

KAN, Chi-yin, Ivy

BA(HK);
BA(CUHK);
BSocSc (CUHK)
BSc(UK);
BA(Fu Jen Catholic)

OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER
Comptroller

: S I N G H , Herdip, Dip(Lingnan Coll.);
MBA(East Asia); FCEA

Administrative Asst.

: K W O K , Suk-han, Yvonne
(H.K. Poly tech.)

ProfDip

LEE, Seck-nien
A/C Clerks

FUNG, Lai-man
SUNG, Yuet-yi, Dora

OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS
Dean of Students

: C H O W , Kwok-ching
PhD(Bri. Columbia )

Student Counsellor

: Y O U N G , Oi-chun, Yolanda
Paci.); EdS(Wis.); MBIM

Administrative Asst.
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: L E E , Ye-lick, Alex

BA, MPhil(CUHK);
BA, MA(Azusa
Dip(Lingnan Coll.}

FACULTY

STAFF

FACULTY OF ARTS
Dean of Faculty

:

LEUNG, Kai-loh,Gaylord

BA(Zhongshan);

MA(Bri. Columbia); PhD(Lond.)
Personal Secretary II

:

YU, Chi-ha, Paula

DEPARTMENT OF CHINESE LITERATURE AND HISTORY
Head of Department

:

LEUNG, Kai-loh, Gaylord
MA(Bri. Columbia); PhD(Lond.)

Senior Lecturers

:

CHOW, Kwok-ching
PhD(Bri. Columbia)

Lecturers

:

BA(Zhongshan);

BA, MPhil(CUHK>;

WU, Wing-chiu
CHENG, Che-bun

Dip(New Asia); MA(CUHK)
BA, MPhil(CUHK)

YANG, Yuan
BA, MA(New Asia);
MA(CUHK); PhD(HK)
Part-time Lecturers

:

CHAN, Tak-kam
Dip(Baptist Coll.);
Advanced Dip (New Asia |nst. of Adv. Chin. Stud.)
WONG, Siu-hong
, D i p (H.K. Coll.); MA
(Grad. Sch. of Chi. Lit., H.K. Buddhist Coll.)
YIU, Wu Wai-yiu
Dip(Peking Coll. of Ed.)

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH AND TRANSLATION
Head of Department

:

COLLINS, Kenneth Edward
DipEd(Birm.)

, BA, MA,

Visiting Associate
Professor

:

LI, Ji-ming
Dip(Zhongshan};
Postgrad(Beijing Inst, of Foreign Lang.)

Senior Lecturer

:

WHYTE, Douglas S.

Lecturers

:

CHAN, Ching-kiu, Stephen
PhD(Calif.)

•

BA(Bos.>; MA(Wis.}
BA, MPhil(HK):

DOCKERY, William
MA(C'nell); CertEd(HK)

,BA(Middlebury Coll.);

LIU, Mui-kay, Grace
MA (Wash.)

,BA(Seattle

Pad.);

MOK, Sui-sang
,TeachCert(Grantham Coll.);
BA(CUHK); MA(lndiana)
ROBERTS, Dawn, BA(Wales); CertEd(Birm.)
WOTHERSPOON, Margaret, BEd, CertEd(Edin.)
Assistant Lecturer

:

LAU, Kin-chi

BA(HK>

Part-time Lecturers

:

CHEUNG, Sallie A., BA(Lond.)
LOXTON, Barbara, CertEd, BEd(Borough Road Coll.)
WEST, Sharon, BA (Sussex); Postgrad CertEd (Oxford)
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FACULTY OF BUSINESS
Dean of Faculty

HOWARD, Leslie R. ^(
MBIM; CertEd(Lond.)

Personal Sec. 11

CHOY, Lai-ngar, Rosalinda

FCA; FCCA; FHKSA;

DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTANCY STUDIES
Head of Department

HOWARD, Leslie R.
MBIM; CertEd(Lond.)

,FCA; FCCA; FHKSA;

Senior Lecturer

YUEN, Lai-mei,Susana
AHKSA; DipEd(Surrey); MBIM

,FCCA; AC IS;

Lecturers

CHAN, Ng Hing-wah
(H.K. Tech. Coll.)

ACIS; TeachCert

,ACIS

KEUNG, Yuk-ying, Helena

LAU, Shu-keung
.BCom, BEd(Acadia);
CertCom(H.K. Tech. Coll.)
LEUNG, Wai-yiu, Anthony
,BCom(Windsor);
CertPIR(CCPA); AH KIM; ACEA
LIU, Hei-cheung

Assistant Lecturers

MSc(Bath); ICSA; AIEM

WONG, Ming-po
FTIHK

,FCCA; ACIS; AHKSA;

CHENG, To-yee
FONG, Kwong-yee
Fraser)
LAU, King-por, Simon.
(CUHK)

,BA(Sheffield)
BBA, MBA (Simon
BSocSc, MPhil

.ACMA, AHKSA

NG, Wai-chun, Jenny
Tutor

WONG, Lai-ha, Shirley

.,HonDip(Lingnan Coll.)

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER STUDIES
Head of Department

HIMSWORTH, Brooke, BSc(Sussex);
MSc, PhD( Lond.); MBCS

Lecturers

CHUNG, Chi-wai
,BSc(Sunderland
Polytech.); MSc(Dundee); AFIMA; AMBCS
HO, Chun-kwong

MBA, MSc(Aston)

LO, Fung Suet-ching
Tenn. State); MIMS

Assistant Lecturer
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.BSc, MSc(Mid.

YEUNG,Wai-suen, Vicky
(Hull); MIEE; MIEEE; MIIE

BSc, MSc, PhD

CHAN, Ka-hing, Alexander
MSc(Lond.)

,BSc(Reading);

Part-time Lecturer

WONG, Foon-ming, Raymond
MEco(Australian Natnl.)

,BA<Essex};

DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT
Head of Department

SHIH,Ta-lang, Stephen
, L L B , LLM
(Natnl. Chengchi); MBA(San Franc.)

Lecturers

KHONG, Yueng-wah, Eva
Dip(Lingnan
Coll.); PostgradDipMgtStu(Hatfield Polytech.);
MSc(Bath)
NG, Kwan-ling
Christi State)
NG, Wai-kit
Columbia)

,BA(Waterloo); MBA(Corpus
,BSocSc(CUHK); MBA(Bri.

POON, Man-kuen, Ken

BCom(Sask.)

TANG, Mo-lin, Moureen
MBA(Wis.)

,Dip(Lingnan Coll.);

YING, Wang-bun, Sam
MBA(CUHK); MBIM; AMITD

BSc(HK>;

Assistant Lecturers

HUANG, Solomon Alan
HonDip(Lingnan
Coll.); PostgradDip, MBA (Wales)
LI, Tsz-yan
,High Dip (H.K. Polytech.);
Postgrad Dip, MSc (Manchester Inst, of Sci. & Tech.Ji

Part-time Lecturer

YOUNG, Paul

BSc(N.Y.)

DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING
Head of Department

STEELE, Henry Charles, BSc(Birmingham Coll. of
Commerce); MA(Lancaster); MlnstM; MHKIM

Lecturers

LAU,.Kwok-fai
,Dip(Baptist Coll.);
MBA(Hawaii); MBIM; MHKIM; MlnstM
LAU, On-hong, Alan
MBA(Puget Sound); MHKIM
LEUNG, Lai-cheung, Leo
MBA(CUHK); MHKIM

Dip(Lingnan CoH.);
,BA(HK);

SIU, Chun-ying, Alfred
,BSc(Waterloo);
BCom(Windsor); MIM (Am. Grad. Sch. of Int'l.
Mgt.); AMBA; FCEA; FBSC; MHKIM

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
Dean of Faculty

:

LAI, Fung-wai, Frances
PhD(Hawaii)

,BA(CUHK);

Personal Sec. 11

:

CHEUNG, Mei-fung, Connie

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
Head of Department

LAI, Fung-wai, Frances
PhD(Hawaii)

Senior Lecturer

CHE, Wai-kin
BA, MA(Mississippi Coll.);
PhD (North Texas State)

Lecturers

FRENCH, Carolyn, CQSW (Medway & Maidstone
Coll.); MSc, PhD(Surrey)
FUNG, Kwok-leung, Eddy
MBA(Aston)
KWOK, Hong-kin
LAW, Wing-kin, Kenneth
MPhil(CUHK)

BA(CUHK);

,BA(E. Angl.);
• BSocSc, MPhil(CUHK)
BSocSc,

MA, Sai-kwong
,OrdDip(H.K.
BA(Wash.); MA(McM.)
MAK, Nak-keung
SUN, Kam-hung, Daniel
MAdllin.)
YUNG, Kok-hing
(HK); MMIS
Assistant Lecturers

CHAU, Siu-man, Sandy

Tech. Coll.);

,BSocSc, MPhil(CUHK)
BA(S. Illin.);
BSocSc(CUHK); MPhil

,BA, MA(Alberta)

LI, Pang-kwong
BA(Natnl. Chengchi);
MA(York)
SIU, Oi-ling
,TeachCert(Grantham Coll.);
BEd(Strathclyde); AdvDipEd(HK); MPhil(HK)
WONG, Ping-sum, Patrick
TeachCert
(Northcote Coll. of Ed..); BA(Concordia);
MA(Simon Fraser)
Part-time Lecturers

AU YEUNG, Pik-fun
MA(Lond.)
KWONG, Mui-ling
MA(Carleton)
PANG, Shu-qi
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,BSocSc(East Asia);
,Dip(Baptist Coll.);

GENERAL EDUCATION DIVISION
Senior Lecturei/
Co-ordinator

:

LAU, Shek-lam, Stephen
BA, MA'
PostGradDip Soc & Cul Anthro, PhD(Louvain)

Lecturers

:

IP, Po-keung
PhD(W. Ontario)

BA, MPhil(CUHK);

MAN,Si-wai
PhD(W. Ontario)

BA(CUHK); MA,

RESEARCH UNITS AND SUPPORT
FACILITIES
CENTRE FOR ASIAN PACIFIC STUDIES (CAPS)
Director

:

LAI, Fung-wai, Frances
PhD(Hawaii)

Visiting Senior
Researcher

:

Jl, Guo-xing
Lang.)

BA(CUHK);

Dip (Shanghai Inst, of Foreign

RESEARCH SUPPORT UNIT
Head

:

LAI, Fung-wai, Frances
PhD(Hawaii)

Research Assistant

:

NG, Kwai-wah

BA(CUHK);
HonDip(Lingnan Coll.

COMPUTER CENTRE
Director

HIMSWORTH, Brooke, BSc(Sussex); MSc,
PhD(Lond.); MBCS

Assistant to Director/
Programmer I

CHAN, Eva

Programmer 11/Tutor

CHANG, Chi-po, Arthur

BSc(Lond.)

KWAN, Cho-wai, Francis

BSc(Manch.

HO, Wing-yi, Cinny
Computer Operator

BA<Mills Coll.)

ADVISORY

BOARDS

Department of Chinese Literature and History
Prof. Timothy Y . Y u
Rock House International Ltd.

Chairman)

Dr. P.L. Chan
Department of Chinese
University of Hong Kong
Mr. S.L. Dang
Department of Chinese
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Dr. Michael Luk
Faculty of Arts
University of Hong Kong
Mr. L.F. Yuen
Urban Services Department
Hong Kong Government

Department of English and Translation
Mr. T.C. Lai
Writer

(Chairman)

Dr. H.O. Brown
School of Education
University of Hong Kong
Mr. Chee-shing Chan
Department of Languages
City Polytechnic of Hong Kong
Mrs. Mimi Chan
Department of English Studies & Comparative Literature
University of Hong Kong
Mr. Vigor Fung
The Asian Wall Street Journal
Dr. Serena Jin
Department of Translation
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Dr. R.K. Johnson
School of Education
University of Hong Kong

Department of Accountancy Studies
Mr. Richard A. Lavender
(Chairman)
Hong Kong Society of Accountants
Mr. David Cheng
Institute of Taxation
Mr. I.W. Harris
Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators
Mr. Brian M. Neal
Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation
Mrs. Marie P.Y. Poon
Treasury
Hong Kong Government
Dr. R.I. Tricker
Department of Management Studies
University of Hong Kong
Mr. Samuel M.H. Wong
College Board of Governors

Department of Computer Studies
Mr. Mowling Tung
T.A. Consultants Ltd.

(Chairman)

Dr. Balasubramariian
Department of Computer Studies
City Polytechnic of Hong Kong
Mr. D.V. Gulati
Department of Computing Studies
Hong Kong Polytechnic
Dr. Stan Y.C. Hu
Computer Centre
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Mr. Benjamin Kwok
Wing On Computer Systems Ltd.
Dr. J.T. Yu
Computer Centre
University of Hong Kong

Department of Management
Dr. K.C. Tam
(Chairman)
Technical Education and Industrial Training Department
Vocational Training Council
Mr. Oliver H.M. Gi
Wing Hong Finance and Management Co.
Mr. Lamp Li
MBA Degree Programme
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Mr. S.B. Ling
Winnex Industrial Company
Mr. Paul Young
Hong Kong Management Association
Dr. Francis K. Pan
Chekiang First Bank Ltd.

Department of Marketing
Prof. K.C. Mun
(Chairman)
Faculty of Business
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Dr. T.S. Chan
Department of International Business
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Mr. R.W.B. Davis
Hutchison Whampoa Ltd.
Mr. Jack Miller
Standard Chartered Bank
Mr. Lawrence W.K. Pang
Longman Group (Far East) Ltd.
Mr. R.H.B. Reid
Ogilvy & Mather (HK) Ltd.
Mr. J. Wincott
Department of Business and Management Studies
Hong Kong Polytechnic

Faculty of Social Sciences
Prof. Tzong-biau Lin
(Chairman)
New Asia College
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Dr. Susumu Awanohara
Far Eastern Economic Review
Mr. Vincent H.C. Cheng
EIU Planning
Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation
Dr. Shuh-ching Fan
Faculty of Social Sciences
University of Hong Kong
Mr. Alex Y.K. Kwan
Television Broadcasts Co. Ltd.
Mr. Ming-kwan Lee
Department of Applied Social Studies
Hong Kong Polytechnic
Mr. Siu-cheung Tarn
i
Hokkaido Takushoku Bank Ltd.
0
Dr. Fai-ming Wong
Department of Sociology
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Dr. Siu-lun Wong
Social Science Research Centre
University of Hong Kong

General Education Division
Mr. Albert C.Y. Ho
Solicitor

(Chairman)

Dr. Ambrose King
Department of Sociology
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Dr. Shu-hsien Liu
Department of Philosophy
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Dr. Philip Shen
Department of Religion
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Dr. Carver T.S. Yu
Department of Religion & Philosophy
Hong Kong Baptist College
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EXTERNAL

EXAMINERS

Departments
Chinese Literature and History

English and Translation

Accountancy Studies

External Examiners
Dr. P.L. Chan
Department of Chinese
University of Hong Kong
Mr. Chee-shing Chan
Department of Languages
City Polytechnic of Hong Kong
Mrs. Mimi Chan
Department of English Studies and
Comparative Literature
University of Hong Kong
Mr. P.S. Hong
Education Department
Mr. John Whitman
Department of Management Studies
University of Hong Kong

Computer Studies

Mr. D.V. Gulati
Department of Computing Studies
Hong Kong Polytechnic

Management

Mr. Lamp Li
MBA Degree Programme
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Mr. K.C. Tam
Technical Education and Industrial
Training Department
Vocational Training Council

-

Marketing

Dr. T.S. Chan
.
Department of International Business
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Social Sciences

Dr. C.Y. Ho 1
Department of Economics
University of Hong Kong
Dr. S.K. Lau
Centre for Hong Kong Studies
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
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OVERSEAS RECOGNITION
The College maintains close ties with many universities and college overseas
Many of these have accepted or are willing to accept transfer students from the
College into their undergraduate programmes, and some have accepted or are
willing to accept our graduates into their graduate programmes.
On record, there are about 166 universities and colleges in the United
Kingdom, the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and France that
have accepted or are willing to accept transfer credits from the College.
Information on
Counselling Unit.

these institutions can be obtained from the Student

PROFESSIONAL BODIES RECOGNITION AND
EXEMPTIONS
The College maintains close ties with a number of well known professional
bodies in Hong Kong and overseas. In recognition of the standard of our
courses, some have granted exemptions from parts of their professional examinations to the College graduates in certain Higher and Honours Diploma major
courses.
Higher Diploma graduates in Accountancy and Company Secretaryship
and Administration are granted exemptions by the professional bodies of the
Chartered Association of Certified Accountants, the Hong Kong Society of
Accountants and the Association of Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators. Such exemptions are also offered to graduates in Higher and
Honours Diploma in Marketing by the Institute of Marketing.
The Higher and Honours Diploma graduates in General Business Management
and Personnel Management are recognized by the Hong Kong Management
Association and the Institute of Personnel Management as fulfilling their requirements for membership.
The College is very much aware of the advantage to students of external
recognition of the College courses and will ensure that it will obtain such recognition wherever justified.
For details of the recognition and exemption policies of the professional
bodies, students can contact course supervisors in their own Departments.
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THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
The College adopted the 2.2.1 System in September 1979. The first part
(Years 1-2) of the 2.2.1 System is the Advanced Level Programme; the second
part (Years 3-4) is the Higher Diploma Programme; and the third part (Year 5)
is the Honours Diploma Programme.

THE 2.2.1 SYSTEM
ADVANCED LEVEL PROGRAMME
YEAR 1
YEAR 2

HONG KONG ADVANCED LEVEL EXAM
A-LEVEL CERTIFICATE

DIPLOMA PROGRAMME
YEAR 3
HIGHER DIPLOMA

YEAR 4

HONOURS DIPLOMA

YEAR 5

THE 2.2.1 AS COMPARED WITH OTHER EDUCATIONAL SYSTEIVTS
2.2.1

Traditional
Chinese

American

British
Primarv/Junior

1-6

Elementary

Forms

1-5

Grades

1-6

Primary 1-6

7 -11

Middle

1-5

12

Middle

6

Year 1 (Part I)

Form 6(Post-Secondary)

Grade

Year 2 (Part I)

Form 7 (Post-Secondary)

Freshman

University 1

Year 3 (Part II)

University 1

Sophomore

University 2

Year 4 (Part II)

University 2

Junior

University 3

Year 5 (Part III) University 3

Senior

University 4
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
1. DIPLOMA PROGRAMME
NORMAL ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Applicants must have fulfilled the following General College Requirements
and the Programme Entry Requirements stipulated for individual major
programmes:
A. General College Requirements
<1 > Passes (Grade E or above) in two subjects in the Hong Kong or G.C.E.
Advanced Level Examination plus passes (Grade E or above) in
H.K.C.E.E. Chinese Language and English Language (Syllabus B); OR
(2) An acceptable equivalent qualification, such as
(a) a degree or diploma awarded by a recognized institution;
(b) satisfactory completion of the first year in a four-year undergraduate curriculum of a recognized institution;
.
(c) other qualifications which the College will consider on a case-bycase basis equivalent to
above.
B. Programme Entry Requirements
In addition to the General College Requirements, applicants must
satisfy the respective Programme Entry Requirements stipulated below:

Major Programme

Subject Requirement/Preference

Chinese Literature and
History

2 A.L.'s, one of which must be
either Chinese Language and
Literature or Chinese History

Translation

2 A.L.'s (preferably in Chinese
Language and Literature or English
Literature) and U.E. (Grade D or
above)
[also see Note (f)]

Accountancy

2 A. L.'s and 3 0.L.'s (5 different
subjects) or
3 A.L.'s and 1 O.L. (4 different
subjects), both including English
and Mathematics
[also see Note (g)]

Business Computer
Studies

2 A. L.'s and 3 0. L.'s (5 different
subjects) or
3 A . L ' s a n d 1 O.L. (4 different
subjects), both including
Mathematics

Company Secretaryship
and Administration

2 A .'s and 3 O.L.'s (5 different
subjects) or
3 A . L ' s a n d 1 O.L. (4 different
subjects), both including English
[also see Note (h))

General Business
Management

2 A.L.'s and U.E. or English

Marketing

2 A.L.'s and U.E. or English
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Personnel Management

2 A. L.'s and U.E. or English

Asian Pacific Studies

2A

International Economic
and Political Affairs

2 A. L.'s and U.E. or English

Social Issues and Policy

2 A.L.'s and U.E. or English

.'sand U.E. or English

Notes
(a>

A.L. stands for a pass grade (Grade E or above) in a Hong Kong or G.C.E. Advanced
Level subject.

(b)

O. L. stands for a pass grade (Grade C or above) in a G.C.E. Ordinary Level subject OR
a credit pass (Grade C or above) in the H.K.C.E.E.

(c>

U.E. stands for a pass grade (Grade E or above) in Use of English.

<d>

English refers to a pass grade in G.C.E. Ordinary Level English OR a credit pass (Grade
C or above) in English Language (Syl. B) OR a Grade A in English Language (Svl
y
A) in the H.K.C.E.E.
'

(e>

Passes in A.L. and O.L. subjects can be obtained at one or different sittings.

(f)

Translation Major Programme —
Applicants are required to sit a written examination in Chinese and English
Proficiency.

(9)

(h>

(ii) Mature students with good language ability are encouraged to apply.
Accountancy Major Programme —
<i) English Literature cannot be regarded as equivalent to English.
(ii) Attainments in the Hong Kong Higher Level Examinations and Use of English
Examination will not be considered for admission purposes.
(iii> Only one craft subject is acceptable within the minimum requirement.
Company Secretaryship and Administration Major Programme <i) English Literature cannot be regarded as equivalent to English.
<ii) Attainments in the Hong Kong Higher Level Examinations and Use of English
Examination will not be considered for admission purposes.

OTHER ACCEPTABLE QUALIFICATIONS
Persons who do not possess the above qualifications but fit one of the
following categories may apply for admission:
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Overseas Applicants
Persons who have attained at a recognized institution outside Hong Kong
a qualification equivalent to the normal entry qualification of the College,
such as satisfactory completion of the first year in a four-year undergraduate
curriculum, may be eligible for admission. They may be required to gain Grade
C or above in English in the G.C.E. Examination or an equivalent public examination or achieve a TOEFL score of 550 or above. Overseas applicants will
be considered on an individual basis, subject to the availability of places.
Overseas applicants should make sure that they are eligible to apply to the
Immigration Department of Hong Kong for a proper visa to stay in Hong Kong
for the entire period of study at the College. The College is not responsible
for obtaining visas for overseas students.
The College does not provide any boarding facilities. Overseas students
.should make their own arrangements for accommodation in Hong Kong.
As the processes of application and selection take considerable time, overseas
applicants are advised to apply as early as possible.
Mature Applicants
Persons who are aged 23 or above on 1st September in the year when admission is sought, provided
(1) (a) they are able to show either by publication or by other acceptable
evidence that they have achieved sufficient competence in their chosen
field of study to justify admission, OR
(b) they have shown exceptional ability in appropriate academic or professional fields;
*
(2) they have at least three years of relevant working experience; AND
(3) tney can produce evidence of at least three years of continuous residence
in Hong Kong.
Mature applicants will be considered by Departments separately and each case
will be decided on its own merits.

2. ADVANCED LEVEL PROGRAMME
Applicants must either:
(a)

have obtained at one sitting in the Hong Kong Certificate of Education
Examination, or an equivalent public examination, Grade C or above in
two subjects plus Grade E or above in four other subjects, including
English Language (Syllabus B);
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or (b)

have obtained at one sitting in the Hong Kong Certificate of Education
Examination, or an equivalent public examination, Grade C or above in
four subjects plus Grade E or above in one other subject, including
English Language (Syllabus B);

or (c)

have obtained at one sitting in the Hong Kong Certificate of Education
Examination, or an equivalent public examination, Grade E or above in
at least six subjects, including English Language (Syllabus B), provided
that the total of the best six grades is not less than 12. Grade A to E
shall be given the numerical values 5-1 respectively for the purpose of
this calculation.

N.B. For the purpose of fulfilling entry requirements, an achievement at Grade
A in English Language (Syllabus A) will be considered as equivalent to
an achievement at Grade C in English Language (Syllabus B). Grade B or
C in the former will be accepted as being equivalent to Grade E in the
latter.
•
TRANSFER STUDENTS
An applicant who has fulfrlled the entry requirements and whose educational
standard is considered by the Department concerned equivalent to a student
who has satisfactorily completed Year 3 at the College may be considered for
admission to Year 4 as a transfer student. Transcripts and recommendation
letters shall be submitted together with the application form. Admission shall
be subject to the availability of a place in Year 4 of the major programme
concerned.
A transfer student shall normally have satisfactorily completed at least 80%
of the academic credits in equivalent Year 3 courses in order to qualify for
Year 4 admission. He shall formally apply for course exemptions upon admission and shall take those Year 3 courses from which he is not exempted.
A transfer student shall not be awarded a Higher Diploma after Year 4 and
shall attend two years full-time for an Honours Diploma. However, a student
of the College who has obtained a Higher or an Honours Diploma and is
admitted to Year 4 in another major programme shall be exempted from this
residential requirement.
ASSOCIATE, PART-TIME AND AUDITING STUDENTS
Associate Students
An applicant whose educational standard is considered adequate by the
Department concerned may be considered for admission as an associate student
to pursue an approved course of Advanced Level or post Advanced Level studies.
No associate student shall be eligible for a formal award or for a certificate of
the College or the Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination.
Application for admission as an associate student shall be made to the Regis34

trar during the normal period ot receiving applications and shall be supported
by documents as will be required by the Registrar, such as public examination
results, school transcripts and reference letters.
An associate student shall normally take more than 11 credits per term, but
not more than the number of credits for which a full-time student normally
enrols per term.
An associate student shall sit for the examinations of the courses he takes
and receive grades and credits upon fulfilment of the requirements of the courses
concerned. Status as an associate student shall be indicated in all documents
issued by the College.
In order to change status from an associate student to a regular full-time
student, a student shall have fulfilled the relevant entrance requirements of
the College and application must be specially recommended by the Department
concerned and approved by the Academic Board.
An associate student shall pay full tuition fees and all other relevant fees
except the graduation fee.
No associate student shall be eligible for scholarships or financial aid.
Part-time Students
An applicant whose educational standard is considered adequate by the
Department concerned may be considered for admission as a part-time student
to pursue an approved course of Advanced Level or post Advanced Level studies.
No part-time student shall be eligible for a formal award or for a certificate
of the College or the Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination.
Application for admission as a part-time student shall be made to the Registrar during the normal period of receiving applications and shall be supported
by documents as will be required by the Registrar, such as public examination
results, school transcripts and reference letters.
A part-time student shall normally not be allowed to take more than 11
credits per term.
A part-time student shall sit or the examination/s of the course/s taken,
and shall receive grade/s and credits upon fulfilment of the requirements of
the course/s concerned. Status as a part-time student shall be indicated in all
documents issued by the College.
In order to change status from a part-time student to a regular full-time
student, a student shall have fulfilled the relevant entrance requirements of
the College and application must be specially recommended by the Department
concerned and approved by the Academic Board.
A part-time student shall pay tuition fees as follows:

.

Tuition Fee

Number of Credits Enrolled
1-4
5-8
9-11

%1 of the tuition
1
/2 -fee paid by a
full-time student

All other relevant fees, except the graduation fee and Students' Union fee,
must be paid.
No part-time student shall be eligible for scholarships or financial aid.
Auditing Students
An applicant whose educational standard is considered adequate by the
Department concerned may be considered for admission as an auditing student
to pursue an approved course of Advanced Level or post Advanced Level studies.
No auditing student shall be eligible for a formal award or for a certificate of
the College or the Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination.
Application for admission as an auditing student shall be made to the Registrar during the normal period of receiving applications and shall be supported
by documents as will be required by the Registrar, such as public examination
results, school transcripts and reference letters.
An auditing student shall normally not be allowed to take more than 11
credits per term.
An auditing student shall not sit for any examinations nor receive any grade
or other academic recognition for the course/s taken. Status as an auditing
student shall be indicated in all documents issued by the College.
An auditing student shall pay tuition fees as follows:
Tuition Fee

Number of Credits Enrolled
1-4
5-8
9-11

of the tuition
/a -fee paid by a
full-time student

1

All other relevant fees, except the graduation fee and Students' Union fee,
must be paid.
No auditing student shall be eligible for scholarships or financial aid.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
DATE AND TIME FOR APPLICATION
Diploma Programme: 15th July to 7th August (First Batch)
17th August to 7th September (Second Batch)
(Applicants should, if possible, submit
because there will be only a few places
first batch applicants have been offered
7th September will be considered as late

their applications for the first batch
left for second batch applicants after
places. Applications submitted after
applications.)

Advanced Level Programme: The first three days after the official announcement of the H.K.C.E.E. results.
Applications should be submitted during the following hours:
Monday to Friday

9:00a.m. - 12:30p.m.
1:00p.m. - 5:00p.m.
Saturdays
9:00a.m. - 12:30p.m.
Sundays and Public Holidays
Closed
The office will be closed and applications will not be received when typhoon
signal No. 8 or above is hoisted.
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PROCEDURE FOR ADMISSION TO THE DIPLOMA PROGRAMME
(1) Obtain application forms for admission from the Registry and complete
the forms in duplicate.
(2) Submit the duly completed application forms to the Registry together
with the following items:
(a) The originals and photocopies of documents to satisfy the entry requirements, including the Hong Kong Identity Card, the results of the
Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination (H.K.C.E.E.) and the
Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination (H.K.A .E.). Results of the
General Certificate of Education (G.C.E.) Examination will also be
considered. Other relevant supporting documents may also be submitted.
Overseas applicants are required to provide an official transcript of
academic records of the last three years to the Registrar before the
closing date for application for admission.
Mature applicants are required to submit all supporting documents
to the Registrar before the closing date for application for admission.
(b) Two recent photographs measuring 4 cm. x 5 cm. (attached to the
application form).
(c) An application fee of HK$50 (non-refundable).
be charged for each late application.)

(A fee of HK$75 will

(3) The applicant should invite his school principal or teacher to complete and
return the Confidential Report by School Principal or Academic Referee
to the Registrar as soon as possible and not later than the closing date for
applications.
(4) Each applicant is allowed to submit one application only. Applicants who
submit more than one application will be disqualified and the fees paid
will not be refunded.
(5) Short-listed applicants will be required to attend an interview in late August
or early September to determine their eligibility for admission. For some
programmes, applicants may also be required to take a written test.
(6) Notification will be sent to all applicants who are offered places, placed on
the waiting list or not offered places in early September or mid-September.
A t the same time, the admission list will also be posted on the notice board
in the College. Applicants who are offered places should pay their tuition
fees to secure their places.
(7) Registration and enrolment for courses will be held in late September.
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CHOICE OF MAJOR PROGRAMME (DIPLOMA PROGRAMME)
Each applicant is allowed to submit one application form only. He may
apply for up to three different major programmes as long as he fulfills the
entry requirements for these programmes. However, only one offer will be
made to each applicant selected for admission.
Applications will be considered in the order of preference of the choices
indicated by applicants. Therefore, it is very important for applicants to make a
real expression of interest.
Applicants should note that the choice of major programme they make is
vitally important, since it will determine what they will do in their two to three
years of study at the College if they are admitted. The programme they study
will also have a very significant influence on the career they pursue after graduation. They should therefore give careful thought before making their decisions
as to what they would most like to study. Applicants should note that change
of major programmes after submission of the application form is not permitted.
PROCEDURE FOR ADMISSION TO THE ADVANCED LEVEL PROGRAMME
(1) Obtain an application form or admission from the Registry and complete
the form.

.

(2) Submit the duly completed form to the Registry together with the following items
(a) The originals and photocopies of documents to satisfy the entry
requirements, including the Hong Kong Identity Card and the results
of the Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination (H.K.C.E.E.).
(b) One recent photograph measuring 4 cm. x 5 cm. (attached to the
application form).
(c) An application fee of HK$50 (non-refundable). (A fee of HK$75
will be charged for each late application).
(3) Each applicant is allowed to submit one application only. Applicants who
submit more than one application will be disqualified and the fees paid
will not be refunded.
(4) The admission list will be posted on the notice board in the College in
mid-August. Applicants who are offered places should pay their tuition fees
to secure their places.
(5) Registration and enrolment for courses will be held in late August.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION
As there are insufficient places for all qualified applicants, admission to the
College is on a competitive basis.
Diploma Programme
Applicants will be selected for admission on the basis of their academic
abilities, interests, personal qualities, and other factors which individual Departments consider relevant to the major programmes concerned.
Advanced Level Programme
Applicants will be offered places primarily on the basis of their results in the
Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination and according to the availabiity of places in the subjects they prefer.
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FEES
All fees are prescribed by the College Council and are subject to yearly
review. The College reserves the right to revise its fees from time to time. Fees
paid are not refundable unless otherwise stated.
The following fees are charged for the academic year 1987-88.
APPLICATION FEE
A fee of HK$50 is charged for each application for admission, and should
be paid at the time the application is submitted. A fee of HK$75 is charged
for each late application for admission.
TUITION FEE
Tuition fees are payable in two equal instalments before the start of the first
and second terms of an academic year. They are not refundable except in the
case of programme cancellation. The College reserves the right to cancel a
programme in which case tuition fees will be refunded as soon as the cancellation of the programme is confirmed.

Full-time Students
Fees for full-time study programmes are stipulated in the table below.
Programme

Tuition Fees per annum

Advanced Level
Year 1
Year 2

HK$3,700
HK$3,000

Higher Diploma
Year 3
Year 4

HK$6,900
HK$6,600

Honours Diploma
Year 5

HK$6,600

For old students

**Tentative

Remarks

The tuition fee for Year
2 will be HK$4,000** for the
academic year 1988-89
The tuition fee for Year 4
will be HK$7,600** for the
academic year 1988-89
The tuition fee for Year 5
will be HK$7,600** for the
academic year 1988-89 and
HK$8,400** for the academic
year 1989-90

Associate Students
An associate student must pay full tuition fees and all other relevant fees
except the graduation fee.

Part-time Students
A part-time student must pay tuition fees as follows:
Number of Credits Enrolled
1- 4
5 - 8
9-11

Tuition Fee
1/4
1/2
3/4

of the tuition
fee paid by a
full-time student

A part-time student must also pay all relevant fees except graduation fee and
Students' Union membership fee.

Auditing Students
An auditing student must pay tuition fees as follows:
Number of Credits Enrolled
1- 4
5 — 8
9-11

Tuition Fee
1/4
1/2
3/4

of the tuition
fee paid by a
full-time student

An auditing student must also pay all other relevant fees except graduation
fee and Students' Union membership fee.

Penalties
Students should retain their tuition fee receipts for future reference, eg. for
inspection on Registration Day, tax purposes, financial assistance applications
etc. An administrative fee of HK$5 is charged if a student requires the College
to provide evidence of tuition fee payments.
Students must pay their tuition fees on the dates specified in the Academic
Calendar 1987-88. There will be a penalty for late payment.
A penalty of 5% on the amount of the tuition fee due will be charged if
payment is not made by the due date. If the tuition fee and the penalty are not
paid within ten days from the due date, the student is considered to be
unofficially withdrawn and must secure approval for re-admission from the
Registrar, and the student will be charged a re-admission fee of HK$50 together
with the tuition due and the penalty of 5%. In some special cases payments
may be delayed without penalty upon prior recommendation from the Dean
of Students and approval 001 the Comptroller.
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DEPOSIT
A deposit of HK$200 is payable by new students upon their admission and
is refundable only when a student has completed at least one academic year and
withdraws officially or leaves the College upon graduation, less deductions, if
any, made by the College for outstanding debts (eg. Library book fines, late
charges etc.) not previously settled.
An application for refund of the deposit must be made within one year after
the student officially withdraws or graduates from the College. Otherwise,
according to the practice of the College, the full amount of deposit or the
balance left after making any deduction will be forfeited and transferred to the
College's accounts.

GRADUATION FEE
Upon admission to the College all new full-time students are required to
pay a graduation fee of HK$150. This fee is used to offset the costs of issuing
testimonials, certificates, diplomas to students and of holding the Graduation
Ceremony. The graduation fee is not refundable under any circumstances.

PROSPECTUS FEE
All new diploma programme students (Year 3 or otherwise) are required to
buy a College prospectus upon admission to the College. The prospectus fee
payable for the academic year 1987-88 is HK$25:

LATE REGISTRATION FEE
A fee of HK$20 is charged if d student fails to register by the deadline specified by the Registrar's Office.

•

TRANSCRIPT FEE
The transcript fee is HK$15 for each copy. Students or graduates who apply
for admission to other institutions may request the College to send their transcripts to the institutions concerned. The cost of postage is charged to the
students.

TRANSACTION FEE FOR CHANGE OF COURSES
A transaction fee of HK$10 is charged for adding, dropping or withdrawing
from one course.

APPEAL FOR RECOUNT AND REASSESSMENT OF EXAMINATION FEE
An appeal for recount requires a deposit of HK$10, which is refunded only if
the recount results in upgrading. An appeal for reassessment requires a deposit
of HK$50 which is refunded only if the reassessment results in upgrading.

MAKE-UP EXAMINATION FEE
A make-up examination is arranged only when a student is unable to attend
or to complete a scheduled examination due to unavoidable circumstances such
as illness, family bereavement, accident etc., and is able to show documentary
support to the satisfaction of the Registrar.
A make-up examination fee of HK$10 is charged for each course.

REFERRED EXAMINATION FEE
Students who fail in end-of-term examinations may be required to take
referred/supplementary examinations.
A referred/supplementary examination fee of HK$100 per subject for each candidate will be charged.

MAKE-UP OF OFFICIAL WITHDRAWAL FEE
Students who leave the College without prior approval by the Registrar are
listed as unofficial withdrawals effective on the tenth day after the deadline
for payment of tuition fees due to the College. Transcripts, testimonials etc.
will not be given to students who have unofficially withdrawn from the College.
The following fees are charged for make-up of official withdrawal after
leaving the College.
Unofficially for less than one year
Unofficially for more than one year

HK$50
HK$100

STUDENT IDENTITY CARD AND LIBRARY CARD REPLACEMENT FEES
All new students are issued free of charge a Student Identity Card and a
Library Card by the Registry and the Library respectively. In case a student
loses either card, the loss should be reported immediately. A replacement card
is issued on payment of HK$10 for each card.

LIBRARY CHARGES FOR OVERDUE LOANS AND LOST OR DAMAGED
BOOKS
Borrowers who do not return borrowed library books by the specified date
are charged a fee of HK$1 per book per day. For books placed on reserve,
the fee is HK$1 per book per hour.
Borrowers who fail to return books or who return books damaged beyond
repair, are charged the cost of replacement with an additional processing fee
of 15% of the book price together with any accumulated overdue fees. For
out-of-print books, borrowers may be held responsible for paying the cost of
photocopies or microform with any additional fee for postage and processing.
Damaged books, if reparable, are charged according to the cost or repairs.
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STUDENT LOCKER FEE
Metal lockers for storing personal belongings are available to full-time
students
A fee o HK$50 is charged per academic year. Application for a
locker can be made at the Comptroller's Office at the beginning of each academic year.

STUDENTS' UNION MEMBERSHIP FEES
All full-time students are required to pay a Students' Union subscription of
HK$80 per academic year, with an entry fee of HK$30 payable by all new
students.
The fees charged by the Students' Union are used entirely by the Students'
Union in carrying out its functions and activities.
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SCHOLARSHIPS AND FINANCIAL AID
Full-time students who are in financial need may apply for various forms of
financial assistance in the form of bursaries, interest-free loans and grants.
Scholarships are awarded to students on the recommendation of Heads of
Departments, based on academic merit. Enquiries about financial assistance
and scholarships should be made to the Student Affairs Office.

GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE SCHEME
This scheme offers financial assistance to full-time students in the Higher
and Honours Diploma Programmes in the forms of grants and interest-free loans.
In the academic year 1986/87, a total of HK$1,711,800 (HK$594,800 in
grants and HK$1,117,000 in loans) were allocated to Lingnan College students
and more funds are in the current academic year.
The maximum loan and grant a student can expect under this scheme are:
Year

Maximum Loan ( H K $ )

3 & 4
5

4,200
7,700

M a x i m u m Grant ( H K $ )

3,500
-

The amount offered to an applicant depends on his or her financial background. The recipient is expected to repay the loan within a specified period
after graduation from the College.
Applicants for current students are normally processed in May and those for
new students in September of each academic year.

LOANS AND GRANTS
Full-time students are eligible to apply through the College for the Winsor
Education Foundation Student Loan Fund and the Kiangsu & Chekiang
Residents (H.K.) Association Education Loan.
Grants are also available to full-time needy students from the Wah Kiu Yat
Po Bursary, the Hong Kong Jockey Club Scholarship and the Grantham
Scholarships. Enquiries should be made to the organizations concerned.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND BURSARIES
Scholarships and bursaries are donated by organizations, firms, professional
bodies, individuals, the Lingnan Education Organization Limited, the Lingnan
University Alumni Association (Hong Kong) Limited, Lingnan Club and friends
of Lingnan College and are governed by specific conditions. Awards include:
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American Women's Association of Hong Kong Ltd. Scholarships
The Chinese Literature and History Scholarship
Chuh Young M.-Lam Chiu Man Bursary
Edward T.T. Chan Scholarship
The English and Translation Departmental Bursary
Government Interest-^free Loans & Grants
Grantham Maintenance Grants
Grantham Scholarships
Hong Kong Computer Society Scholarship Fund
Hong Kong Rotary Club Students' Loan Fund
Hsin Chong - K.N. Godfrey Yeh Education Fund Bursaries
The Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators
in Hong Kong Scholarship
Kiangsu & Chekiang Residents Associations Interest-free
Loans
Li Po Chun Charitable Trust Fund Scholarships
Lingnan Club Scholarship
Lingnan Education Organization Bursaries
Lingnan Education Organization Scholarships
Lingnan University Alumni Association (Hong Kpng) Limited
Scholarships
Rev. and Mrs. Samuel Choo Scholarship
Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club Scholarship Fund
Standard/Sinq Tao Fat Choy Drive Students' Loan Fund
Dr. Sun Yat-sen Bursar'res
.
(donated by Chinese Culture Association)
T.A. Consultants Limited Scholarships
T.M. Ho Bursaries
Wah Kiu Yat Po Bursaries
Winsor Education Foundation Interest-free Loans
Younger Manager Club Scholarship
Younger Manager Club and Barclays Bank Scholarship
US$25 000 set up as Edward Chan Memorial Scholarship Fund for travelling
expenses awarded to students and/or members of the teaching staff who go
abroad to study or do research

ACADEMIC REGULATIONS*
1. The Academic Year
The academic year shall consist of two terms each covering about sixteen
weeks of academic activities.

2. Student Classification
Students taking at least 12 credits per term shall be regarded as full-time
students. Each student shall be classified as belonging to Year 1, Year 2,
Year 3, Year 4 or Year 5. The conditions for passing a year of study are set
out in the Examination Regulations.
Regulations governing Associate, Part-time, Auditing and Transfer students
are contained in Reauirements for Admission Section.

3. Registration
(a) A student cannot register until all the prescribed fees have been paid.
(b) All students are expected to register in person on the dates announced
by the Registrar. A student is considered registered only after the
duly completed enrolment form is returned to the Registry.
(c)

Late registration shall be permitted only before the day set forth in
the College Calendar. A late registration fee of $20 shall be charged.
Credits shall not be granted for any course for which a student has
not registered.

(d) Each student shall be given advice by a full time faculty member of
the Department in which the student majors.
(e) Students of the graduating class are expected to consult the Heads
of their respective Departments in regard to graduation requirements.
(f)

Students shall follow the procedures of registration and all special'
instructions from the Registrar. Special attention should be paid to
course and credit requirements, prerequisites for courses, normal
academic load and courses to be repeated. Students in Diploma
Programmes shall not enrol for any courses which they have taken
and passed.

(g) Each student shall be responsible for the accuracy of information on
the enrolment form, which is the official record of registration.
(h) Each student is issued free of charge a Student Identity Card when he
registers at the College for the first time. The student should take
good care of his Student Identity Card arid present it to the staff of
the Registry for validation on the registration day of each term. It
is recommended that students have their ID cards laminated for
better protection. A fee of $10 shall be charged for each replacement card (see also Fees Section).
*
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These and other regulations set forth in the prospectus are subject to
amendment from time to time. The updated official College regulations
should be regarded as the final authority.

4. Prerequisites
(a) A series of courses in the same subject that extend beyond one year
shall not be taken simultaneously.
(b) The course with the lower course number shall be taken first, and
the course with the next higher course number shall be taken in the
following year. If the student fails the lower numbered course, he/she
shall repeat that course before enrolling for the next course. For
example, if a student fails Accounting II, he/she has to repeat
Accounting II and pass the entire year course before enrolling for
Accounting III.
(c) Under special circumstances, the Head of the Department concerned
may use his discretion to exempt a student from the above regulation.

5. Normal Academic Load
A. Diploma Programme
(a) The normal academic load for a student shall be between 16 and 21
credits per term. Academic loads outside this range will be determined by the Grade Point Average of the student in the previous
term.
(b) The following scheme shall be used:

G.P.A.

Academic Load

3.0 or above
1.0-2.99
below 1.0

22 credits or above
up to 21 credits
1 2 - 1 4 credits

(c) Under special circumstances, the Head of the Department concerned
may use his discretion to exempt a student from the above regulation.

B. Advanced Level Programme
Each student must take Use of English and three other subjects.

6. Course Exemption
(a) Students who pass public/professional examinations recognized by
the College may apply for exemption from taking the corresponding
course/s offered by the College. No grade shall be given but credits
shall be granted if the exemption is approved. All exempted courses
shall be shown in the transcript of the student.
(b) Students who are required to repeat a year of study shall retake all
the courses for that year except those in respect of which the Heads
of their Departments have expressly granted exemptions. In the
repeating year, the grades and credits for those exempted courses
shall be included in the calculation of cumulative units gained and
cumulative grade point average.
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(c) Normally, a student may not be granted exemption for more than two
courses per teaching term.
(d) An application form for course exemption regarding (a) or (b) above
shall be completed by the student concerned, submitted to the Head
of his Department for approval, and returned to the Registry before
the closing date for adding/dropping courses. All such applications
for course exemption must be'accompanied by original supporting
documents and their photocopies. The Registry shall return the
original supporting documents to the applicant after inspection.
The student is not required to apply for dropping the exempted
course/s even if enrolled for the course/s concerned.
(e) If a student applies to the Head of his Department for exemption
from a course provided by another Department/Division, the Head
of the Department should consult the other Department/Division
concerned before deciding whether to approve the application. In
case of difficulty the Dean of the Faculty in which the student is
majoring shall be the final arbiter.

7. Change of Courses/Sections
(a) A student wishing to add or drop courses or change course or course
section must obtain the written approval of the Heads of the Departments concerned.
(b) An application form should be completed and returned to the Registry, before the date set forth in the College Calendar.
(c) A fee of $10 shall be charged for each entry to be altered.
(d> The final approval of the application shall be subject to the Registrar.

8. Change of Major
(a) A student wishing to change major must obtain the written permission
of the Heads bf the two Departments concerned.
(b) No student shall be accepted by a Department without fulfilling the
entry requirements for that Department.
(c) All applications for changing major shall be completed before the
closing date for adding/dropping courses in the first teaching term
of an academic year.
(d) Further details are obtainable from the Registrar.

9. Class Attendance
(a) Students are expected to attend all lectures, tutorials and practical
periods arranged for them.
(b) A student who is unable to attend classes should inform the teacher
concerned and the Registrar in writing at the earliest opportunity. In
the case of absence for more than two days owing to illness, a certificate from a registered doctor is required.
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10. Tests and Examinations
(a) Students are expected to take all scheduled tests and examinations. A
student failing to attend a test or an examination without a good
reason will be graded F in that test or examination.
(b) Except where otherwise stipulated, make-up examinations shall be
arranged only when a student is sick or involved in an accident during
the test or examination. The student shall produce documentary
support and pay a fee of $10 for each make-up examination (also see
Sections 3.6 and 3.7, Examination Regulations and Fees Section).
(c) All applications for resit examinations should be made to the
Registrar.

11. Disciplinary Action
11.1 The Disciplinary Committee may, as a result of its inquiry or investigation, take disciplinary action against a student who violates any rule
or regulation or commits any misconduct such as:
(a) plagiarism in written assignments;
(b) dishonesty in connection with tests and examinations;
(c) falsification or misuse of College documents or records;
(d) failure to comply with any regulations or orders by authorized
persons or bodies prohibiting any conduct which disrupts teaching, study, research or administration of the College;
(e) defamation of or assault on or battery against any student or
staff member of the College;
•
(f) damage to or defacement of any property of the College;
( g ) fraud, theft, or misuse of College funds or property of any kind;
(h) any conduct which is detrimental to the reputation and wellbeing of the College;
(i) an offence of an immoral or disgraceful nature of which the
student has been convicted in any court of law.
11.2 Disciplinary action referred to in Regulation 11.1 may take the form
of any of the following penalties in accordance with the nature and
seriousness of the offence:
(a) reprimand;
(b) suspension from part of the rights and privileges or the use of
part of the facilities of the College for a specified period of time,
short of full suspension of studies [see 11.2(e) below]
(c) payment for the repair or replacement of the article/s damaged;
(d) demerit - a total of three demerits may result in termination of
studies at the College;
(e) suspension of studies from the College for a specified period of
time;

(f)

termination of studies at the College.

Penalties (e) and (f) may be imposed only with the approval of the
Academic Board, provided that the President may if he thinks it
necessary in any case peremptorily exercise his constitutional power
of suspending any student pending the decision of the Academic
Board in that case.
11.3 A student, on being informed of a decision to take disciplinary action
against him, may within seven days appeal to the President, who shall
refer the case to the Appeals Committee. The decision of the Appeals
Committee shall be final.
11.4 Penalties imposed on a student may be entered into the transcript of
his academic record.

12. Academic Credits (Units)
(a) An academic credit shall be granted for the successful completion of
one 50-minute practical period per week for one term. Each lecture
presupposes one or two hours preparation and follow-up work on the
part of the student.
(b) Credits are not awarded for Year 1 courses.

13. Grading System
A. Diploma Programme
‘(a) Grades shall be awarded according to the following system:
Grade and Standard

Sub-divisions

Grade Points

A

Excellent
Very Good

A
A-

4.00
3.67

B

Good

B+
B
B-

3.33
3.00
2.67

C

Average

C+
C
C

2.33
2.00
1.67

D

Pass

D+
D

1.33
1.00

F

Failure

F

1

Incomplete

ABS Absent

0
0
0

S

Satisfactory

no grade point

U

Unsatisfactory

no grade point

PASS/FAIL*
no grade point
*Applicable to the Training Programme of the Business Computer
Studies Major.
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Suggested Guideline for Marks and Grades Conversion
Term
Term Grade
A
AB+

Total Marks(%)
85-100
80-84
75-79

BC+
C
C
D+
D
F
The grade F shall indicate a bad failure. A s t u d e n t who receives this
g r a d e in the first term for a year course shall not be allowed to
continue with that course in the second term.
The grade I shall indicate that the course work or examination has
(C )
not been completed for reasons which are acceptable to both the
teacher and the Departmental Panel of Examiners. It 'S a grade
which shall be converted to the appropriate grade on completion of
the work or examination required. If the work or examination has
not been completed before the end of the following term the grade I
shall be converted to grade F.
( d ) A student who is absent from the term final examination shall
normally receive ABS. If the student has a good reason which is
acceptable to both the teacher and the Head of the Department
concerned, the student may be given a supplementary examination.
The ABS shall be converted to the appropriate grade on completion
of the examination.

(b)

B. Advanced Level Programme
Grades shall be awarded according to the following system:
A = 4 grade points
I : Incomplete
B = 3 5 grade points
S = Satisfactory
C = 3 grade points
U = Unsatisfactory
D = 2 grade points
ABS = Absent
E = 1 grade point
F = 0 grade point
where A is the highest standard and F is the lowest. A B,C,D and E
r e passing grades and F is a failing grade. No sub-d,v,s.on of grades
shall be given. Year 1 courses are not given credits (units) and points.
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14. Grade Point Average (G.P.A.)
A.Term G.P.A.
This is a figure ranging from 0 to 4.00 (A = 4.00) used to indicate the
average performance of a student in the term concerned.
(a) Term G.P.A.
= T o t a l weighted points for all courses taken in the term concerned
Total number of units enrolled in the term concerned
(b) Weighted points = grade points X the number of units of the course
concerned.
(c) Courses which are exempted on grounds of passing public/professional examinations shall not be included in the calculation of G.P.A.

B. Cumulative G.P.A.
This is a figure ranging from 0 to 4.00 (A = 4.00) used to indicate the
overall performance of a student in all the terms of the specified years of
studies: credits and grades obtained in Year 2 shall be cumulatively
calculated for the Advanced Level Programme; credits and grades
obtained in Years 3 and 4 shall be cumulatively calculated for the Higher
Diploma Programme; and credits and grades obtained in Year 5 shall be
cumulatively calculated for the Honours Diploma Programme.
(a) Cumulative G.P.A. on all courses
=

T o t a l weighted points for all courses taken
Total number of units enrolled in all terms

(b) Cumulative G.P.A. on all major courses taken
=

T o t a l weighted points for all major courses taken
Total number of units enrolled for all
major courses in all terms

(c) Major courses refer to those courses with a letter code of the subject
area in which the student majors (see the Course Coding System).
(d) If a student is required to repeat a year of study, none of the credits
and grades obtained in that year shall be used in the calculation of
cumulative units gained and cumulative G.P.A. as from the repeating
year. However, if exemption from re-taking a course is granted to
the student, then the credits and grade of the course concerned
obtained previously shall be included in the calculation.

15. Academic Honours
Full-time students whose academic performance in an academic year is
considered outstanding by the Academic Board will be awarded a Certificate
of Merit at the Graduation Ceremony.
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16. Requirements for Graduation (Diploma Programme)
A student must fulfil the following requirements (also see Examination
Regulations Sections 3.6 and 3.7) in order to graduate:
(a) The graduating student should have attended two years full-time at
the College for a Higher Diploma and three years full-time for an
Honours Diploma. Transfer students should attend two years fulltime for an Honours Diploma.
(b) The student should have passed all the required courses (including
General Education Courses) and obtained enough credits stipulated
by his D e p a r t m e n t .

(c) The student's cumulative G.P.A. should be at least 1.67 on all
subjects and 2.00 on all major subjects (Higher Diploma: all courses
taken in Years 3 and 4; Honours Diploma all courses taken in Year
5).
(d) Year 4 and Year 5 students should apply for graduation in the last
teaching term in which they expect to fulfil all graduation requirements.

17. Transcripts of Records
( a ) A student who has completed at least one term of studies may
obtain an official transcript by completing an application form at
the Registry.
(b) The applicant should specify on the application form whether an
official transcript or a student's copy for his own reference is sought.
(c) An official transcript is a sealed document to be sent direct to the
institution requesting the transcript. The applicant should provide
the address of the receiving institution on the application form.
(d) All unsealed transcripts will bear the words "Student's Copy" and
therefore cannot be accepted as official transcripts.
(e) A transcript fee shall be charged for each copy (see Fees Section).
Postage for foreign or registered mail shall be charged to the student.
(f)

Transcripts shall not be issued to students who have outstanding
accounts due to the College.

18. Unsatisfactory Progress
A. Diploma Programme
(a) A student shall be placed on probation if his G.P.A. falls below 1.0
for a term of study, or if in the opinion of the Academic Board he
fails to make satisfactory academic progress.
(b) A student who is put on probation may be required to take a
reduced study load.
(c)

If he fails to remove the probation by achieving a G.P.A. above 1.0
in the following term, he shall be suspended for one term or one
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year.
(d) A suspended student may be re-admitted after the period of
suspension for not more than one further attempt.
(e) A student shall normally be required to repeat a year of study if he
cannot meet the necessary requirements for promotion but no
student shall repeat the same year of study twice.
(f)

A student required to repeat a year of study shall retake all the
courses for that year except those in respect of which the Head
of his Department has expressly granted exemption.

B. Advanced Level Programme
(a) Students are required to attend classes regularly. More than 15
periods of unexcused absence in a subject during a teaching term
could be grounds for failure in that subject.
(b) Any Year 1 student who fails two or more subjects at the end of
Year 1 will not be promoted to Year 2.
(c) Any Year 1 student who fails a second time may be required to
discontinue his studies at the College, subject to the decision of the
Academic Board.
(d) Any Year 2 student who wishes to repeat the year may apply to the
College for re-admission.

19. Prolonged Leave of Absence
(a)

If a student desires prolonged leave of absence because of illness or
urgent family affairs, he must submit an application countersigned by
his parents/guardian to the Registrar for consideration.

(b) The period of voluntary suspension shall not exceed one year, and if
the student does not return to the College after the permitted period,
he shall be considered as having unofficially withdrawn from the
College.

20. Withdrawal
(a) A student seeking official withdrawal shall complete an application at
the Registry.
(b) Approval shall be granted only after proper clearance with the Dean of
Students, the Registrar, the Librarian and the Comptroller.
(c) Students who leave the College without prior approval by the Registrar
are listed as unofficial withdrawals effective on the tenth day after the
dealine for payment of tuition fees due to the College. Transcripts,
testimonials, etc. will not be given to students who have unofficially
withdrawn from the College.
(d) The following fees are charged for make-up of official withdrawal after
leaving the College:
Unofficially for less than one year
HK$50.00
Unofficially for more than one year
HK$100.00
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EXAMINATION REGULATIONS
1. EXAMINATIONS COMMITTEE
All Diploma Examinations shall be conducted in accordance with these
Regulations by the Examinations Committee constituted under the Academic
Board.

1.1 Membership:
Chairman
Members

:
:

Member and
Secretary

Dean of Studies
Faculty Deans (or their representatives)
Heads of all subject areas
Registrar

1.2 Terms of Reference:
a)

b)

To approve examination question papers for Year 3, Year 4 and
Year 5, after considering the views and recommendations of External Examiners;
to maintain a general oversight of the system of continuous assessment;

c)

to finalize students' examination results after considering the views
and recommendations of External Examiners;

d)

to make recommendations to the Academic Board for the award

e)
f)

to consider cases of appeals referred to it by the Registrar;
to consider all matters relating to diploma examinations and make
recommendations thereon.

of diplomas;

2. PANELS OF EXAMINERS
A Panel of Examiners shall be formed for each major programme of studies.
It shall submit reports to the Examinations Committee.

2.1 Composition
A Panel of Examiners shall comprise:
(a) The Head of the Department who shall act as Chairman; and
(b) The Internal Examiners, who are all staff concerned with the setting
and marking of any part of the examinations.
Each Panel of Examiners shall appoint its own secretary.
All staff concerned with the teaching of a course should make themselves
available in case they wish, or are required, to give evidence in particular
cases, and to submit written reports upon request.

2.2 Duties
The duties of a Panel of Examiners shall be:
(a) to approve the examination question papers for Year 3, Year 4 and
Year 5, after considering the views and recommendations of External Examiners, if appointed;
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(b) to maintain a general oversight of the system of continuous assessment, where it applies;
(c) to finalize the candidates' examination results, after considering the
views and recommendations of External Examiners, if appointed;
(d) to assess the progress of students and to report its decisions,
including its recommendations for the award of diploma, to the
Examinations Committee; and
(e) to consider appeals referred to it by the Registrar,
below).

(see section 4

3. EXAMINATIONS
3.1 Dates
Examinations for term courses shall be held at the end of the teaching
term in which the courses concerned are offered. Examinations for year
courses may or may not be held at the end of the first teaching term,
subject to the approval of the Academic Board, but shall be held at the
end of the second teaching term. Omission of any examinations shall be
subject to the approval of the Academic Board.

3.2 Procedure
The examination procedure as set out in Section 5 will apply.

3.3 Method
The method of examination will normally be by written papers, together
with oral and/or practical examinations where appropriate, or as thought
necessary by the Panel of Examiners concerned.

3.4 Continuous Assessment
(a) The continuous assessment required for a particular course shall be
determined by the relevant Panel of Examiners.
(b> Programmes of continuous assessment shall be approved by the
Panel of Examiners concerned before the commencement of the
session.
(c) Alterations to continuous assessment programmes must be approved
before such changes are announced to students.
<d) Students shall be informed in writing of the requirements for continuous assessment at the start of the session — this information shall
include the nature of the assessment, its weighting and the final date
of submission.
(e) Students shall be expected to keep to the final dates of submission
unless there are very good reasons for late submission.

3.5 Pass Mark
The College-wide pass mark for all individual subjects shall be 40.
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3.6 Procedure for allowing Students to pass si ^ a r pfi$jtu
(a) Students are required to pass all the required courses in any year
of study.
(b) Years 3, 4 and 5 students who fail one or two subjects in any year
of study with marks not less than 35 may be permitted to resit the
examinations (referred examinations) for such subjects. The setting
and assessment of the resit examinations shall be arranged by the
appropriate members of the College staff (also see Fees Section).
(c) Students successful in referred examinations shall be given only a
minimum pass grade, unless the resit examination results from illness
or other extenuating circumstnaces (make-up examinations) (see
Section 3.7).
(d) Previous continuous assessment marks shall stand and shall be used
again in the calculation of the overall marks, unless a student repeats
the year of study.
(e) Year 3 students who fail two or more subjects or whose cumulative
grade point average on all subjects is 1.33 or below shall not normally be allowed to proceed to Year 4.
(f) Years 4 and 5 students who fail any required course or whose
cumulative grade point averages are below the required standard
or who have not gained sufficient credits shall not normally be
allowed to graduate. They may be required to repeat the year of
study or resit part or the whole of the Year 4/5 examinations once
more only within one year or discontinue their studies if they fail
a second time, subject to the decision of the Academic Board.
( g ) Years 4 and 5 students who are required to resit part or the whole of
the Year 4/5 examinations may be required to undertake further
studies at the College before the second attempt.
(h) No restrictions shall be placed on the type of diploma that may be
awarded in such circumstances.

3.7 Special Circumstances
(a)

Year 3 and Year 4

(i)

-

A student who is unable, through illness or other extenuating
circumstances, to sit some or all of the Year 3 and Year 4
examinations, or whose performance in such examinations is
adversely affected by illness or other extenuating circumstances,
may be required to take resit examinations, and shall not in
any case be permitted to proceed to the next year of the course
until the Panel of Examiners is satisfied with the level of attainment in each subject (also see Fees Section).

(ii) No restrictions shall be placed on the marks resulting from
such resit examinations.

(b) Year 5
(i)

Where a student is unable, through illness or other extenuating
circumstances, to complete some or all of the Year 5 examinations, the Panel of Examiners, at its discretion, may recommend
the award of an aegrotat diploma.

(ii) A student who does not wish to accept such an aegrotat award
may instead resit the whole of the Year 5 examinations once
more only.

4. APPEALS
(a) Examination results shall be disclosed only by the Registrar.
(b) Students may be shown examination scripts in the presence of the
teacher concerned, but the scripts shall remain the property of the
College.
(c) A student may appeal through the Registrar for a recount of his examination marks. The Registrar shall refer the appeal to the Head/Dean of
the Department/Faculty concerned, and shall inform the teacher. The
Head/Dean shall return the result of the recount to the Registrar, who
shall inform the student. An appeal for recount shall require a deposit
of $10, which shall be refunded if the marks are adjusted.
(d) A student may appeal through the Registrar for reassessment of his
examination script. The Registrar shall refer the appeal to the Panel of
Examiners concerned, who shall return the result of the reassessment
to the Registrar, who shall inform the student. An appeal for reassessment shall require a deposit of $50, which shall be refunded if the
assessment is adjusted.
(e) Appeals must be made within two weeks of the disclosure of examination results.
(f)

Results of appeals shall be determined within two months of the disclosure of examination results.

5_ EXAMINATION
(a)

PROCEDURE

Admission of Candidates

(i)

Candidates may be admitted to the examination hall/room 10
minutes before the examination is due to begin.

(ii) Candidates should take up their seats according to the seating
arrangement indicated in the examination timetable.
(iii) Candidates should leave their books, stationery and bags under their
chairs or in other places specified by the invigilators.
(b)

Distribution of Question Papers and Answer Books

(i)
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Question papers and answer books may be distributed according to
the seating arrangement a few minutes before the examination is

due to begin. Question papers should be laid face downwards on
the desks. Candidates may turn the papers over and start working
only when the invigilator tells them to do so.
(ii) Invigilators should give each student only one answer book, except
under special circumstances. Students should be provided with
supplementary answer sheets if one answer book is insufficient.
(c)

Commencement of Examination

i> Students should be told to start at the time specified in the examination timetable, and the finishing time should be written on the
blackboard for the information of the students.
(ii) Half an hour after the start of the examination, the attendance
register should be marked to record those who are present.
Invigilators should check the students I.D. cards to ensure that the
photograph resembles the student and that the same name has been
written on the answer book.
(iii) Students not in possession of an I.D. card may be permitted to sit
for the examination, provided his name is on the attendance register,
but the matter should be reported to the Registrar.
(iv) The attendance register should be updated to include any latecomers.
(d)

Late Arrival

.

Invigilators may allow students who arrive more than half an hour late
to enter the examination hall/room, but no extra time should be given
to them.
(e)

Misconduct

.

In the event of a student being discovered copying from the papers of
other students, obtaining any unfair assistance from books, notes or
papers of any kind, communicating with other students, or disturbing
other students, that student may be allowed to finish the examination,
but a full report of the circumstances, together with the answer book
and any evidence that might have been found, should be sent to the
Registrar. The student should be warned that he may be disqualified
from that examination. __
(f)

Reminder to Students

The invigilator should make an announcement to remind students when
there are only 15 minutes of the examination time remaining.
(g)

End of Examination

(i)

When the time of the examination has been
tor should tell the students that the time
should write their names on the answer book
sheets, and that they should tie up loose
books.

completed the invigilais finished, that they
and any supplementary
sheets in their answer

(jj) After this announcement, students are only permitted to write,

under the supervision of the invigilators, their names, the title of
the paper, and their section numbers.
Students should be requested to remain in their seats until all the
answer books have been collected, and then asked to leave the
examination hall/room quickly and quietly.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
All students must fulfil all the requirements tabulated below in order to
graduate (also see Examination Regulations Sections 3.6 and 3.7):

YEAR 4
REQUIREMENTS

Attendance
2. Course Requirements

3. Cumulative Grade Point
Average (G.P.A.)

4. Credits

N B
.

HIGHER

DIPLOMA

2 years full-time

YEAR 5
HONOURS DIPLOMA

3 years full-time

pass all the required courses (including General
Education Courses) stipulated by the Department
concerned
1.67 on all subjects
and
2.00 on all major subjects
as stipulated in the respective major
programmes

Year 5 students must obtain the number of credits which is the difference between
those required for Year 4 and Year 5 in order to'be eligible or the Honours Diploma.
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PROGRAMMES OF STUDIES
GENERAL
This section provides information on the Advanced Level and Diploma
Programmes. The information includes a general description of Departments,
their aims and objectives, statements of requirements, methods of teaching and
assessment, course structures and course descriptions. Information on the
General Education Programme, which forms part of the Diploma Programme, is
also included. Students should follow closely the pattern of their major academic programmes as stipulated in order to fulfil the requirements for graduation.
Students should seek advice from their Departments concerning their study
programmes.

THE ADVANCED LEVEL PROGRAMME
The aim of the Advanced Level Programme is to help students make the
transition from secondary to tertiary education. This is often a difficult step
for students in Hong Kong who find that they must rely more on their own
initiative than in the past. The College seeks to develop in the students an
ability to think and work independently.
The Programme endeavours to prepare students so that they will perform
satisfactorily in the Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination. They will then
continue their education at Lingnan or apply their credentials to other tertiary
institutions in Hong Kong or abroad.
The College offers courses in subjects which are listed below. All courses
follow the syllabuses set by the Hong Kong Examinations Authority.
Use of English
English Literature
Chinese Language and Literature
Business Studies
Principles of Accounts
Economics
Psychology
Sociology
Each student must take Use of English and three other subjects.
Classes meet four to five times a week arid are limited to 38 students. Many
classes, including Use of English classes, are smaller. This facilitates a good
relationship between teachers and students and enables the teachers of the
College to work closely with their students so that they may develop their
abilities to the full.
After the satisfactory completion of the two-year Advanced Level Programme,
students are awarded credits (Year 2 subjects only) equivalent to those granted
to students completing the Freshman year in the U.S.A. and Canada and acceptable to many of their universities as transfer credits.
Students who obtain satisfactory results in the Hong Kong Advanced Level
Examination or examinations of equivalent standard and meet the College
requirements will be qualified for entry to the Diploma Programme.
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THE DIPLOMA PROGRAMME
The Diploma Programme is of two or three years. The two-year programme
(Years 3-4) aims at providing students with an academic knowledge in a major
field or professional qualification and an opportunity for progression to Year 5.
Students who satisfactorily complete the two-year Diploma Programme will be
awarded a HIGHER DIPLOMA. Capable students graduating after Year 4 may
apply for admission to Year 5, which is more specialized in nature and more
intensive.
Students who successfully complete Year 5 will be awarded an
HONOURS DIPLOMA.
There are three faculties in the College:

FACULTY OF ARTS
Department of Chinese Literature and History —
Chinese Literature and History Major Programme
Department of English and Translation —
Translation Major Programme
English Language and Literature Major Programme
(for existing Year 5 students)

FACULTY OF BUSINESS
Department of Accountancy Studies —
Accountancy Major Programme (HKSA/ACCA Courses)
Company Secretaryship and Administration Major Programme
(ICSA Course)
Department of Computer Studies —
Business Computer Studies Major Programme
Department of Management —
.
General Business Management Major Programme
Personnel Management Major Programme
Department of Marketing —
Marketing Major Programme

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
Department of Social Sciences —
Asian Pacific Studies Major Programme
International Economic and Political Affairs Major Programme
Social Issues and Policy Major Programme
N.B. The College reserves the right to cancel and not to offer any course.
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COURSE CODING SYSTEM
Each course ils identified by its own course code which is composed of a
letter code and a number code. The course code indicates the subject area,
course level, and whether it is a year or term course.

Letter Code — This is the first half of the course which represents the subject
area

Letter

Subject Area

GEN
ACCT
CHI
CSA

General Education
Accountancy
Chinese
Company Secretaryship and
Administration
Computer
Economics
English
Language
Mathematics
Management
Marketing
Psychology
Sociology
Social Sciences
Translation

CPTR
ECON
ENG
LANG
MATH
MGT
MKTG
PSY
SOC
SOSC
TRAN

Number Code — This is the second half of the course code which consists of
four digits, PQRS, where P is the first digit which can be 3, 4,
or 5; Q and R are the second and third digits which can be
0 to 9; and S is the last digit which can be 0, 1, or 2:
_ ^ P Q R S .
3 = Year 3 course
4 = Year 4 course
5 = Year 5 course

/

K.
0 = a term course
1 = first term of a year course
2 = second term of a year course

Credits (Units) and Hours— In the course description, the credits (units)

Where

and hours assigned to a course are indicated
by three numerals in parentheses: (A,B,C)
A = number of credits per term for the course
B = number of lectures (50 minutes each) per week
C = number of lab hours or tutorials per week

Illustrative Examples:
CHI 3211-2 (3,3,0)=A Chinese year course at Year 3 level. Course credit (unit)
is 3 per term, with 3 lectures per week and no lab hours
nor tutorials.
MGT 4780 (3,3,1) = A management term course at Year 4 level. Course credit
is 3, with 3 lectures and 1 tutorial per week.
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GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAMME
Aims and Objectives
The General Education programme is designed to broaden students' horizons,
and to train them to become responsible persons morally and intellectually.
This will help to prepare them to face the considerable challenges of living in
contemporary Hong Kong, in an age of rapid technological, social and cultural
change.
The general education courses aim at developing in students' critical thinking,
their moral, political and social understanding, and cultural awareness. Subjects
offered by the programme are grouped under three categories:
(A)

Rational Thinking

(B)

Values in Human Society

(C)

Culture and Ideals

Present Programme
Since genera! education is part o the diploma curriculum, students are
required to take a minimum of 8/10 credits during their 2 or 3 years of study
in order to meet graduation requirements. They are allowed to choose 2 credits
in Year 3, 6 credits in Year 4, and 2 credits in Year 5.

College Required Subjects
Year

Course Code/Title

Credits

Credits
Required

One of the following subjects:
(A) First

Gen 3010

Art of Thinking

2

Gen 3050

Introduction to Logic and
Scientific Methods

2

Gen 3070

Knowledge and Understanding

2

2

Two from the following subjects:
(B) Second

Gen 4010

Social Ethics

3

Gen 4030

Social and Political
Philosophy

3
6

Gen 4040

Science, Technology and
Human Values ’

3

Gen 4050

Business Ethics

3

One from the following subjects:
(C) Third

Gen 5020

Comparative Religions

2

Gen 5040

Comparative Cultures i t

2

2

Graduation Requirements
As far as General Education courses are concerned, the minimum requirements for graduation is as follows:
Credits
One course from (A)
Two courses from (B)

2
5
Higher Diploma:

One course from (C)

8
2

Honours Diploma:

~jQ~

All general education courses are term courses. Students may take a general
education course in either the first term or the second term in a year of study.
Note: Students should take General Education courses to fulfil the credit
requirements in each category. Only in very exceptional cases should
students be allowed to take substitute courses if they have taken and
failed the General Education courses concerned, subject to the approval
of the co-ordinator of the General Education Division.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
2,2, 1 / a )

GEN 3010

A r t of Thinking

GEN 3050

This course introduces the principles of clear and logical thinking,
the rules of rational discourse and scientific inquiry.
(2,2 / 2 )
Introduction to Logic and Scientific Methods
To introduce to students basic concepts and techniques of logic
and scientific reasoning. This is to enable them to understand
better the nature and structure of arguments, theories, testing
and explanation.

GEN 3070

Knowledge and Understanding

(2.2, 1 / 2 )

In this course, the various living issues in epistemology (theory
of knowledge) will be introduced.
What knowledge is, the
constraints we have in obtaining reliable knowledge, the sound
appraisal of knowledge and the nature of the human conceptualization of the world will be among topics discussed. This is to
enhance students' understanding of the basic character of both
their academic pursuits and their everyday judgements.
GEN 4010

Social Ethics

3 2 1

' ' >

The aim of this course is to provide some basic knowledge of
moral development and moral choice in order to help the
students in making good moral decisions. Thus, the course is
based on a christian as well as a humanistic perspective in which
both ethical theories of Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas will be
studied and used as our theoretical groundwork for evaluating
current ethical issues.
GEN 4030
&

Social and Political Philosophy

GEN 4030S

(Social Sciences Majors)

3,2,1)
(3,2,1)

This course introduces students to basic concepts and different
schools of thought in social and political philosophy. Debates
and controversies among various viewpoints will be highlighted.
All these aim -at giving enough theoretical background for
students to form reasoned judgments on various social and
political issues in Hong Kong and other areas.
GEN 4040

Science, Technology and Human Values

3,2,1)

An introductory enquiry on the ethical and social impact of
modern science and technology on human society. The
relationships between various technologies including computer
technology, bio-technology and energy technology, and human
values will be examined.
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GEN 4050

Business Ethics

3,2,1 >

To introduce basic concepts and theories regarding ethical issues
in business.
GEN 5020

Comparative Religions

2,2,1)

This introductory course intends to hold an objective approach
to the study of some selected Western and Eastern Religions.
The students will' be led to view the causes for development
and the basic teachings of various religious beliefs, as well as
the similarities and differences. Throughout the course, we will
encourage the students to appreciate different value systems.
GEN 5040

Comparative Cultures

2,2,1}

An anthropological approach to the study of cultures.
A comparative and topical approach to the study of selected
cultures supported by recent anthropological theories. Emphasis
is on the inter-related aspects of culture including political,
social and economical structure, language, art, world-view and
technology.
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THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLIES

CULTURE

PROGRAMME

COLLEGE

As part of the general education for students of the College, College Assemblies are arranged by the Student Affairs Office during the academic year.
Academic and professional speakers as well as staff of the College are invited
to give talks of general interest to students.
All full-time students are required to attend College Assemblies which are
held at 11:00 a.m. each Thursday. The Dean of Students is responsible for
seating arrangements and determining attendance requirements. These will be
announced to students.
Students whose attendance at College Assemblies is considered satisfactory
by the Dean of Students shall receive a 'Satisfactory' grade for 'Attendance at
College Asemblies'. Others will get an 'Unsatisfactory' grade.
Year 5 students of the Business Computer Studies major programme are
exempted from attending College Assemblies in the second teaching term as
they are required to work in outside organizations to gain practical experience.

THE THIRD LANGUAGE PROGRAMME
Lingnan College is basically a bilingual tertiary institution using English and
Chinese as teaching media. The Third Language Programme is designed to
provide students with an opportunity to acquire a basic working knowledge of
another language. The study of a third language is an important way of learning
about another culture and people, and their way of thinking. The knowledge
of a third language will facilitate the pursuit of further studies in countries other
than those using English or Chinese. As Hong Kong is an international city, a
third language will also be useful for students preparing themselves for careers
in international trade and commerce. As this programme is introduced as gn
option outside the major programmes, students have to prove, by their academic
performance, that they are capable of carrying the extra workload before they
can be accepted into the programme. For 1986-87 only two courses at elementary level will be offered.
YEAR 4

LANG 4011-2
LANG 4111-2

French I
Japanese I

(3 credits per term)
(3 credits per term)

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
LANG 4011-2

French I

(3,2,1)

This course teaches the fundamental structure of the French
language. Stress is placed on mastering the sound system and
grammatical forms. Oral and aural practice will be given so
that students will have a basic knowledge of spoken French
and will be able to read elementary books in French.
LANG 4111-2

Japanese I

(3,2,1)

This course provides a basic training in the Japanese language.
It emphasizes grammar, sentence pattern practice, oral drills
and readings so that students will have a basic knowledge of
colloquial and written Japanese.
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FACULTY OF ARTS
The Faculty of Arts consists of the Department of Chinese Literature and
History and the Department of English and Translation.

AIMS
1. To provide courses of study which will bring students to self-knowledge
enabling them to develop their own potential and to serve the community
of which they are members.
2. To assist students to increase their intellectual ability so that they will be
able to continue their education throughout their life-time.
3. To prepare students for constructive, rewarding careers of benefit to both
themselves and society by offering a broad-based education with opportunities for future specialization in arts study.
4. To develop students' ability to analyze critically problems which arise in
their studies; this will allow them to use this skill to handle other problems
which they will meet later in life.
5. To enhance the ability of students to work effectively and express themselves
clearly.

DEPARTMENT OF CHINESE LITERATURE AND HISTORY
Aim
The Department aims at promoting Chinese culture with emphasis on both
classical and modern studies so as to train students to become well-qualified for
cultural work in present-day society.

Objectives
The Department endeavours to assist students to:
1. Gain an understanding of Chinese literature, history and the development
of Chinese thought.
2. Understand the continuity of Chinese culture in terms of the relationship
between its classical and modern periods and the position of Chinese
culture in the world today.
3. Appreciate the important role which the Chinese language plays and will
play in Hong Kong.
4. Acquire the abilities to use the Chinese language for general purposes and
in creative writing and teaching.
5. Grasp the basic skills of translation.
6. Develop their abilities in independent thinking, analysis and judgement.
7. Cultivate a well-rounded character.
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°
°
°
°
°

Admission requirements
— F o r the Higher Diploma programme: at least two subjects passed (one of
which must be Chinese Language and Literature or Chinese History) in the
Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination or G.C.E. Examination.

‘

|

—

°

— F o r the Honours Diploma programme an accredited Post-Secondary diploma
and course work results acceptable to the Department.

’
Graduation requirements
— F o r the Higher Diploma: Completion of Years 3 and 4 programmes with a
total of at least 70 credits.*

’

*

- F o r the Honours Diploma: Completion of Years 3, 4 and 5 programme with
a total of at least 100 credits.*

’

’

’

*
* Diplomas will only be awarded with the approval of the Academic Board of
Linqnan Colleqe.

*

’

Assessment
Assessment is determined by the final examination and course work, including
reports, essays, practical exercises etc. and participation in discussions.
j °

.
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DEPARTMENT OF CHINESE LITERATURE AND HISTORY
YEAR 1987 - 88
Course S

ucture:
Number of Credits

Year 3
Required Courses
3151-2
3071-2
3170
3180
3571 -2

Modern Literature in Chinese
History of Chinese Literature (1)
—
Introduction to Literature
Putonghua (Mandarin) S S I S
I ntroduction to Chinese Language and Script

3190
3010

Communication in Modern Chinese
Art of Thinking

GEN

3050

Introduction to Logic and
Scientific Methods

or
GEN

3070

Knowledge and Understanding

1st

2nd

Term

Term

Total
6
4
3
3

6

)

26
Elective Courses*
CHI
CHI

3051-2
3161-2

History of Chinese Culture
Selected Readings in Classical Chinese Prose

CHI

3561-2

Elementary Translation
Courses from other departments

•9
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14 credits must be obtained from the electives.

3
3

3
3

6
6

3

3

6

Number of Credits

Year 4
Required Courses
CHI

4051-2

+CHI
4060
CHI
4071-2
CHI
4081-2
Any two of:
GEN 4030
GEN 4010
GEN

4040

Chinese Social and Economic History

._
Putonghua (Mandarin)
History of Chinese Literature (2)
Writing (2)

4050

_

Term

Total

3

3

6

3
) 3
2

3
2

3
6
4

Social and Political Philosophy
Social Ethics
3+3

Science. Technology and Human Values

_
GEN

_

2nd

1st
Term

Business Ethics

ffi

.
I

Elective Courses1
CHI
CHI

4141-2
4111-2

History of Chinese Thought
Selected Readings in Classical Chinese Poetry

4150
4121-2

Verbal Communication
•
Intermediate Translation
i
Courses from other departments

_

3
3

3
3

1
3

3

.Offered for this year only.
* 1 0 - 1 6 credits must be obtained from the electives.
Higher Diploma not less than 70 credits

Number of Credits

Year 5
Required Courses

+GEN
or
GEN

5081-2
5101-2
5160
5020

Writing (3)
Literary Criticism
Applied Linguistics
Comparative Religions

5040

Comparative Cultures

4010

Social Ethics

4040

Science, Technology and Human Values

1st

2nd

Term

Term

Total

3

6

Elective Course*
CHI

5131-2

CHI

4150

CHI

4141-2

CHI

5121

Study of Distinguished Classical Writers
Verbal Communication (same as Year 4)
•
History of Chinese Thought
(same as Year 4)
Advanced Translation
Courses from other departments

+To be offered only for 4th-year students from 1988-89.
* 12—15 credits must be obtained from the electives.
Honours Diploma: not less than 100 credits

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
CHI 3 1 5 1 - 2

Modern Literature.in Chinese

1917

’

’

’

°

This course, in two parts, deals with the developments and achievements of
modern literature in Chinese according to its historical background, ideological
content, classical links, foreign, foreign influences and artistic attainments. The
first part starts from 1917 and ends in the forties. The second part, ranging
from the fifties to the severities, covers Hong Kong, Taiwan, Southeast Asia
and some other territories as well as mainland China.

CHI 3071-2

History of Chinese Literature (Pt. 1)
Dynasty) ——(

(From Beginning to Sui

This course deals with the general development of Chinese literature and aims
at helping students understand its nature, the changes in different literary
genres and the styles of representative writers.
CHI 3170

Introduction to Literature

’

’

This course is designed to introduce students to the basic concepts and theories
of literature. Both Chinese and Western materials will be used in lecturing with
the aim to enhance students' power of literary appreciation and criticism,
and also help them improve their creative writing.
CHI 3180

Putonghua (Mandarin)

“

^

―

” ’

I
This course is designed to enable students to master the now standard Chinese
romanization system Hanyupinyin with a view to acquainting them with
Mandarin phrases and expressions and to communicating in Mandarin with
confidence and relative ease. The course entails considerable classroom practice
and exercises in the language laboratory as well as lectures.
CHI 3571-2

Introduction to Chinese Languaqe and Script

This course is designed to give students a clear understanding of the linguistic
features in the Chinese language, both classical and modern. Fundamentals of
phonology, syntax and the writing system are introduced to students so as to
foster their ability to analyze, instead of merely to use, their native language.
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Students are drilled in techniques in phonetic transcription and syntactic structure analysis.
CHI 3190

Communication in Modern Chinese

This course is designed to enhance students' ability in practical writing ana
speech. Following introduction to and analysis of various types of practical
writing and public speaking technique, students will be guided in actual practice.
CHI 3051-2

History of Chinese Culture

’
°
This course provides a general study of the development of politics, economics,
literature, arts, science and religion in China. Lectures also deal with the significance of clashes of culture and cultural exchanges between China and other
countries in different periods.
CHI 3161-2

Selected Readings in Classical Chinese Prose

’
This courses is an introduction to representative classical prose works starting
from the Han dynasty, the emphasis being on appreciation, analysis, criticism,
comparison and their impact on later prose works.
CHI 3561-2

Elementary Translation

This course is designed to acquaint students with basic principles and techniques of translation from English into Chinese and vice versa. It includes analysis
of syntax and grammar, and different parts of speech in translation plus practical
work.

CHI 4051-2

Chinese Social and Economic History

°
This course illustrates the developments and changes of the Chinese society,
helping students to gain an understanding of them, especially the relations
and consequences concerned. The lectures deal with 1) The development of
Chinese society, 2) The development of agriculture, industry and commerce,
3) Economic thought and policy, 4) Water conservancy and communications,
5) The land and Tax systems.
CHI 4060

Putonghua (Mandarin)

(same as year 3
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CHI 4071-2

History of Chinese
Dynasties) ——(

Literature

(Pt. 2)

(From Tang to Qing

The course deals with the general development of Chinese literature and aims at
helping students understand its nature, changes in literary genres and the styles
of representative writers.
CHI 4081-2

Wrinting (2)

(

)

This course provides students with principles governing practical writing and
media writing. Their writing skills in all types of creative work will be enhanced
through assignments.
CHI 4141-2

History of Chinese Thought

’
This course deals with Chinese thought from the ancient times to the present.
It enables students to recognize its changes, main trends and possible developments in the future. In addition to lecturing, emphasis is placed upon introducting students to the relevant publications on this subject, and also upon tutorials
which aim at creating an atmosphere of independent thinking and free
discussion.
CHI 4111-2

Selected Readings in Classical Chinese Poetry

i
This course deals with the origin, forms, styles, diction and appreciation of
classical Chinese poetry. It concentrates on the Tang and Song periods, and
both classical and modern interpretations are emphasized. Assignments are
intended to familiarize students with the creative aspect of classical poetry.
CHI 4 1 5 0

“

Verbel Communication

"

’

’

Being a compenent of the course Communication in Modern Uhmese', this
course is designed to enhance students' ability in speech. Following introduction to and analysis of various types of public speaking technique, students
will be guided in actual practice.
CHI 4121-2

Intermediate Translation

"

”

This course, a continuation of "Elementary Translation", is designed to help
students to acquire more skills in translation, mainly from English to Chinese.
Students will work with materials selected from all literary genres as well as
documents, reports and newspaper articles.
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CHI 5081-2

Writing (3)

(

)

This course provides students with more techniques of and deeper insight into
mass communication, journalistic writing, editing and reporting. Lectures are
supplemented by practical exercises.
CHI 5101-2

Literary Criticism

’
This course istrased on the study of Chinese literary criticism, but also aims to
acquaint students with a basic knowledge of the major trends of western literary
criticism and with comparative methods in literature. Group discussion is an
important component in this course and students are encouraged to express
their views freely.
CHI 5160

Applied Linguistics

This is a student-oriented course which focuses on the practical application of
modern linguistic studies. The principles of comparative linguistics are emphasized. Characteristics of the Chinese phonology, grammar and semantics are
illustrated to students so that they may identify sub-standard pronunciations,
grammatical errors and improper wordings commonly encountered in Hong
Kong.
CHI 5131-2

Study of Distinguished Classical Writers

’
An intense study of selected classical writers, this course aims at both appreciation and critical appraisal so that students learning from the past can better
appreciate the classical literary development as related to the present, and can
familiarize themselves with methods of specialization and literary convergence.
C H I 5121-2

Advanced Translation

’
To train students to translate all genres of literary and historical works. This
course lays its emphasis on practical work and small group discussion.

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH & TRANSLATION
AIM
To develop students' ability to use English as a medium of communication and to train students in the art of translation, both English to Chinese and
Chinese to English, with emphasis being placed on the practical aspects of
translation.

OBJECTIVES
1.

To provide a course of study which will enable students to undertake
one of the many possible occupations which demand a good command of
both English and Chinese.

2.

To improve the students' abilities in the four basic skills in English:
speaking, writing, reading and listening comprehension.

3.

To give the students a general knowledge of the background — historical,
literary and cultural — from which English and Chinese have developed.

4.

To inculcate in the students an appreciation of the proper place of English
and Chinese in the bi-lingual society of Hong Kong.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
A.

The Use of Englsh paper (preferably Grade D or above) plus two subjects
at Advanced level, of which one should ideally be either Chinese Language
and Literature or English Literature.

B.

Mature students with good language ability are encouraged to apply.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
A.

English
In Year 5 a student needs 30-35 credits for an Honours Diploma.

B.

Translation

Candidates for the Higher Diploma will need a total of 75 credits by the
end of Year 4. In Year 5 students need 30-32 credits for the Honours
Diploma.

ASSESSMENT
Assessment will be determined by a combination of continuous assessment
in class, and by oral and written examinations.
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COURSE STRUCTURE -

ENGLISH -

OLD PROGRAMME

Honours Diploma in English

1st
Term

Number of Credits
2nd
Total
Term

Required Courses
5010
5020
5031-2
5231-2
5041-2
5020

Rhetoric
Debate and Group Discussion
Modern Literature
Translation III
Independent Study
Comparative Religions

5040

Comparative Cultures

3
3
8

6
10

15

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
ENG 5010

15

32

ENGLISH

Rhetoric

(3,3,0)

This course is an advanced study of the major elements of rhetoric — reasoning
and persuasion — as well as of other contributive elements such as assertion,
evidence, analysis, organization and style.
ENG 5020

Debate and G r o u p Discussion

(3,3,0)

This course will involve the study of debating techniques. In addition, four
types of group discussion will be examined: study groups, informal committee
or executive meetings, formal business meetings and panel discussions.
ENG 5031-2

M o d e r n Literature

(4,4,0)

The course will examine mainly writers of the 20th century; however, consideration will be given to their late 19th century precursors. Although the
emphasis will be on literature, some historical background will be included as
well as a study of the other arts of this period.
ENG 5041-2

Independent Study

A t the end of Year 4 students will choose a topic of particular interest from
areas covered or touched on during the previous two years. They will work
under the guidance of a tutor in the appropriate area towards a final Paper
and may give one or two seminars on the progress of their work.
ENG 5231-2

Translation I I I

(3,3,0)

This is the advanced level translation course emphasizing practical translation
of journalistic material, documents, trade agreements. Through Chinese-English
and English-Chinese translation exercises, the students are prepared to handle
material of increasing difficulty.
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GEN 5020

Comparative Religions

(2,2,1)

This course gives a general introduction to the origins, history, basic teachings,
and practices of selected major religions.
GEN 5040

Comparative Cultures

(2,2,0)

A comparative and topical approach to the study of selected cultures supported
by recent anthropological theories. Emphasis is on the interrelated aspects of
culture including political, social and economic structure, language, art, and
technology.

COURSE STRUCTURE

TRANSLATION

NEW PROGRAMME

This new curriculum was first introduced in October 1986.
Higher Diploma in Translation
1st
Term

Number of Credits
Total
2nd
Term

Year 3
TRAN 3090
T R A N 3100
TRAN
TRAN
TRAN
TRAN
TRAN
TRAN

3020-2
3031-2
3041-2
3051-2
3061-2
3081-2

TRAN 3111-2

GEN 3010
OR
GEN 3050
OR
GEN 3070

Basic Translation Techniques
Contrastive Studies
English & Chinese
Oral Translation I
Putonghua I
Literary English
Media English
Business English
Contemporary History
Europe
Pacific
Contemporary Chinese
Language & Communication
Literature & Society
Art of Thinking

4
2
2
2
2
3

2
2
2
2
3
1

4
2

Introduction to Logic and
Scientific Methods

2

Knowledge and Understanding

2

44
4
4
6

Year 4
TRAN
TRAN
TRAN
OR
TRAN
TRAN
TRAN
TRAN
TRAN

4010
4100
4021-2

Translation of News
Translation of Documents
Oral Translation II

4081-2
4031-2
4041-2
4051-2
4060

Translation in Practice
Putonghua II
Principles of Writing (English)
Media English
Culture & Rhetoric:
Modern Chinese
Culture & Rhetoric:
Classical Chinese
Principles of Writing (Chinese)

TRAN 4070
TRAN 4091-2
A N Y TWO OF
GEN 4010
GEN 4030
GEN 4040
GEN 4050

4
2

4
2

4
4
4

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

4
4
4
4

3

3
3
3

IN

6

3
4
3
3
3
3

3
17

DIPLOMA

3
2

2

Social Ethics
Social and Political Philosophy
Science, Technology and Human Values
Business Ethics

HONOURS

3

17

40

TRANSLATION

1st
Term

Number of Credits
2nd
Total
Term

Year 5
TRAN 5011-2
TRAN 5021-2
OR
T R A N 5081-2
TRAN 5031-2
TRAN 5040
TRAN 5051-2
TRAN 5061-2
TRAN 5070
TRAN 5090
GEN 5020
OR
GEN 5040

Translation Workshop
Consecutive Interpretation
Translation for Professional
Purposes
English for Professional Purposes
Translated Literature in Chinese
China & Hong Kong Society Today
Special Project
Vernacular Tradition in Chinese
Putonghua III
Comparative Religions

2
2

2
2

4
4

2
2
3
2
3

2
2

4
4
3
4
6
3
2
2

2
2

Comparative Cultures

2
16
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2
3
3

2

2
14

32

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS- TRANSLATION
NEW PROGRAMME
T R A N 3090

-

Basic Translation Techniques

(4,4,0)

This course aims to introduce students to the basic techniques involved in the
English/Chinese, Chinese/English translation processes.
T R A N 3100

Contrastive Studies: Chinese and English

(4,4,0)

This course introduces students to the distinctive linguistic features of Chinese
and English through regular exercises in translation.
T R A N 3021-2

Oral Translation I

(2,2,1)

Students will be introduced to presentation techniques. The basic communication process in interpretation will be discussed. At-sight translation techniques
will be taught.
T R A N 3031-2

Putonghua I

(2,2,0)

Introduction to the romanization system, Hanyupinyin, standard Chinese
phonetics.
Comparison between Hanyupinyin and the Wade-Giles system.
Comparison between Putonghua and Cantonese vocabulary.
T R A N 3041-2

Literary English

•

(2,2,0)

The aim of this course is to familiarise students with a wide vocabulary of
modern English by studying 19th and 20th century English writers.
T R A N 3051-2

Media English

(2,2,0)

The aim of this course is to familiarise students with the English usage of
newspapers, television and radio.
T R A N 3061-2

Business English

(3,3,0)

The aim of the course is to improve students' proficiency in writing and speaking
English clearly, accurately and effectively in a business context. The emphasis
will be on accuracy, vocabulary development and awareness of the appropriate
style and register for conversation, letters, memoranda, reports and the recording
of meetings.
T R A N 3081-2

Contemporary History

(1,1,0)

Europe — A n introduction to the political groupings and military alliances of
post-war Europe, including NATO and the EEC.
The Pacific — A brief account of the post-war importance of the Pacific Basin
in world affairs.
T R A N 3111

Contemporary Chinese: Language & Communication

(4,4,0)

This course introduces students to the works of contemporary Chinese writers
in mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong. Through an analysis of their works
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students will be led to appreciate modern Chinese as a living medium of communication. Written assignments are a significant feature of this course.
T R A N 3112

Contemporary Chinese: Literature & Society

(4,4,0)

By relating the works of distinguished writers to current social and cultural
issues in mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong, this course exposes students
to a variety of literary forms and ideologies resulting from significant differences
in the writers' social and cultural experience.
GEN 3010

Art of Thinking

(2,2,1/2)

This course introduces the principles of clear and logical thinking, the rules of
rational discourse and scientific inquiry.
GEN 3 0 5 0

Introduction to Logic and Scientific Methods

(2,2,1/2)

To introduce to students basic concepts and techniques of logic and scientific
reasoning. This is to enable them to understand better the nature and structure
of arguments, theories, testing and explanation.
GEN 3070

Knowledge and Understanding

(2,2^)

In this course, the various living issues in epistemology (theory of knowledge)
will be introduced. What knowledge is, the constraints we have in obtaining
reliable knowledge, the sound appraisal of knowledge and the nature of the
human conceptualization of the world will be among topics discussed. This is
to enhance students' understanding of the basic character of both their academic
pursuits and their everyday judgements.
T R A N 4010

Translation of News

(4,4,0)

This course introduces students to the special features of translating news and
the problems which arise. Students will gain an understanding of Agency News
Translation, foreign wire copy, editing/rewriting of news.
T R A N 4100

Translation of Documents

(4,4,0}

This course will acquaint students with the techniques involved in translating
official documents especially those used in business and in Government. The
course will include the translation of correspondence, memoranda, notices,
minutes, press releases, trade agreements and contracts, and legal documents.
T R A N 4021-2

Oral Translation II

(2,2,1)

Interpretation of specific topics. A glossary of terms used in Government
Departments will be studied in areas like Finance, Education and Transport.
R A N 4031-2

Putonghua II

(2,2,0)

Translation of romanized Chinese into common written Chinese and vice-versa.
Comparative study of Mandarin and Cantonese grammar, syntax and expression.
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I R A N 4041-2

Principles of Writing (English)

(2,2,0)

This course seeks to improve students' writing skills by giving them practice
in critical, expository, descriptive and narrative writing.
TRAN 4051-2

Media English

(2,2,0)

A study of articles and editorials from newspapers including the Times, Telegraph, and New York Times. Radio broadcasts will be studied from articles
in the Listener.
T R A N 4060

Culture and Rhetoric: Modern Chinese

(3,3,0)

This course treats the distinctive cultural and rhetorical effects of modern
Chinese through selected readings of representative works to help students
appreciate the dynamics of the language. Students will be introduced to the
basic principles of rhetoric and various rhetorical devices.
T R A N 4070

Culture and Rhetoric: Classical Chinese

(3,3,0)

This course treats the distinctive cultural and rhetorical effects of classical
Chinese through selected readings of representative works to help students
appreciate the dynamics of the language. Students will be introduced to the
distinctive features of classical Chinese.
T R A N 4081-2

Translation in Practice

(2,2,0)

This course is designed to give students an appreciation of the principles and
techniques of translation. Weekly assignments will give students the chance to
apply the various methods under consideration.
T R A N 4091-2

Principles of Writing (Chinese)

(2,2,0)

The counterpart of 4041-2 Principles of Writing (English), this course trains
students to develop their ability to communicate in written Chinese by studying
the techniques involved in practical and journalistic wiriting.
GEN 4010

Social Ethics

(3,2,1)

The aim of this course is to provide some basic knowledge of moral dvelopment
and moral choice in order to help the students in making good moral decisions.
Thus, the course is based on a Christian as well as a humanistic perspective in
which both ethical theories of Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas will be studied
and used as our theoretical groundwork for evaluating current ethical issues.
GEN 4030

Social and Political Philosophy

(3,2,1)

This course introduces students to basic concepts and different schools of
thought in social and political philosophy. Debates and controversies among
various viewpoints will be highlighted. All these aim at giving enough theoretical
background for students to form reasoned judgements on various social and
political issues in Hong Kong and other areas.
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GEN 4040

Science, Technology and Human Values

(3,2,1)

An introductory enquiry on the ethical and social impact of modern science
and technology on human society. The relationships between various technologies, including computer technology, bio-technology and energy technology,
and human values will be examined.
GEN 4050

Business Ethics

(3,2,1)

To introduce basic concepts and theories regarding ethical issues in business.
T R A N 5011-2

Translation Workshop

(2,2,0)

The role of translators in Hong Kong will be examined. Translation-related jobs
are pinpointed. Exercises in journalism and editing projects are required.
Re-writing, proofreading, typsetting and layout techniques aim to prepare
students for the publishing field.
T R A N 5021-2

Consecutive Interpretation

(2,2,1)

Intensive practice with special reference to ceremonial procedure, legislative
and administrative conferences, and trade negotiations. Aimed at giving competence over a wide range of activities, from community functions to trade with
China.
T R A N 5031-2

English for Professional Purposes

(2,2,0)

This course aims to equip students to function in various fields where English
is used, both in its spoken and written forms. Research methods and report
writing will be among the topics covered.
T R A N 5040

Translated Literature in Chinese

(3,3,0)

This course introduces students to the stylistic range of modern Chinese through
the reading of selected works of world literature in translation. Students will
be encouraged to apply their knowledge of contrastive linguistics and the differing cultural backgrounds in China and the West so as to gain an understanding
of the problems in English-Chinese translation.
T R A N 5051-2

China and Hong Kong Society Today

(2,2,0)

Recent history of China; post-war developments in Hong Kong; the shifting
relationship between the two societies after the signing of the Sino-British Joint
Declaration.
T R A N 5061-2

Special Project

Two separate translations are required, one Chinese to English, the other English
to Chinese, each of at least 15 pages. An opportunity for students to choose
topics of special interest from literary, legal, historical or business texts.
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T R A N 5070

Vernacular Tradition in Chinese

(3,3,0)

This course is designed to strengthen students' command of standard modern
Chinese by introducing them to the long tradition of vernacular Chinese
(baihua). Selected readings will include Yuan Dynasty drama and the novels
of the Ming and Qing Dynasties.
T R A N 5081-2

Translation for Professional Purposes

(2,2,0)

This course aims to improve the students' standard of written translation.
Particular attention will be given to translating material dealing with science
and technology, economics and China trade.
TRAN 5090

Putonghua III

(2,2,0)

This course aims to make students proficient in Putonghua. Special attention
will be given to its uses in situations which a translator working in Hong Kong
or mainland China might encounter.
GEN 5020

Comparative Religions

(2,2,1)

This introductory course intends to hold an objective approach to the study
of some selected Western and Eastern Religions. The students will be led to
view the causes for development and the basic teachings of various religious
beliefs, as well as the similarities and differences. Throughout the course,
we will encourage the students to appreciate different value systems.
GEN 5040

Comparative Cultures

(2,2,1)

An anthropological approach to the study of cultures.
A comparative and topical approach to the study of selected cultures supported
by recent anthropological theories. Emphasis is on the inter-related aspects of
culture including political, social and economical structure, language, art, worldview and technology.

SUPPORT COURSES
ENG 3610

General English

(3,3,0)

(for Year 3 Social Science students)
ENG 3550

Academic Writing

(3,3,0)

(for Year 3 Social Science students)
ENG 3590

Business Communication

(3,3,0)

(for Year 3 Accountancy students)
ENG 3600

Business Communication

(3,3,0)

(for Year 3 Company Secretaryship and Administration students)
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ENG 3091-2

Principles of Business Communication

(3,3,0)

(for Year 3 C o m p u t e r Studies students)
ENG 3091-2

Principles of Business Communication

(3,3,0)

(for Year 3 Management students)
ENG 3531-2

Business Communication

(for Year 3 M a r k e t i n g students)
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(3,3,0)

FACULTY OF BUSINESS
AIMS
1.

2.

To provide courses which will change the students' pattern of behaviour
so that they may integrate themselves within their own society, express
themselves, and fulfil their own personal goals leading to satisfaction of
their psychological and social needs.
To help students develop their full intellectual potential and prepare them
for a lifetime of continuing education.

3.

To prepare students for a variety of careers in business and related fields
by offering a broad based general business education with opportunities
for specialization, leading to advanced positions in the business field.

4.

To educate students so that their thinking, feeling, actions, attitudes and
behaviour may be improved.

5.

To impart the most up-to-date knowledge, theoretical and practical to
students so that they can meet the ever changing standard of requirements
in the professional field.

6.

To develop students' ability to identify, analyse and evaluate problems
in the business owrld and in society in general.

7.

To produce well-trained individuals who can adapt to the rapid changes
in our society, and in the business sector in particular, and later become
useful and qualified members of the community.

8.

To encourage a sense of social responsibility and communally acceptable
behaviour.

ORGANIZATION

.

The Faculty has four departments:
Accountancy Studies
Computer Studies
Management
Marketing
The Faculty offers courses at two levels:

A-LEVEL
Principles of Accounts and Business Studies are offered to Years 1 and 2
students who are preparing for Hong Kong Advanced Level Examinations.

HIGHER AND HONOURS DIPLOMAS
In Years 3-5 the Faculty offers courses in the
tancy Studies, Management, Marketing, and
courses will lead to the award of the College
of Year 4 and the Honours Diploma at the end

four Departments, AccounComputer Studies. These
Higher Diploma at the end
of Year 5.

Information about entry requirements, course structures and syllabuses
for these major courses is given in the detailed description of each department.
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DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTANCY STUDIES
AIMS
The aims of the Department are:
1.
2.

To train young people to become responsible and effective members of
the society.
To inspire confidence in students based on a high standard of attainment
in their discipline.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the Department are:
1.

To provide programmes which will encourage in the student a spirit of
enquiry and skill in analysis.

2.

To provide a concept of the place of accountancy and company secretaryship in the local and international environment.

3.

To provide structured courses of study to equip the student for future
professional practice and life in general.

These objectives will be attained by the provision of the Lingnan Higher
and Honours Diploma Courses and it is recommended that these courses shall
always include an element of a broad educational basis outside the specialist
sphere.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
For entry to the Honours Diploma course majoring in Accountancy,
students must possess 2 'A' levels and 3 ' 0 ' levels or their equivalent, or 3 'A'
levels and 1 ' 0 ' level, including Mathematics and English. For the Honours
Diploma course majoring in Company Secretaryship and Administration, the
requirements are as for the Accountancy Major save that the subject required
is English or English Language alone.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
Students are required to obtain a total of 80 (78*) credits (Accountancy
Major), and 78 (76*) credits (Company Secretaryship and Administration
Major) for the two-year Higher Diploma and a total of 110 (109*) credits for
the three-year Honours Diploma for the two major programmes.
Credits may, however, be obtained by transfers or exemptions on conditions deemed appropriate by the Department.

ASSESSMENT
Course assessments are divided into continuous assessment and erid-ofyear (final) examinations. The continuous assessment for each course may
comprise the setting of assignments, case reports, and interim tests as directed
by the lecturer. Default in carrying out continuous assessment work by a
student may result in an "incomplete" grade.
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For students admitted from 1987/88 onwards.

PROFESSIONAL BODIES EXEMPTIONS AND EXAMINATIONS
The Lingnan Higher Diploma in Accountancy is already recognised for
exemption purposes by the Hong Kong Society of Accountants and the Chartered Association of Certified Accountants examinations at the Level One Stage
and Auditing, Quantitative Analysis and Organization and Management at
Level Two. The Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators also
grants exemptions to those who successfully pass the Year 1 examination
of the Company Secretaryship Major Course for all subjects in Part I and Introduction to Accounting and Office Administration and Management in Part II.
Negotiations are being pursued for further exemption of the examinations of
the professional bodies.
Students are encouraged to sit for the external examinations of the
relevant professional bodies during the course of their studies.

ACCOUNTANCY MAJOR
COURSE AIM
To provide a broad but integrated education for the students and to
prepare them for positions of responsibility in. professional practice, commerce
and industry, the civil service and education and to equip them to become
qualified accountants.

OBJECTIVES
1.

To provide students with an education with wide perspective, not only
in the practice of accountancy but also in taxation, legal, economic,
organizational and social aspects.

2.

To develop students' expertise in the various areas of accountancy studies.

3.

To develop students' intellectual and analytical abilities.

4.

To develop students' communication skills.
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COURSE STRUCTURE (For students admitted before 87/88)
Number of Credits
1st
2nd
Term
Term
Total

YEAR 4
Required Courset
ACCT 4011-2
ACCT 4021-2
ACCT 4031-2
ACCT 4041-2
ACCT 4051-2
MATH 4511-2
CPTR 4511-2
Any Two of
GEN
4010
4030
GEN
GEN
4040
GEN

4050

Auditing
Hong Kong Company Law
Hong Kong Taxation
Management Accounting
Advanced Accounting Practice
Quantitative Analysis
Systems Analysis and Design
Social Ethics
Social and Political Philosophy
Science, Technology and
Human Values
Business Ethics

3
2
3
4
4
2
2

3
2
3
4
4
2
2

3
3
6
3
3
46
Higher Diploma

80

YEAR 5
Required Courses
ACCT

5011-2

ACCT
ACCT
ACCT

5021-2
5031-2
5041-2

The Regulatory Framework of
Accounting
Advanced Financial Accounting
Pinsncial Meinagement
Hong Kong Taxation and Tax

ACCT
GEN
OR
GEN

5051-2
5020

Auditing and Investigations
Comparative Religions

5040

Comparative Cultures

Management

30
Honours Diploma:
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COURSE STRUCTURE (For students admitted from 87/88 onwards)
Number of Credits
1st
2nd
Term
Term
Total

YEAR 3
Required Courses (From 87/88)
ACCT
ACCT
ACCT
ECON
CPTR
MGT
ENG
GEN
OR
GEN
OR
GEN

3011-2
3021-2
3031-2
3511-2
3511-2
3511-2
3600
3010

Accounting
Costing
Law
Economics
Numerical Analysis and Data Processing
Organization and Management
Business Communication
Art of Thinking

3050

Introduction to Logic & Scientific
Method

3070

2

Knowledge and Understanding
33

YEAR 4
Required Courses (From 88/89)
ACCT
ACCT
ACCT
ACCT
ACCT
ACCT

4011-2
4021-2
4031-2
4041-2
4051-2
4071-2

M A T H 4511-2
Any Two of:
GEN
4010
GEN
4030
GEN
4040
GEN

4050

Auditing
Hong Kong Company Law
Hong Kong Taxation
Management Accounting
Advanced Accounting Practice
The Regulatory Framework of
Accounting
Quantitative Analysis
Social Ethics
Social and Political Philosophy
Science, Technology and Human
Values
Business Ethics
42

Elective Courses
One of the following:
ACCT
ACCT

4060
4080

Research Techniques in Accounting
Seminar in Accounting Theory
and Issues

3
3
45
Higher Diploma:

78
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YEAR 5
Required Courses (From 89/90)
ACCT
ACCT
ACCT

5021-2
5061-2
5110

ACCT
ACCT
CPTR

5120
5131-2
5541-2

GEN
OR
GEN

5020

Advanced Financial Accounting
Research Project
Hong Kong Taxation and Tax
Management
Auditing and Investigations
Financial Management and Control
Analysis and Deisgn of Business
Information Systems
Comparative Religion

5040

Comparative Cultures

28
Elective Courses
One of the following:
ACCT
ACCT
ACCT

5070
5080
5090

ACCT

5100

International Financial Management
Corporate Planning and Control
Investment Analysis and Portfolio
Management
China Accounting and Legal Systems

3
31
Honours Diploma
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ACCOUNTANCY MAJOR
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
ACCT 3011-2

Accounting

(3,3,1)

To impact an understanding of the principles and concepts accounts. To enable
the student to prepare financial statements for various situations and to comprehend the significance of profit and loss accounts and balance sheets.
ACCT 3021-2

Costing

(3,3,1)

To provide a knowledge of costing principles, methods and techniques, and to
enable the student to apply these to a variety of businesses and situations.
ACCT 3031-2

Law

(2,3,0)

To provide an understanding of the legal principles relevant to accountants
and knowledge of the basic principles of law as applied to real environment .
ECON 3511-2

Economics

(2,2,0)

To impact an understanding of the basic principles of economics and enable
the student to apply these principles to current problems. To encourage an
awareness of the impact of social technological change on society.
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CPTR 3 5 1 1 - 2

Numerical Analysis and Data Processing

(2,2,0)

To engender an understanding of elementary mathematical and statistical
techniques. To provide a basic knowledge of controls built into a system.
M G T 3511-2

Organization and Management

(2,2,0)

To provide an understanding of the nature of organizations and how their
structure is influenced by and interacts with the environment. The behaviour
of, and within organizations; organizational goals and management functions,
as related to the accountant and his operational environment. The emphasis
shall be on the integrative role of the accountant.
ENG 3590

Business Communication

(3,3,0)

To develop and ability to communicate clearly and concisely in written and
other forms of communication, with emphasis on acquisition of practical skills
and on critical approach.
A C C T 4011-2

Auditing

(3,3,0)

To impart an understanding of the essence and objective of an audio and general
auditing practice in relation to the requirements of various types of organization within the legal and economic environment. To encourage a comprehension
of the implications for the auditor of regulatory requirements and pronouncement by professional bodies. To enable students to present coherent and
relevant reports.
A C C T 4021-2

Hong Kong Company Law

{2,3,0}

To provide knowledge of the law relating to companies registered in Hong Kong.
To enable students to apply legislative provisions and their interpretations for
integration and enrichment of acquired principles.
ACCT 4031-2

Hong Kong Taxation

(3,3,0)

To provide knowledge of the general rules of taxation and the impact of case
law in the application of the rules. To enable the student to apply the rules
through computation.
A C C T 4041-2

Management Accounting

(4,4,0)

To enable the student to prepare and analyse accounting data for management
policy determination, for short-term decision making and for the assessment
of performance. To enable the student to design and evaluate systems for
planning and control.
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ACCT 4051 -2

Advanced Accounting Practice

(4,4,1)

To enable the student to prepare and interpret financial statements and to
present financial information in a form appropriate to user groups.
M A T H 4511-2

Quantitative Analysis

(2,2,0)

To impart an understanding of the application of quantitative analysis to the
sreas of planning and control and to other accounting and financial problems.
CPTR 4 5 1 1 -2

Systems Analysis and Design

(2,2,0)

To impart an understanding of the principles and techniques of information
systems. To provide the knowledge of controls which can be built into or
imposed on a system.
A C C T 5011-2

The Regulatory Framework of Accounting

(3,3,1)

To enable the student to understand and analyse critically the current theoretical, legal and institutional influences which regulate the preparation of financial
statements.
A C C T 5021-2

Advanced Financial Accounting

(3,3,1)

To enable the student to apply accounting knowledge over the whole range of
financial statements. To enable him to assess accounting theory and practice
and to appraise financial information and compile data in a form suitable for
users.
A C C T 5031-2

Financial Management

(3,3,1)

To impart an understanding of the workings of the financial system. To demonstrate the competence to evaluate alternative sources of finance and to assess
investment possibilities. To enable students to consider the optimum employment of resources and to judge performance.
A C C T 5041-2

Hong Korig Taxation and Tax Management

(3,3,0)

To provide an understanding of the impact of taxation on individual partnerships and companies. To facilitate the student's application of understanding
to practical situations including the ability to produce the relevant tax computations.
A C C T 5051-2

Auditing and Investigations

(2,2,0)

To impart an understanding of the principles applicable. To enable the student
to apply advanced auditing procedures. To provide a knowledge of investigations and the validation of information and representations.
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COMPANY SECRETARYSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION MAJOR
COURSE AIM
To provide a broadly based education for the students and to prepare them for
positions of responsibility in professional practice, commerce and industry,
the civil service and education and to equip them to become qualified company
secretaries and administrators.

OBJECTIVES
1.

To provide students with an intergrated course of studies, not only in
the areas of law, finance and administration, but in the wider spectrum
of social and philosophical studies.

2.

To develop students' expertise in the various areas required of professional company secretaries and administrators.

3.

To develop students' analytical capabilities and communication skills.

4.

To train students to apply multi-disciplinary knowledge in the practice
of company secretaryship and administration.

COURSE STRUCTURE (For students admitted before 87/88)
Number of Credits
1st
2nd
Term
Term
Total

YEAR 4
Required Courses
CSA
4031-2
CSA
4061-2
CSA
4071-2
CPTR
4531-2
MGT
4511-2
MGT
4521-2
Any Two of:
GEN
4110
GEN
4030
GEN
4040
GEN
4050

Financial Accounting II
Hong Kong Company Law
Meetings-Law and Procedure
Information Systems
Office Administration and Management
Personnel Administration
Social Ethics
Social and Political Philosophy
Science, technology and Human Values
Business Ethics
78

Higher Diploma:

YEAR 5
Require Courses
CSA
CSA
CSA
CPTR
GEN
OR
GEN

5011-2
5021-2
5051-2
5511-2
5020

Hong Kong Taxation
Business Finance
Company Secretarial Practice
Management of System
Comparative Religions

5040

Comparative Cultures
32
Honours Diploma:
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COURSE STRUCTURE (For students admitted from 87/88 onwards)
Number of Credits
1st
2nd
Term
Term
Total
Required Courses From 87/88)
3041-2
CSA
3061-2
CSA
3551-2
MGT
ECON 3551-2
MATH 3531-2
3521-2
MGT
ENG
3600
GEN 3010
OR
GEN
3050
OR
GEN

3070

Introduction to English Law
Introduction to Accounting
Office Administration & Management
Economics
Quantitative Studies
Organizational Behaviour
Business Communication
Art of Thinking
Introduction to Logic & Scientific
Method
Knowlodge and Understanding
37

Requin9d Course;I (From 88/89)
4011-2
CSA
CSA
4080
CSA
4090
CSA
4061-2
CSA
4101-2
CPTR 4531-2
4521-2
MGT
Any Two of:
GEN
4010
GEN
4030
GEN
4040
GEN

4050

Business Law
Advanced Financial Accounting Theory
Company Accounting
Hong Kong Company Law
Management Accounting
Information Systems
Personnel Administration
Social Ethics
Social and Political Philosophy
Science, Technology and Human
Values
Business Ethics
35 or 36

Elective Courses
One of the following:
MATH
ECON

4530
4530

Operational Research
Managerial Economics
39_
Higher Diploma:

YEAR 5
Required Courses From 89/90)
5021-2
5061-2
5111-2
5501-2
MGT
CPTR 5551-2
GEN 5020
OR
GEN
5040
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Business Finance
Research Project
Hong Kong Taxation (Practice &
Planning)
Management: Principles and Policies
Management of Information Systems
Comparative Religions
Comparative Cultures

76

Elective Courses
One of the following:
CSA
CSA
CSA

5070
5080
5090

CSA

5100

International Financial Management
Corporate Planning and Control
Investment Analysis and Portfolio
Management
China Accounting arid Legal Systems

3
33
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COMPANY SECRETARYSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION MAJOR
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
CSA 3041-2

Introduction t o English Law

(2,2,0)

To provide a broad understanding of the sources and administration of English
law and an appreciation of the law relating to property, trusts, contract and
tort, in preparation for a more detailed study of law at a later stage of the
professional examinations.
CSA 3061-2

Introduction t o Accounting

(3,3,1)

To provide a fundamental understanding of the principles, role and scope of
accounting in relation to the recording of business transactions, and the provision of accounting information as an aid to decision making. To provide an
introduction to management accounting.
ECON 3551-2

Economics

(2,2,0)

To provide an introduction to the basic principles of economics, their relevance,
and application to economic policies.
M A T H 3531-2

Quantitative Studies

(3,3,0)

To provide an introduction to quantitative techniques widely applicable in
administration. A purely theoretical approach will be avoided and the emphasis
will be on applications concerned with the solution of business problems.
MGT 3521-2

Organisational Behaviour

(3,3,0)

To equip students with the analytical skills for understanding explaining, predicting and influencing human behaviour as it occurs within organisations.
M G T 3551-2

Office Administration & Management

(3,3,0)

Refer to course description under MGT4511-2.
ENG 3600

Business C o m m u n i c a t i o n

(3,3,0)

The aim is to help students to write and speak clearly. Emphasis will be on the
practical skills necessary for an administrator. Study will include; preparation
of meetings, internal and external communication and audio-visual aids.
~

~~
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CSA 4031-2

Financial Accounting

(3,3,1)

To provide a comprehensive knowledge of the concepts and practices of financial accounting in companies and groups of companies.
CSA 4 0 6 1 - 2

Hong Kong Company Law

(3,3,0)

To give thorough knowledge of the law relating to companies registered under
the Companies Ordinance.
CSA 4 0 7 1 - 2

Meeting -

Law and Procedure

(3,3,0)

To provide students with a thorough knowledge of the law and practice in
relation to the conduct and management of meetings to enable them to fulfil
the duties of a secretary, including advising the chairman on matters of procedure.
CPTR 4 5 3 1 - 2

Information Systems

(2,2,0)

To provide a basic understanding of general information systems concepts and
the technological environment of the modern office. To develop the ability to
contribute to information technology decisions in respect of choice, structure,
organisations and control. To encourage a practical approach to using
computers in business. To lay a foundation for more advanced studies for the
Management of Systems paper.
M G T 4511-2

Office Administration and Management

(3,3,0)

(not offered in Year 4 from 88/89 onwards)
To provide a knowledge of the principles of organisation and administration
and the practices of management as related to, and applied in, the office.
To create an awareness of the equipment and technology that can be used in
the modern office.
The overall aim of this course is to give the student sufficient knowledge to
enable him or her to organise, and control office systems and procedures.
M G T 4521-2

Personnel Administration

(3,3,0)

To equip students with a thorough knowledge and understanding of the responsibilities typically exercised within the personnel function.
CSA 5 0 1 1 - 2

Hong Kong Taxation

(4,4,1)

To provide the knowledge of the general rules of taxation and the impact of
case law in the application of the rules, To enable the student to apply the
rules through computation.
CSA 5 0 2 1 - 2

Business Finance

(4,4,1)

To provide an introduction to the determination of the financial objectives
of business organisations, the selection of projects to enable those objectives
to be met, and the raising of funds for the financing of those projects.
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CSA 5 0 5 1 - 2

Company Secretarial Practice

(4,4,0)

To provide a thorough knowledge of the application of statutory provisions
and Stock Exchange regulations and practice to the work of the company
secretary, including the administrative procedures involved.
CPTR 5 5 1 1 - 2

Management of Systems

To extend and deepen the foundation
mation Systems paper. To enhance
design of information systems. To
behavioural and organisational context

(3,3,0)

systems studies undertaken in the inforthe student's skills in the analysis and
develop an understanding of the legal,
of information technology.

SUPPORT COURSES FOR OTHER DEPARTMENTS
A C C T 3 5 1 1 -2

Basic Accounting

(3,3,0)

(for Year 3 Management and Marketing students)
A C C T 3 5 1 1 -2

Basic Accounting

(3,3,0)

(for Year 3 Integrated Social Sciences students)
A C C T 4 5 1 1 -2

Financial Analysis for Management Control

(3,3,0)

(for Year 4 Management students)
Prerequisite: Basic Accounting
ACCT 4521-2

General'Principles of English Law

(3,3,0)

(for Year 4 Management students)
ACCT 4531-2

General Principles of Law/Business Law

(3,3,0)

(for Year 4 Marketing students)
A C C T 5 5 1 1 -2

Managerial Accounting and Finance

(3,3,0)

(for Year 5 Management students)
Prerequisite: Financial Analysis for Management Control
ACCT 5531-2

Finance for M a r k e t i n g / F i n a n c e for International
Business

(for Year 4 and Year 5 Marketing students)
Prerequisite: Basic Accounting
F o r details please refer to course descriptions in relevant departments.
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DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER STUDIES
AIM
The Department aims at producing qualified and practically experienced
graduates whose educational level will form a solid base for subsequent professional development.
It is also the aim of the Department to provide competent graduates
to meet the increasing demand in Hong Kong for skilled computing and information personnel.

OBJECTIVES
1•

To provide a programme of study which will equip students with the skill
and knowledge to function professionally in the information services.

2.

To help students to develop skills in quantitative methods of business
decision making and forecasting.

3.

Through case studies, to enhance students' ability to master the basic
elements of information systems development.

4.

To develop students' ability to tackle real life problems by providing them
with practical training.

5.

To establish liaison with commerce and industry, and other professional
bodies in obtaining support for the Training Programme.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
For entry to the Diploma course in "Business Computer Studies", students
must possess 2 'A' levels and 3 ' 0 ' levels including Mathematics or their equivalent; or three 'A' levels and one ' 0 ' level, including Mathematics.

PROFESSIONAL

BODIES EXEMPTION AND EXAMINATIONS

Students undertaking a full-time course of study in the Business Computer
Studies Programme are eligible for student membership on application to the
Hong Kong Computer Society.
Negotiations are being pursued for recognition and exemption purposes
by other professional bodies.

GRADUATION

REQUIREMENTS

Students are required to obtain a total of 79 credits for the two-year
Higher Diploma and a total of 111 credits for the three-year Honours Diploma.

ASSESSMENT
Assessments are made up of mid-sessional and final examinations, and
continuous assessment conducted through tests, assignments and projects.
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BUSINESS COMPUTER STUDIES MAJOR
COURSE STRCUTURE

YEAR

Number of Credits
1st
2nd
Term
Term Total

3

Required Courses
CPTR 3 0 1 0
CPTR 3 0 2 0
CPTR 3031-2
CPTR 3061-2'
MATH3011-2
* A C C T 3521-2
* M G T 3530
E N G 3901-2
MKTG3510
*ECON 3540
GEN 3010
OR
GEN
OR
GEN

Discrete Mathematics
Computer Systems
Data Processing & COBOL Programming
Data Structures
Statistical Methods for Business
Decisions
Business Accounting
Office Administration
Business Communication
Introduction to Marketing
Economics
Art of Thinking

3
2

3

2
2

2
3

3

2
3

3

2
2

3050

Introduction to Logic and Scientific Methods

2

3070

Knowledge and Understanding

2
40

•Exemptions will be granted in the following Year 3 Courses
Course
1.
2.
3.

Business Accounting
Office Administration
Economics

A-level result w i t h aradfi C or above
Principles of Accounts
Business Studies
Economics

Number of Credits
1st
2nd
Term
Term Total

YEAR 4
Required Courses
CPTR 4 0 1 0
CPTR 4 0 2 0
CPTR 4041-2
CPTR 4051-2
CPTR 4061-2
CPTR 4 0 9 0
CPTR 4 1 0 0
CPTR 4 1 1 0
Any T w o of
GEN 4010
GEN 4030
GEN 4040
GEN 4050

Computational Methods in Operational
Research
Commercial Programming with Case Studies
Database Management Systems
Systems Analysis and Design
I n f o r m a t i o n Systems in Organisation
Applied Numerical Analysis
Systems Programming
Operating Systems

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3

Social Ethics
Social and Political Philosophy
Science Technology and Human Values
Business Ethics
Higher Diploma:

79
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Number of Credits
1 st
2nd
Term
Term Total

YEAR 5
Required Courses
CPTR
CPTR
CPTR
CPTR
CPTR
CPTR
GEN
OR
GEN

5010
5020
5030
5040
5050
5060
5020

Training Programme
Data Processing Management
Microcomputer Systems and Networks
Modelling and Decision Ssytems
Information Analysis
Software Engineering and Design
Comparative Religions

5040

Comparative Cultures

16

32
Honours Diploma:
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
CPTR 3 0 1 0

Discrete Mathematics

(3,3,0)

Fundamental concepts of mathematics for computer studies. Topics include
algorithm, graph theory, monoids and machine. Boolean algebras combinatories
and context-free languages.
CPTR 3 0 2 0

Computer Systems

(3,3,0)

This course introduces the organization of Computer Systems and the methods
of operation. Topics also include the logic elements and the organization of
the main memory.
CPTR 3 0 3 1 - 2

Data Processing and C O B O L Programming

(3,3,0)

To give an understanding of data processing methods and the use of COBOL
programming as means of implementing these methods.
CPTR 3 0 6 1 - 2

Data Structures

(2,2,1)

To introduce the nature and need of data structures, methods of storing data,
linear data structures, nonlinear data structures, computer memory management,
and the structured programming language-Pascal.
M A T H 3011-2

Statistical Methods for Business Decisions

(2,2,0)

To impart an understanding of advanced statistical techniques and to couple
theory with practice. To enable students to apply the principles to real life
situations through the use of computers.
A C C T 3521-2

Business Accounting

(3,3,0)

To impart an understanding of the principles and concepts of accounts. To
enable students to prepare financial statements through the use of computers.

MGT 3530

Office Administration

(2,2,0)

To provide a broad survey of administrative practices in the modern office so
as to give students the knowledge to organise office procedures and control
staff.
ENG 3091-2

Business Communication

(3,3,0)

Students will be taught how to write persuasively, with accuracy and
efficiency, in situations likely to arise in a career in business. Lectures and
discussions will consider problems arising in correspondence, conversation,
advertising and on the telephone both in the normal course of business and
in the face of difficult situations.
GEN 3010

A r t of Thinking

(2,2,0)

This course introduces the principles of clear and logical thinking the rules of
rational discourse and scientific inquiry.

“

“
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M KGT 3510

Introduction to Marketing

Concept of Marketing.
Promotion.
ECON 3540

Product planning.

(2,2,0)

Pricing.

Distribution Channels.

Economics

(2,2,0)

To impart an understanding of the basic principles of economics and enable
the student to apply these principles to current problems.
CPTR 4 0 1 0

Computational Methods in Operational Research

(3,3,0)

To provide an understanding of the formulation and construction of models,
and the derivation of solutions for problems associated with managerial decisions. Topics also include the implementation of these methods on computers.
CPTR 4 0 2 0

Commercial Programming with Case Studies

(3,3,0)

To illustrate the relevance of COBOL programming to business through practical
demonstrations and visits.
Prerequisite: Data Processing and COBOL Programming.
CPTR 4 0 4 1 - 2

Database Management Systems

(3,3,0)

To introduce the concepts and the architecture of database systems. The course
endeavours to illustrate the role of database in information systems.
CPTR 4 0 5 1 - 2

Systems Analysis and Design

(3,3,0)

Through case studies, to impact an understanding of the problems involved in
the implementation of computer-based systems.
CPTR 4 0 6 1 - 2

Information Systems in Organisations

(3,3,0)

To describe the role and structure of management information systems in an
organisation and to study the technologies required. Organisational concepts
and issues are explored to define the information needs of an organisation.
CPTR 4090

Applied Numerical Analysis

(3,3,0)

To enable students to use FORTRAN programming as a tool to tackle quantitative problems.
CPTR 4100

Systems Programming

(3,3,0)

Functions of systems software, program translation. Macro language, system
generation, loaders. Use of job control language. Design of a compiler.
Prerequisite: Computer Systems.
CPTR 4110

Operating Systems

(3,3,0)

Translators, loaders, relocation, linkage editing, interrupt handling. I/O processing, file system organisations, memory management, parallel processes, job
scheduling.
Prerequisite: System Programming.
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GEN 4010

Social Ethics

(3,3,0)

A general study of the relationship of the Christian concepts and other world
views to ethical issues in modern society.
GEN 4030

Social and Political Philosophy

(3,3,0)

This is an intorudction to key concepts and theories in social and political
philosophy. Topics of discussion include: the nature of man, the origin of the
state, the relation between ethics and politics theories on democracy, liberty
and participation, and the problem of social justice.
CPTR 5010

Training Programme

(16,0,16)

To give students the opportunity to work on real life problems under proper
supervision.
CPTR 5 0 2 0

Data Processing Management

(3,3,0)

To introduce the needs and concepts of corporate EDP planning and the
associated issues and considerations on EDP organisation structure, systems
development, selection of hardware and software, project management, operations management, personnel and auditing.
CPTR 5 0 3 0

Microcomputers and Networks

(3,3,0)

To provide an insight of the organisation of microprocessors; an understanding
of the concepts and design of computer networks and their management, and
the concept of Assembly language programming for typical microcomputers.
CPTR 5 0 4 0

Modelling and Decision Systems

(3,3,0)

To introduce the use of simulation languages in modelling. Topics also include
model formulation and Monte Carlo techniques.
Prerequisite: Statistical Methods for Business Decision, Systems Analysis and
Design.
CPTR 5050

Information Analysis

(2,2,0)

With case studies, the student is guided through the application development
life cycle for information systems.
Prerequisite: Information Systems in Organization.
CPTR 5 0 6 0

Software Engineering and Design

(3,3,0)

Large-scale software development. Programming methodology, Programming
design. Design of a single-language multiprogramming system, Design of a
compiler.
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GEN 5020

Comparative Religions

(2,2,0)

This course gives a general introduction to the origins, history, basic teachings
and practices of selected major religions.
GEN 5040

Comparative Cultures

(2,2,0)

A Comparative and topical approach to the study of selected cultures supported
by recent anthropological theories. Emphasis is on the interrelated aspects of
culture including political, social and economic structure, language art, and
technology.
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SUPPORT COURSES FOR OTHER DEPARTMENTS
CPTR 3511-2

Numerical Analysis and Data Processing

(for Year 3 Students of Accountancy)
CPTR 4511-2

Systems Analysis and Design

(for Year 4 Students of Accountancy)
MATH 4511-2

Quantitative Analysis

(for Year 4 Students of Accountancy)
MATH 3531-2

Quantitative Studies

(for Year 3 Students of CSA)
CPTR 4531-2

Information Systems

(for Year 4 Students of CSA)
CPTR 5511 -2

Management of Systems

(for Year 5 Students of CSA)
CPTR 3521-2

Computer Systems and Data Processing

(for Year 3 Students of Management)
MATH 3511-2

Business Mathematics and Statistics

(for Year 3 Students of Management)
MATH 4521-2

Operational Research

(for Year 4 Students of Management)
CPTR 5520

Management Information Systems

(for Year 5 Students of Management)
CPTR 3540

Introduction to Data Processing

(for Year 3 Students of Marketing)
MATH 3541-2

Business Statistics and Operational Research

(for Year 3 Students of Marketing)
CPTR 5530

Management Information Systems

(for Year 5 Students of Marketing)
For details please refer to course descriptions in relevant departments

DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT
AIM
To equip students with the knowledge, skills and qualifications to meet
the needs of a thriving business centre such as Hong Kong.

OBJECTIVES
1.

To provide structured courses of study designed to equip students for
future professional management practice.

2.

To encourage students to develop a spirit of enquiry.

3.

To provide an understanding of the role of management in the local and
international environment.

4.

To provide an element of a broad educational basis within the specialist
sphere of each programme.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
A.

Two subjects passed in the Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination or
equivalent.

B.

A pass in Ordinary Level English or equivalent.

GRADUATION

REQUIREMENTS

A.

Higher Diploma - The required number of credits is 80.
Honours Diploma - The required number of credits is 29 in addition
to the credits gained from the Higher Diploma
Programme.

B.

In addition to the required courses offered by the major programme
students are required to take elective courses from the specific choices.

ASSESSMENT
Continuous assessment is conducted through case studies, projects, class
participation and assignments. Overall assessment is normally made through
end-of-year examinations, and continuous assessment. Special provisions for
other forms of assessment are made where appropriate.

PROFESSIONAL BODIES RECOGNITION AND EXEMPTIONS
The Higher Diploma and Honours Diploma graduates in General Business
Management and Personnel Management are recognized by the Hong Kong
Management Association as fulfilling the Association's academic requirements
for membership.
Students of the Department of Management also receive
exemption on a subject-for-subject basis in the professional examinations held
by the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators.
The Honours Diploma graduates in Personnel Management also receive
recognition from the Hong Kong Institute of Personnel Management as fulfilling
their academic requirement for membership admission.

GENERAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT MAJOR
AIM
To provide students with a wide range of knowledge and techniques
of management, emphasizing such general functions as planning, organizing,
staffing, directing, co-ordinating, controlling, reporting and budgeting.

OBJECTIVES
1.

To provide students with techniques and tools of management in managing
organizational resources. The course is therefore concerned with the
optimum deployment and utilization of resources within the organization
in order that the objectives of the organization may be met and adapted
effectively to the changing environment.

2.

To develop links between the College and the industrial and commercial
community, professional institutions and other institutions of higher
learning.

3.

To prepare and encourage students to take external examinations set by
professional bodies in the field of Management.

COURSE STRUCTURE
Number of Credits
1st
2nd
Term
Term
Total

YEAR 3
Required Courses
* M G T 3011-2
I ntroduction to Business Administration
*ACCT 3511-2
Basic Accounting
CPTR 3521-2
Computer Systems and Data Processing
MATH3511 -2
Business Mathematics and Statistics
ENG 3091-2
Business Communication
Any ONE of the following General Education Subjects:
GEN 3010
Art of Thinking
GEN 3050
Introduction to Logic and Scientific
Method
GEN 3070
Knowledge and Understanding
And ONE of the following:
MKTG3011-2
Principles of Marketing
*ECON 3531-2
Introduction to Economic Analysis

3
3
3
3
3

^Exemptions may be granted in the following Year 3 courses:
Course .
Introduction to Business Administration
Introduction to Economic Analysis
Basic Accounting

Grade C or Above at A Level
Business Studies
Economics
Principles of Accounts
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YEAR 4

Number of Credits
1st
2nd
Term
Term
Total

Required Courses':
MGT
MGT
MGT
ACCT

4011-2
4021-2
4031-2
4511-2

Management Theory
Production Management
Organizational Behaviour
Financial Analysis for Management
Control
Any TWO of the following General Education Subjects:
GEN 4010
Social Ethics
GEN 4030
Social & Political Philosophy
GEN 4040
Science, Technology, & Human Values
GEN 4050
Business Ethics
And TWO of the following electives:
MGT 4041-2
Personnel Management
ECON 4521-2
Managerial and Industrial Economics
MATH4521-2
Operational Research
ACCT 4521-2
General Principles of English Law

3
3
3
3

42
Higher Diploma:

YEAR 5
Required Courses
MGT 5011-2
Business Policy and Strategy
MGT 5061-2
Management Philosophy
CPTR 5520
Management Information Systems
Any ONE of the following General Education Subjects:
GEN 5020
Comparative Religions
GEN 5040
Comparative Cultures
And TWO of the following Electives:
MGT 5101-2
Entrepreneurship and the Management
of Change
MGT 5031-2
Business and Management in Hong Kong
and China
MGT 5051-2
Industrial Relations
ACCT 5511-2
Managerial Accounting and Finance
29
Honours Diploma:
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PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT MAJOR
AIM
To provide students with an integrated knowledge of the Personnel
Management function with emphasis on the role of personnel specialists.

OBJECTIVES
1.

114

To provide students with knowledge regarding "managing personnel",
the theories and techniques involved and the ways in which they work
in practice.

2.
3‘

To provide a programme which maintains close links with the professional
institutes of Personnel Management.
To encourage students to conduct research and to pursue further development in Personnel Management skills.

COURSE STRUCTURE
Number of Credits
1st
2nd
Term
Term
Total

YEAR 3
Required Courses

3
3
3
3
3

* M G T 3011-2
Introduction to Business Administration
MGT 3021-2
Introduction to Industrial Psychology
* A C C T 3511 -2
Basic Accounting
Business Mathematics and Statistics
MATH3511-2
ENG 3091-2
Business Communication
Any ONE of the following General Education Subjects
GEN 3010
Art of Thinking
GEN 3050
Introduction to Logic and Scientific
Method
GEN 3070
Knowledge and Understanding
And ONE of the follwoing
MGT 4021-2
Production Management
• E C O N 3531-2
Introduction to Economic Analysis
•

•Exemptions may be granted in the following Year 3 courses
Course
Introduction to Business Administration
Introduction to Economic Analysis
Basic Accounting

Grade C or Above at A Level
Business Studies
Economics
Principles of Accounts

YEAR 4
Required Courses
MGT 4031-2
Organizational Behaviour
MGT 4041-2
Personnel Management
MGT 4051-2
Labour Law .
M G T 5110
Remuneration Administration
MGT 5120
Industrial Health and Safety
Any TWO of the following General Education Subjects
GEN 4010
Social Ethics
GEN 4030
Social & Political Philosophy
GEN 4040
Science, Technology & Human Values
GEN 4050
Business Ethics
And TWO of the following electives
MGT 4011-2
Management Theory
CPTR 3521-2
Computer Systems & Data Processing
ACCT 4511-2
Financial Analysis for Management
Control
ECON 4521-2
Managerial and Industrial Economics

6
3
3
3
3

Higher Diploma

80
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Number of Credits
1st
2nd
Term
Term
Total

YEAR 5
Required Courses:
MGT 5051-2
Industrial Relations
MGT 5071-2
Project on Personnel Management
MGT 5080
Education and Training
Any ONE of the following General Education Subjects
GEN 5020
Comparative Religions
GEN 5040
Comparative Cultures
And TWO of the following electives:
MGT 5011-2
Business Policy and Strategy
MGT 5061-2
Management Philosophy
MGT 5101-2
Entrepreneurship and the Management
of Change

29
Honours Diploma:
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
M G T 3011-2

Introduction t o Business Administration

(3,3,0)

This course introduces the main economic, social, cultural, and political factors
that make up the environment within which the manager and his organization
function. This course also examines the framework of business, its basic and
managerial functions, and related considerations within which business operates.
M G T 3021-2

Introduction t o Industrial Psychology

(3,3,0)

The course aims to provide the students with basic knowledge of human behaviour, and its application to industrial organization in an effort to minimize some
of the human problems that inevitably arise in the operation of all kinds of
organizations.
A C C T 3511-2

Basic Accounting

(3,3,0)

An introduction to the basic principles of accounting and the concepts on which
accounting is based. Also studied are tools for analysis, and the interpretation
of financial data.
CPTR 3521-2

Computer Systems and Data Processing

(3,3,0}

To develop students' understanding of the overall organization of a computer
system and to enable them to appreciate the methods and techniques available
for the development of an efficient information processing system.
M A T H 3511-2

Business Mathematics and Statistics

(3,3,0)

The aim of this course is to provide the necessary background to enable students
to understand and formulate problems in quantitative terms. Based on statistics
and operational research, it teaches how to apply statistical and operational
research methods to find a solution.
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ENG 3091-2

Business Communication

(3,3,0)

The student will be taught how to use speech and writing accurately and effectively, using an appropriate tone and register, in situations likely to arise in a
business csiree .
GEN 3010

Art of Thinking

(Please refer to the General Education Programme)
GEN 3050

Introduction to Logic and Scientific Method

(Please refer to the General Educational Programme)
GEN 3 0 7 0

Knowledge and Understanding

(Please refer to the General Education Programme)
M K T G 3011-2

Principles of Marketing

(3,3,0)

The course provides an introduction to the theory and practice of marketing.
It will give business students an awareness of the role of marketing and its
relationships to other business functions. For students specialising in marketing
studies, the course provides a foundation for studies in subsequent years.
ECON 3531-2

Introduction to Economic Analysis

(3,3,0)

This course is to provide students a sound treatment of basic principles of
economic analysis relevant to their future studies in management courses.
M G T 4011 -2

Management Theory

(3,3,0}

The course views organizations as economic, social decision-making, and goal
attaining systems. Phenomena and theories regarding large, complex, formal
organizations will be discussed with emphasis on the dynamics of interaction
between such organizations and their environments. Comparative analysisseeking patterns and systematic explanation of differences among organizations
will be made.
Prerequisite: Introduction to Business Administration
M G T 4021-2

Production Management

(3,3,0)

This course is designed to give students some knowledge of production management, which is interdisciplinary in nature, and closely related to economics,
organizational behaviour, and quantitative analysis. On completion, students
will be familiar with standard tools and techniques used by production and
operations managers.
M G T 4031-2

Organizational Behaviour

(3,3,0)

This course examines the behaviour of individuals and groups within an organization, including such topics as job satisfaction; perceptions, attitudes and
values;' work-group and inter-group behaviour. From studying such problems
as these, the course will move on to consider their implications for motivation,
leadership, management control and organizational effectiveness.
Prerequisite: Introduction to Business Administration
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M G T 4041-2

Personnel Management

(3,3,0)

The aim of the course is to provide students w i t h particular knowledge and
skills in a wide range of personnel management activities in commercial and
industrial organizations.
Prerequisite: Introduction to Business Administration
MGT 4051-2

Labour Law

(3,3,0)

The course aims at providing students w i t h a broad understanding of current
labour legislation, its development and implications for management in running
their organization. The focus will be on the application of Hong Kong labour
law in local business organization. The course also helps students to study
labour legislation of some other countries in order to broaden their concepts
and knowledge in this field.
A C C T 4511-2

Financial Analysis for Management Control

(3,3,0)

A n introduction to the principles by which management may exercise control
through financial analysis and planning. The divisions of finance and purposes
or which finance is required, are explained. The divisions from which financial
information arises and the responsibilities of those involved in supplying information are discussed, as are the uses of budgetary control and standard costing.
The preparation and interpretation of financial data are examined w i t h simple
case-studies to illustrate how the principles involved are applied.
Prerequisite: Basic Accounting
GEN 4010

Social Ethics

(Please refer to the General Education Programme)
GEN 4030

Social and Political Philosophy

(Please refer to the General Education Programme)
GEN 4040

Science, Technology and Human Values

(Please refer to the General Education Programme)
GEN 4050

Business Ethics

(Please refer to the General Education Programme)
ECON 4521-2

Managerial and Industrial Economics

(3,3,0)

The aim is to equip students w i t h techniques to make managerial decisions by
applying the theories and principles of microeconomics and business studies.
The implications of economic theories concerning market behaviour of both
producers and consumers will be analysed. The use of public policy to influence
industry will be considered.
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MATH 4521-2

Operational Research

(3,3,0)

To provide an understanding of the formulation construction of models and the
derivation of solutions for problems associated with managerial decisions.
A C C T 4521-2

General Principles of English Law

(3,3,0)

Starting with the nature and sources of law, the course surveys the administration of law up to the modern legal system. This introduction then leads to a
study of methods of legal process, including evidence and interpretation; general
principles of the law of contract; particular types of contract, including such
features as hire purchase, the sale of goods, consumer credit and insurance; and
negotiable instruments such as bills of exchange and cheques.
M G T 5011 -2

Business Policy and Strategy

(3,3,0}

To make students aware of the role of top management, and to enable them
to discuss and consider an organization in its totality, thus utilizing and integrating their knowledge and skills acquired in various specialized functional areas.
The core synthesizing concept study is strategic management. At the end of
the course, the students will assume the role of genera management and propose
policy decisions, strategic decisions and recommend effective means to
implement them.
M G T 5031-2

Business and Management in Hong Kong and China

(3,3,0)

The course will examine the political, social and economic structures of Hong
Kong and China. There will be a comparative study of the main institutions in
both areas, leading to the analysis of topics as foreign trade, major forms, of
businesses in both area, problems of financing and joint-venturing and foreign
investment. The course attempts to examine the development of the legal
framework in the People's Republic of China (PRC). There will be a study of
new opportunities for both, as well as monitoring the ongoing developments
in both business and management in Hong Kong and China. The course ememphasises the combination of theory and practice.
Prerequisite: Introduction to Business Administration
M G T 5051-2

Industrial Relations

(3,3,0)

The course is designed to provide students with knowledge and understanding
of the theories and practices in the employer-employee relationship in an industrial society. Topics covered will include labour history, the organization of
employer and employee, collective bargaining and workplace industrial relations.
Particular emphasis will be placed on teaching comparative industrial relations of
different countries but with special reference to Hong Kong.
Prerequisite: Personnel Management
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M G T 5061-2

Management Philosophy

(3,3,0)

Those who take this course should be familiar with general principles and
practices of management, and have a broad knowledge of social sciences.
Managers may or may not be aware of the guiding thought or force behind
their daily operations. Management philosophy is logic and consistent. Executives who perceive the management philosophy of a competitor will be able to
understand his subsequent activities and deal smoothly with him. That is the
vital objective of this course for tomorrow's executives and top management.
Prerequisite: All core courses of Year 3 and Year 4 in Management Studies.
M G T 5071-2

Project on Personnel Management

(3,3,0)

To introduce the student to the methodology of research, the systematic analysis
of ideas, the problems of data collection and the clear presentation of ideas.
Students are required to submit one project proposal and its final report for
each term. The projects will naturally be in the area of Personnel Management;
nevertheless, projects of a multi-disciplinary nature will be encouraged in the
first term.
MGT 5080

Education and Training

(3,3,0}

To provide students with an understanding of important educational and
training theories and policies; and knowledge and skills in implementing, justifying, evaluating and measuring a cost-effective training programme for an
organization. The ultimate objective is to help students to perform an active
role in the maximum utilization of an organization's most valuable resource
—its people.
M G T 5101-2

Entrepreneurship and the Management of Change

(3,3,0)

The course will commence with topics and practices in improving thinking
skills.
Significance, definition, function and qualities of entrepreneurship.
Entrepreneurship in both large and, in particular, smaller firms will be
examined.
M G T 5110

Remuneration Administration

(3,3,0)

To provide an overview of theories and techniques in the field of wage and
salary administration and guide students to develop a working knowledge
of remuneration design.
MGT 5120

Industrial Health and Safety

(3,3,0)

To provide a comprehensive overview of the theory and practice on industrial
safety at work as well as safety and health of people in industrial environments.
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CPTR 5 5 2 0

Management Information Systems

(3,3,0)

To establish the role of information systems in organization. To introduce
various types of applications that are part of an information system.
GEN 5 0 2 0

Comparative Religions

(Please refer to the General Education Programme)
GEN 5 0 4 0

Comparative Cultures

(Please refer to the General Education Programme)
ACCT 5511-2

Managerial Accounting and Finance

(3,3,0)

The main objective is to provide an understanding of the basic financial concept
in decision making. This course is concerned with the provision of information
to management for planning and decision making purposes with emphasis on
the correct analysis and specification of the information supplied. A range of
Production and investment decisions will be examined.

SUPPORT COURSES FOR OTHER
M G T 3 0 1 1 -2

DEPARTMENTS

Introduction to Business Administration

(3,3,0)

(for Year 3 Marketing students)
MGT 3511-2

Organization and Management

(3,3,0)

(for Year 3 Accountancy students)
MGT 3521-2

Organizational Behaviour

(3,3,0)

(for Year 3 Company Secretaryship and Administration students)
MGT 3530

Office Administration

(2,2,0)

(for Year 3 Computer students)
MGT 4540

Personnel Management

(3,3,0)

(for Year 4 Marketing students)
M G T 4 5 1 1 -2

Office Administration and Management

(3,3,0)

(for Year 4 Company Secretaryship and Administration students)
^ G T 4521-2

Personnel Administration

(for Year 4 Company Secretaryship and Administration students)
For details please refer to course descriptions in relevant Department

(3,3,0)

DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING
AIMS
A thriving commercial centre exposed to international competition
requires high calibre marketing orientated executives. The primary aim of
the department is to help students become more valuable contributors to the
society in which they live. A further aim is to develop the knowledge and skills
to equip students to meet the challenges of modern business.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the department are: —
1.

To foster a spirit of inquiry and to develop the ability to identify and
analyze problems, and formulate decisions in the organizational setting.

2.

To provide a marketing management orientation, and be aware of current
practices and techniques.

3.

To equip students with the foundations for professional practice and
further education; and to contribute to advances in knowledge and
research in marketing.

4.

To provide a structured course of study leading to responsible positions
in local and international organizations, government and other institutions.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
The admission requirements for the Marketing programme are a minimum
of two Advanced Level passes and a pass in Ordinary Level English Language
or Use of English or equivalent.

GRADUATION

REQUIREMENTS

Students are required to obtain a total of 74 credits for the two-year
Higher Diploma and a total of 106 credits for the three-year Honours Diploma.

ASSESSMENT
Continuous assessment is conducted through seminars, case studies,
assignments, projects and class participation. Overall assessment is made through
final examination and continuous assessment.
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COURSE STRUCTURE
Number of Credits
1st
2nd
Term
Term
Total

YEAR
Required Courses
MKTG3011-2
ACCT 3511-2*
ENG 3531-2
MATH3541-2
CPTR 3540
MGT 3011-2*
ECON 3531-2*
GEN 3010
OR
GEN 3050
OR
GEN

3070

Principles of Marketing
Basic Accounting
Business Communication
Business Statistics and Operational
Research
Introduction to Data Processing
Introduction to Business
Administration
Introduction to Economic Analysis
Art of Thinking

2

Introduction to Logic and
Scientific Methods

2

Knowledge and Understanding

2

Exemptions will be granted in the following Year 3 courses:
Courses:
1.
Introduction to Business
Administration
2.
Introduction to Economic Analysis
3.
Basic Accounting

Grade C or above at A Level
Business Studies
Economics
Principles of Accounts

COURSE STRUCTURE
Number of Credits
1st
2nd
Term
Term
Total

YEAR 4
Required Courses
(24 credits to be taken)
MKTG4090
MKTG4190
MKTG4100
MKTG4200
MKTG4110 , <
MKTG4210* 1
MKTG4120 # <
MKTG4220 # <
MKTG4040+
MKTG4140+
Any two of:
GEN 4010
GEN 4030
GEN 4040
GEN 4050

Consumer Behaviour
Advertising Management
International Marketing Environment
International Marketing Management
Marketing Management
Marketing Policy
Marketing Research
Advanced Marketing Research
Salesmanship
Sales Management
Social Ethics
Social and Political Philosophy
Science, Technology and Human Values
Business Ethics

Elective Course..
ACCT 4531-2
ACCT 5531-2
MGT 4540
CPTR 5520

General Principles of Law/Business Law
Finance for Marketing/Finance for
International Business
Personnel Management
Management Information System
36
Higher Diploma:

77

* * Compulsory courses for Year 4 Marketing students.
L Salesmanship/Sales Management is offered to both Year 4 and Year 5 Marketing students
++ 6 credits to be taken.
‘

COURSE STRUCTURE
Number of Credits
1st
2nd
Term
Term
Total

YEAR 5
Required Courses
(24 credits to be taken)
MKTG5190
MKTG5200
MKTG5210
MKTG5300
MKTG5310
MKTG5240
MKTG5250
MKTG5350
MKTG5171-2*
MKTG5230
MKTG 5330
GEN 5020
OR
GEN 5040
Elective Course++
ACCT 4531-2
ACCT 5531-2
MGT 4530
CPTR 5520

Advanced Marketing Theory
Seminar in Marketing
Economics for International Business
Managing Multinational Corporations
Import-Export Business
Industrial Marketing
International Business
Seminar in International Business
Senior Research Project
Services Marketing
Retailing
Comparative Religions
Comparative Cultures
General Principles of Law/Business Law
Finance for Marketing/Finance for
International Business
Personnel Management
Management Information System
Honours Diploma: 109

… C o m p u l s o r y course for Year 5 Marketing students.
++ 6 credits to be taken

•

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Year 3

Foundation Year

M K T G 3011-2

Principles of Marketing

(3,3,0)

This course is an introduction to marketing, dealing with the dynamics of
consumer behaviour, the management of marketing information and marketing
research, programming the marketing mix, pricing in a market perspective,
promotion, and the philosophy of marketing.
A C C T 3 5 1 1 -2

Basic Accounting

(3,3,0)

An introduction to the basic principles of accounting and the concepts on
which accounting is based. Also studied are the tools for analysis, and the
interpretation of financial data.
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ENG 3531-2

Business Communication

<3,3,0>

This course combines the study of the principles of business communication
with the development of English Language skills. The field of study includes
the following: letters involving trade negotiations, complaints, sales letters,
job applications, memoranda, the documentation of meetings and reportwriting skills.
M A T H 3541-2

Business Statistics and Operational Research

(3,3,0)

This course provides the necessary background and knowledge to enable
students to understand, formulate and solve problems in quantitative terms.
CPTR 3 5 4 0

Introduction to Data Processing

(3,3,0)

An introductory course covering the history, key features, development and
commercial applications of the computer. Principles of data coding, validating,
processing and recording are studied with reference to business information
systems.
M G T 3011-2

Introduction to Business Administration

<3,3,0>

This course introduces the main economic, social, cultural, and political factors
that make up the environment within which the manager and his organisation
function. The course examines the framework of business, as well as basic
business and managerial functions, and some related considerations.
ECON 3531-2

Introduction to Economic Analysis

(3,3,0)

This course will cover basic economic concepts, before moving on to macroeconomics. Major topics include current economic development, monopolies
and control, government and industrial efficiency, and the balance of payments.
Year 4

Higher Diploma

MKTG 4090

Consumer Behaviour

(3,3,0)

Consumer Behaviour examines the many factors that lie behind the behaviour
of consumer including needs, personality, perception, and socio-cultural
influences. It goes on to develop the implications this understanding poses for
management now and in the future.
MKTG 4190

Advertising Management

(3,3,0)

Advertising Management will focus on advertising decision-making, specifically
those decisions involved in setting advertising objectives, creating advertising
campaigns, and measuring advertising effectiveness.
MKTG 4100

International Marketing Environment

(3,3,0)

International Marketing Environment identifies the importance of studying
the differences between domestic markets and international markets. Methods
of market entry, researching for new overseas markets and evaluation of market
potential and attractiveness are also discussed.
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M K T G 4200

International Marketing Management

(3,3,0)

International Marketing Management emphasizes the strategic approach in
international marketing of multinational firms. It will concentrate on the
decision-making process in areas of marketing planning, marketing mix
strategies, organizing and staffing.
The relationship between multinational
firms and host government will also be considered.
M K T G 4110

Marketing Management

(3,3,0)

Marketing Management provides students w i t h a better understanding of the
development and application of various marketing tools. These include
searching for a market, assembling the marketing mix, modelling market
phenomena, and administering the marketing programme from a managerial
perspective.
M K T G 4210

(3 3,0)

Marketing Policy

'

Marketing Policy is an integrated course in marketing which examines alternative
philosophies and tasks of marketing and equips students w i t h the necessary
skills to analyze marketing problems and opportunities. The aim is a better
understanding of the relationship between marketing and other business
function. Macro marketing and social marketing are also discussed. Case studies
wHI be used.
M K T G 4120

Marketing Research

(3,3,0)

Marketing Research will acquaint students w i t h the basic concepts, techniques
and procedures of marketing research. The emphasis is on problem formulation
and research objectives; the determination of sources of information .and
research design, the analysis and interpretation of data. Emphasis will also be
given to the application of research techniques to effective marketing management.
MKTG 4220

Advanced Marketing Research

(3,3,0)

The objective of Advanced Marketing Research is to provide a methodological
foundation of marketing research projects. Students formulate, design and
conduct sound research projects. Students will learn the concept of scientific
research, the meaning of measurement, design criteria and research designs,
significance of statistical tests and various techniques of multivariate analysis.
Recent developments of marketing research will also be introduced.
MKTG 4040

Salesmanship

(3,3,0)

Salesmanship introduces students to the personal selling process, its basic
concepts, problems and techniques, especially in the selling of professional/
industrial products. Students will be given an understanding of the present
selling system so as to help them prepare for careers in selling in Hong Kong.
MKTG 4140

Sales Management

(3,3,0)

Sales Management enables students to apply the principles of management to
-

*
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a team of salespeople: planning, recruiting, training, supervising, motivating,
analyzing and controlling. Students will learn to respond to the problems,
operations and decisions facing a sales manager in Hong Kong. Emphasis will
also be given to the role of sales management and its coordination with marketing management.
Year 5

Honours Diploma

MKTG 5190

Advanced Marketing Theory

(3,3,0)

Advanced Marketing Theory will scrutinise the concepts, hypotheses and
theories underlying marketing models, and will focus on contemporary discussions in generating effective marketing for today and tomorrow.
MKTG 5200

Seminar in Marketing

(3,3,0)

The Seminar in Marketing will include both research and group discussion on
selected marketing topics.Students will be expected to investigate marketing
topics independently and will be required to analyse, evaluate alternatives,
and solve real-life marketing problems.
MKTG 5210

Economics for International Business

(3,3,0)

Economics for International Business introduces students to a manager's perspective in the decision-making process of international enterprises. It will
help students to develop a thorough understanding of the international economic environment and a knowledge of international economic theories.
MKTG 5300

Managing Multinational Corporations

(3,3,0)

Managing Multinational Corporations introduces students to a manager's
perspective in managing a multinational enterprise, in identifying global
opportunities and planning for global resources. The recent development of
the Hong Kong based multinationals will also be discussed.
MKTG 5310

Import-Export Business

(3,3,0)

Import-Export Business provides a basic understanding of the theories and
techniques surrounding import/export goods in Hong Kong. Special emphasis
will be placed on providing guidelines and updated managerial knowledge of
import/export business, which is becoming more and more important in Hong
Kong.
M K T G 5240

Industrial Marketing

(3,3,0)

In Industrial Marketing, the structure of industrial marketing will be studied,
and the key concepts, alternative marketing strategies and marketing decisionprocedures discussed from a managerial perspective. Emphasis will also be
placed on market analysis and research as necessities for rational decision-making.
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M KTG 5250

International Business

(3,3,0)

International Business is designed to show marketing students how decisions are
made by multinational executives in marketing and other business functions.
Students will learn the basic concepts and terminologies of international business
and their use in further exploration of the subject.
M K T G 5350

Seminar in International Business

(3,3,0)

Seminar in International Business aims at developing the students' ability to
identify analyze and handle real-life problems which confront managers and
business' executives of international business firms. Students can make use of
knowledge acquired in class to slove particular problems in International Business, and conduct their own seminars.
M K T G 5171-2

Senior Research Project

(3,3,0)

An opportunity to undertake an investigation into an aspect of business or
society that has direct relevance to marketing. It provides practical experience
in project work and will involve liaison with outside organizations.
Theoretical concepts and knowledge acquired during the course can be applied
in a practical setting. The students' power of anlysis will be tested and a cogent
management report and recommendations wil.i be required.
M K T G 5230

Services Marketing

(3,3,0)

Services Marketing identifies the characteristics of services and their marketing
implications. Students will learn the difference between goods and service
marketing, the importance of services in Hong Kong economy and the development of marketing goals and strategies in various service industries.
M K T G 5330

(3 3 0

Retailing

' ' )

Retailing studies in detail the nature and importance of retailing, with its associated problems and possible solutions. Topics include the impact of market
factors and consumer demand on retailing; merchandise management; accounting control and credit policy, store management, publicity and sales promotion
location analysis and pricing strategy. Channel of distribution and channel
management will also be discussed.
ELECTIVES
A C C T 4531-2

FROM OTHER

DEPARTMENTS

General Principles of Law/Business Law

(3,3,0)

Starting with the nature and sources of law, the course surveys the administration of law up to the modern legal system. This introduction leads to a study of
methods of legal process, including evidence and interpretations, general
principles of the law of contract; particular types of contract, including such
features as hire purchase, the sale of goods, consumer credit and insurance;
negotiable instruments, such as bills of exchange and cheques.
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A C C T 5531-2

Finance for Marketing/Finance for International

(3,3,0)

Business

To show that both profitability and risk are essential ingredients of business
success. To enable students to understand the various principles in financial
decision making. Students will learn how to analyse project cash flows, balance
sheets and trading accounts to verify the profitability of marketing decisions.
This course provides an understanding of the international financial environment
as it affects the marketing and investment decisions of managers in a multinational firm. A review of balance of payments concepts, adjustment process of
the external imbalances and the international monetary system is followed by
a study of the institutional, theoretical aspects of foreign and international
capital markets (including Eurocurrency and Eurobond markets), and international banking.
MGT 4540

Personnel Management

(3,3,0)

The aim is to study how best to utilize people within a working environment,
and to solve human relations and work-related problems within the organization. The course will consider many of the pricipal functions of personnel
manaagement: job-analysis, recruitment, selection, placement and induction,
performance evaluation, training, welfare, management development, job evaluation and payment systems.
CPTR 5530

Management Information Systems

(3,3,0)

To give an insight into computer information systems, this course will include
management information and the computer with related techniques in dataprocessing, information system development methodology; and the use of
system models in business. Various applications of MIS to accounting/finance,
operations/production, sales/marketing are involved.

Support Courses for other Departments
MKTG 3510

Introduction to Marketing

(2,2,0)

(for Year 3 Computer students)
MKTG 3530

Introduction to Marketing

(3,3,0)

(for Year 4 Social Sciences students)
M KTG 3 0 1 1 - 2

Principles of Marketing

(for Year 3 Management students)'.
For details please refer to course descriptions in relevant departments.
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(3,3,0)

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
The Faculty of Social Sciences is established to encourage the development
of social science programmes. While modern society has a great demand for
highly specialized professionals, it has even greater needs for professionals who
have broad social science training, are sensitive to the growing complexity in
society and are sufficiently flexible to meet the rapid change in the industrial
and social structure. It is with such a belief that the Faculty of Social Sciences
places its initial effort on the development of integrated, problem-oriented
programmes rather than on the more traditional, parallel structure of departments.
A t present, there is only one department with three integrated, problemoriented programmes. The Department of Social Sciences is offering foundation
courses in economics, sociology, political science, and psychology. Built upon
such integrated foundations are three major programmes. They are:
(1) International Economic and Political Affairs,
(2) Social Issues and Policy,
(3) Asian Pacific Studies.
These areas of specialization are selected on the basis of their relevance to
the Hong Kong community. Under this new integrated programme, it is hoped
that students will build up a broader social science foundation and will, at the
same time, be able to pursue their own areas of specialization.
The new integrated curriculum is so designed that, students will acquire:
a) a basic training in the major social sciences disciplines: b) general knowledge
in three specialization areas (Asian Pacific Studies, International Economic and
Political Affairs, Social Issues & Policy); and c) substantial knowledge in one
of these areas.

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
AIMS & OBJECTIVES
Throucjh the launching of an integrated social sciences programme, the Department aims to meet a growing local demand for administrative and executive
personnel capable of viewing and evaluating issues on a macro, social level. The
Department therefore offers a curriculum which will furnish students with the
essential theoretical and methodological tools for competent social analysis;
and enhance students' ability to identify community issues and evaluate social
and economic policies.

ADMISSION

REQUIREMENTS

The entry requirement for the integrated social sciences programme is a
minimum of two passes in the Advanced Level Examination and a pass in the
Use of English or English.
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INTEGRATED SOCIAL SCIENCES -

PROGRAMME
Number of Credits
1st
2nd
Term
Term
Total

YEAR 3
Required Courses
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC
ENG
ENG
GEN
OR
GEN

3010
3030
3050
3060
3071
3081401
4030
3610
3550
3010

Introduction to Sociology*
Introduction to Economics*
Introduction to Psychology*
Study of Politics
Research Methods
Statistics with Computer Usage
Sociological Theory I
Economic Theory I
General English
Academic Writing
Art of Thinking

3050

Introduction to Logic and
Scientific Method

OR
GEN

3070

Knowledge and Understanding
38

YEAR 4
Required Courses
SOSC 4020
Sociological Theory II
OR
SOSC 4040
Economic Thoery II
SOSC 4710
Advanced Social Statistics
OR
SOSC 4720
Economic Statistics & Mathematics
SOSC 4050
Social Psychology
GEN 4030s
Social & Political Philosophy
Major Programme Courses
GEN 4010
Social Ethics
OR
GEN 4040
Science, Technology & Human Value
OR
GEN 4050
Business Ethics
Elective Courses*

3
3

3
6
3
3
3
33
Higher Diploma

71

YEAR 5
Required Courses
SOSC 5071-2

Directed Research

GEN

Comparative Religions

5020

2

OR
GEN 5040
Comparative Cultures
Major Programme Courses**
Elective Courses***

2
2

9
9

3
32

Honours Diploma
»

103

Students with Grade C or above in the Advanced Level Examination would be exempted

* * M ^ Z r a m m e " C o u r s e s SOSC 4 1 1 0 . 4 1 2 0 , 4130, 4140, 4 3 1 1 , 4320, 4511 4 5 2 0
5 l T o 5 60 5320. 5330, 5560, and 5 5 7 0 will
in
Te m ^
^
^
and SOSC 4 1 1 0 . 4120, 4 3 1 2 , 4512. 4 5 3 0 , 5110, 5 1 2 0 5130, 5 1 4 0 , 5 3 1 0 , 5340, 551U,
and 5520 will be offered in the Second Term of 1987-88
Students may elect courses from any Department and Faculty
necessary
The College reserves the right to alter the programme in any year .f it feels it is necessary
to do so.

GRADUATION

REQUIREMENTS

The minimum requirment for a Higher Diploma (2 years) is the gaining of
71 credits of which 51 are from courses offered by the Department. For Honour
Diploma (3 years) students are required to gain 103 credits of which 75 are from
courses offered by the Department.
students are required to select courses from all the T H R E E areas listed below, subject
^ ^ ^ ^ U v e a r s ) ,

the _

choose at .east two courses f r o . ONE of the

" ^ r e e a'eas and at least one course from E A C H of the other two
2 For Honours Diploma (3 years), they must choose at least F O U R courses and N U I
LESS T H A N 15 credits from ONE of the three areas; at the same t,me, they must
choose at least ONE course from E A C H of the other two areas.

ASSESSMENT
of

Assessment varies according to the nature ot the course, but normally consists
a combination of examinations, tests, assignments, projects, homework and

class participation.

MAJOR PROGRAMME COURSES
I. Asian Pacific Studies
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC

SOSC
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC

4110
4130
4140
5110
5120
5130
5140
5150
5160

International Politics (3 credits)
Selected Issues in Hong Kong (3 credits)
Selected Issues in the Asian Pacific Region (3 credits)
Chinese Economy (3 credits)
C o n t e m p o r a r y C h i n e s e Society & Politics (3 credits}
Japanese Society & Politics (3 credits)
Japanese Economy (3 credits)
Super Powers in the Asian Pacific Region (3 credits)
Economic Environment in the Asian Pacific Region (3 credits)
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II. International Economic & Political Affairs
SOSC 4 1 1 0
SOSC

4120
SOSC 4 3 1 1 - 2
SOSC 4 3 2 0

SOSC 5 3 1 0
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC

International Politics (3 credits)
International Economic Relations (3 credits)
International Trade & Finance (6 credits)
Theory of Development (3 credits)
International Direct Investment & Transnational Corporation
(3 credits)
Politics of Trade & Money (3 credits)
International Banking (3 credits)
Development Issues in Selected Countries (3 credits)
EEC & Developing Countries (3 credits)

III. Social Issues & Policy
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC
SOSC 5 5 4 0
SOSC

5550

SOSC 5 5 6 0
SOSC

5570

Selected Issues in Hong Kong (3 credits)
Urban Development & Problems (6 credits)
Policy Evaluation (3 credits)
Public Policy & Administration (3 credits)
Social Inequality (3 credits)
Social Problems (3 credits)
Population Dynamics & Comparative Population Policy (3
credits)
Organizational Theory & Practice (3 credits)
Mass Communication (3 credits)
Issues and Policy in Education (3 credits)
Crime and Delinquency (3 credits)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

SOSC 3 0 1 0

Introduction t o Sociology

(3,2,1)

This course is an introduction to sociology. Following a general overview of
its nature and methods, there is a survey of the various aspects of the structure
and dynamics of social life, including its basic elements, the major social institutions and structure, social order, and lastly, the major trends of social change.
SOSC 3 0 3 0

Introduction t o Economics

(3,2,1)

This course is an introduction to microeconomics and macroeconomics. Topics
include demand theory supply theory, price determination, market structure,
distribution theory, national income determination, unemployment and inflation, fiscal policy, monetary policy, and international economy.
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SOSC 3050

Introduction to Psychology

(3,2,1)

This is an introductory course which provides a basic knowledge of
psychological theory and its related disciplines. Some aspects of research
techniques in experimental psychology and applications of psychological
theories to society will be discussed.
SOSC 3 0 6 0

The Study of Politics

(3,2,1)

This course is an introduction to politics. It aims to provide an understanding
of basic concepts and theories in political analysis. Major ideologies, concepts
of law, justice, equality and democracy are discussed. Types and functions
of modern political organizations such as political parties and interest groups
are also included in this introduction to enable students to compare and evaluate
different political systems.
SCSC 3 0 7 1 - 2

Research Methods

(3,2,1)

This course develops students' skills in conducting social science research. The
focus is on the introduction of basic methods and techniques. Students will
apply what they have learned by conducting and completing a simple piece of
research of their own choice. Lectures are designed especially to guide the
students through various stages of research. These are supplemented by tutorials
and personal consultations.
SOSC 3081-2

Statistics with Computer Usage

(3,2,1)

This course provides an introduction to statistical methods generally employed
by social scientists in research. Stud nets will be exposed to the following
topics: probability, probability distribution, sampling theory, time-series analysis
and regression theory.
SOSC 4 0 1 0

Sociological Theory I

(3,2,1)

This course provides a basic knowledge of both classical and contemporary
sociological theories. Three paradigms from the classical theories - the organic,
the conflict, and the socio-interactionist — will be discussed in detail. Main
contemporary schools of thought, including structural-functionalist theories,
modern conflict theories and social psychological theories, will be introduced
in brief.
SOSC 4 0 2 0

Sociological Theory II

(3,2,1)

This course provides a more comprehensive knowledge of both classical and
contemporary sociological theories. Key theoretical issues in classical sociological theory are discussed. Functionalism, conflict theory, social exchange theory,
and symbolic interactionism are studied in detail.
SOSC 4 0 3 0

Economic Theory I

(3,2,1)

This course is an intermediate-level treatment of economic theory. It will cover
theory of the consumer, market sturcture and firm's behaviour, factor market,
basic macroeconomic concepts and problems, money supply and demand,
IS-LM analysis, and price and employment levels.
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SOSC 4 0 4 0

Economic Theory II

(3,2,1)

This course ia a continuation of SOSC 4030. It will cover general equilibrium
analysis, welfare economics, political economy, optimisation over time, theory
of consumption, theory of investment, macroeconomic equilibrium in a cyclical
context, and theory of stabilisation policy.
SOSC 4050

Social Psychology

(3,2,1)

This course studies social issues and policies from a social-psychological perspective. Emphasis is placed upon social problems in Hong Kong such as housing,
education, crime, drug use grid poverty. The policies and strategies chosen to
deal with these problems are evaluated from a psychological point of view.
SOSC 4 1 1 0

International Politics

(3,2,1)

This course introduces some of the basic concepts and theories in the study of
international politics, and discusses issues such as the foreign policy process,
diplomacy and coalition, and the role of international and regional organizations.
SOSC 4120

International Economic Relations

(3,2,1)

This course is built around three basic questions concerning the international
political economy: how and why the world economy has become so much more
productive, how and why this new wealth has been so unevenly distributed,
and how and why the political organisation of the world shapes and affects the
basic structures or patterns of the world economy. The interplay of economic
and political factors in international relations is stressed.
SOSC 4 1 3 0

Selected Issues in Hong Kong

(3,2,1)

This course examines some current issues in Hong Kong through different
social science perspectives. Issues are selected according to their long-term
impact and topical interests. The following issues will be covered next year:
representative government and the Basic Law, emergency of pressure group,
provident fund scheme, impact of political transition on educational policy,
aging population phenomena, long-term housing policy, protectionism and
response of Hong Kong, foreign exchange rate system, and the Chinese influence
on investment environment of Hong Kong.
SOSC 4140

Major issues in Asian Pacific Region

(3,2,1)

This course deals with major issues in Asian Pacific region that are most relevant
to Hong Kong as one of the major trade and financial centres on the Pacific Rim.
Some of the issues covered include: Economic relations among the Pacific
countries, the rise of the newly industrialized countries. ASEAN as a subregional group, American's policy towards Asia and the Pacific, Japan's rising
role and the Pacific Community concept.
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SOSC 4311 -2

International Trade and Finance

(3,2,1)

This course studies both the physical and financial aspects of the exchange of
goods and services across national boundaries, including trade theory, protectionism, regional economic integration, balance of payments, exchange rates'
international monetary arrangements and government financial policies. These
topics apply to the Hong Kong situation wherever possible.
SOSC 4 3 2 0

Thoery of Development

(3,2,1)

This course attempts to offer an integrated theoretical framework for examining
the process of development. It covers the cultural, social, political and economic
aspects based on the experience of developing countries.
SOSC 4 5 1 1 -2

Urban Development and Problems

(3,2,1)

This course studies the causes, processes and patterns of urbanization, examines
the various approaches to the study of urban life style and social as well as
economic organizations, and discusses major urban problems including housing,
transportation, pollution, education, and crime. The urban future and major
urban renewal strategies will be discussed.
SOSC 4520

Policy Evaluation

.

(3,2,1)

This course introduces basic concepts and methodologies of public policy
analysis and evaluation. The focus is on policy process from policy formulation,
adoption and implementation to evaluation. The course is supplemented by
.
case studies.
SOSC 4 5 3 0

Public Policy and Administration

(3'2'1)

This course studies the processes and functions of public policy and
administration. It examines the inputs in policy formulation, development
implementation, evaluation and changes. It presents methods and tools ot
analyzing policies and programmes, and assessing their impact.
SOSC 4 7 1 0

Advanced Social Statistics

(3,2,

This course discusses some basic principles and assumptions underlying the
more commonly used statistical methods for the exploration of relationships
among three or more variables in the social sciences, and studies the use of the
more advanced computer statistical packages such as SPSS and the interpretation
of computer printouts for the more complicated statistics, such as discriminant
analysis and factor analysis.
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SOSC 4 7 2 0

Economic Statistics and Mathematics

(3,2,1)

This course is designed to provide students with the relevant mathematical and
statistical tools that become increasingly important in economic and other
related studies. Elementary calculus, introductory linear algebra, and multiple
regression models are covered and their applications are emphasized.
SOSC 5 0 7 1 - 2

Directed Research

( 3 1

2)

This course aims at providing students with an opportunity to undertake a
research project under the supervision of their teachers. Through this independent research, students will attempt to integrate the theoretical insights
and research skills that they have acquired, in order to achieve, through their
own efforts, a deeper understanding of a particular issue or problem.

SOSC 5 1 1 0

Chinese Economy

(3 2 1)

This course provides a detailed economic analysis of Chinese economic problems
and policies. Emphasis is given to transfer of resources and manpower among
sectors, the role of government in carrying out economic planning, and the
present mix of market exchange under a planned economy.
SOSC 5 1 2 0

Contemporary Chinese Society & Politics

(3,2,1)

This course provides students with a comprehensive understanding of the social
and political systems of China since 1949. The role, organization and structure
of the government are examined. Emphasis is given to the relationship between
ideology and policies, and the dynamics of institutional changes in the past
decades, especially issues relating to the family, education and the political
party.
SOSC 5 1 3 0

Japanese Society and Politics

(3,2,1)

This course introduces the general social and political structure of Japan. Some
of the more significant features and characteristics, such as factionalism,
government-business cooperation, defense policy, and Japan-ASEAN relations
would be discussed.
SOSC 5 1 4 0

Japanese Economy

(3,2,1}

This is an introductory course to Japanese Economy. The first part will familiarize the students with major institutions and their role in Japanese economy
such as trade and labour unions, shogo shyosha, and relevant government ministries. The second part deals with contemporary issues of Japanese economy
and economic relations, such as postwar economic recovery, problems of
economic growth and trade frictions, "internationalization" and Japanese
multinationals.
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SOSC 5 1 5 0

Superpowers in the Asia Pacific Region

(3,2,1)

The course consists of two parts. Part one introduces the students to the
foreign policies of the superpowers, i.e. those of the U.S.A. and the
Union.
Part two examines the superpowers' activities in the Asian
region. It studies their impact on the security, politics and economy
region.

overall
Soviet
Pacific
of the

SOSC 5 1 6 0

(3,2,1)

Economic Environment in the Asian Pacific Region

This course examines the institutions, forces, and problems of international
business and discusses the threats and promises of international business in
the Asian Pacific Region.
SOSC 5 3 1 0

International Direct Investment and

(3,2,1)

Transnational Corporation

This course offers a sound foundation for understanding the behavior of transnational corporations. Their nature, organization, and growth are analysed.
Their relationship with the economic development and integration of the
countries in which they operate is discussed.
SOSC 5 3 2 0

Politics of Trade & Money

(3,2,1)

The course provides a detailed examination of major political issues in
international trade. In addition, contentious matters arising from the current
international monetary system will also be discussed.
SOSC 5 3 3 0

International Banking

(3,2,1)

This course focuses on the nature, patterns of expansion and regulation of
international banking. International payment process, country risk, foreign
exchange exposure and the management problem relating the multinational
banks will also be considered. Institutional setting such as international financial centres and markets will be stressed.
SOSC 5 3 4 0

Development Issues in Selected Countries

(3,2,1)

This is a continuation of the SOSC 4320. Emphasis will be placed on analysing
development issues in selected countries in the Asian Pacific Region.

SOSC 5 5 1 0

Social Inequality

This course discusses different types and sources of social inequality with
special emphasis on contemporary industrial societies. Hong Kong is exmined
in greater detail in order to facilitate critical consideration of relevant theories
and to enhance understanding of our own society.
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SOSC 5520

Social Problems

(3,2,1)

This course starts with theoretical study of the nature and analytical framework
of social problems from various sociological perspectives, including social
pathology, social disorganization, value conflict, social deviance, labeling and
functional theory. It is followed by the application of the above perspectives
to selected social problems in Hong Kong.
SOSC 5530

Population Dynamics & Comparative Population
Policies

(3,2,1)

This course is an introduction to population studies. It starts with general
discussion of population structure, composition, methods and sources of
population data, world trends and developmentand determinants of population
dynamics. This is followed by an application of the above analysis to population
problems and policies in selected countries.

SOSC 5540

Organizational Theory & Practice

(3,2,1)

This course studies organizational theory and practice. In part one, classical
and current theoretical perspectives in organization, such as bureaucracy, oligarchy, scientific management, human relations, decision making theory and Z
theory are studied. In part two, focus is put on the person in the organization.
In part three, technological and environmental change and adaptation of members are studied.
SOSC 5560

Issues & Policies in Education

(3,2,1)

This course aims at analysing and debunking conventional beliefs and aspirations
concerning the institution of education and its place in society. Effort will be
made to link up micro-level analyses of the school, the classroom and the curriculum on the one hand, to macro issues concerning the wider social structure
and processes on the other. The focus will be put on issues and policies peculiar
to Hong Kong and to Chinese society in general.
ENG 3 5 5 0

Academic Writing

(3,3,0)

ENG 3 6 1 0

General English

(3,3,0)

For details please to course descriptions in the Department of English and
Translation.
GEN 3010

Art of Thinking

(2,2,V2)

GEN 3050

Introduction to Logic and Scientific Methods

(2,2,1/2)

GEN 3 0 7 0

Knowledge and Understanding

(2,2,1/2)

GEN 4010

Social Ethics

(3,2,1)
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(3,2,1)

GEN 4030s

Social and Political Philosophy

GEN 4 0 4 0

Science, Technology and Human Value

(3,2,1)

GEN 4 0 5 0

Business Ethics

(3,2,1)

G E N 5020

Comparative Religions

(2,2,1)

GEN 5040

Comparative Cultures

(2,2,0)

For details please to course descriptions in the General Education Programme.

Support Courses for Other Departments
ECON 3511-2

Economics

(2,2,0)

(for Year 3 Accountancy Students)
ECON 3521-2

Principles of Economics

(3,3,0)

(for Year 3 Company Secretaryship and Administration Students)
ECON 3531-2 Introduction to Economic Analysis

(3,3,0)

(for Year 3 Management and Marketing Students)
ECON 3 5 4 0

Economics

(2,2,0)

(for Year 3 Computer Students)
ECON 4521-2

Managerial and Industrial Economics

(for Year 4 Management Students)
For details please refer to course descriptions in relevant departments.

(3,3,0)

THE LIBRARY AND LIBRARY REGULATIONS
The Lingnan College Library was set up in 1968 under the auspices of the
Lingnan University Alumni Association and the Board of Trustees of Lingnan
University, New York. Since then, it has been expanding continuously to serve
the ever growing staff and student population of the College.
The Library contains 51,000 volumes and receives 780 periodical titles
currently. Its circulating books are housed in the Lingnan College Library on
the first floor of the Lingnan College Auditorium Building on open shelves
whereas its reference and periodicals collections are stored in the Lam Woo
Library on the fourth floor of the same building. Together these two floors
provide 192 seats for its readers.
The Dewey Decimal Classification is adopted for western language
materials, whereas the Chinese materials are classified by the Lai Yunghsiang's
Classification Scheme.
Books and journals not in the Library's stock can be obtained through
inter-library loan.
Coin-operated photocopiers are available on both floors
during the library's opening hours. The Library also has a microfilm reader/
printer and a microfilm camera for reading and storing information in microfilms.
Library staff are always ready to assist readers in their use of the Library
and to search for information. Requests for help can be made at the two counters and the Information Desk.
Opening hours
During term time, the Library is open 7 days a week. From time to
time, the opening hours may be subject to temporary revision by the Librarian
in the light of the demand for library use and staff availability. Details are
posted on the library's notice boards.
Reader identification and Library registration
a. All Lingnan College staff and day-time studnets are eligible users who should
present a valid College Identity Card or a pay slip on request.
b. To gain admission to the Library, students should obtain a College Identity
Card from the Registrar. Staff Identity Cards are issued by the President's
Office.
c. Higher and Honours Diploma graduates of Lingnan College are eligible to
apply for a Reader's Ticket at the Library Counter. They may also apply
for a Borrower's Ticket at a non-refundable annual fee of HK$100.00. In
addition, a refundable fee of HK$300 which will be refunded upon termination of borrowing facilities will be charged. With such a ticket, they are
entitled to borrow a total of 3 books at any given time, on a non-renewable
basis.
d. The Librarian may from time to time approve other persons to use the
Library for a specified period or purpose.
e. Teachers of Lingnan Middle School may borrow up to a maximum of 5 books
for a period of t w o weeks on a non-renewable basis.
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Conduct of Library users
a. All Library users should abide by the Library Regulations and follow any
other instructions from Library staff on the use of the Library.
b. The Librarian may temporarily exclude any person who has infringed any of
the Library Regulations or who has interfered with the comfort of other
users and the work of the Library staff.
c. Umbrellas, food or drink or anything which in the opinion of the Library
staff may interfere with the proper use and management of the Library are
not permitted inside the Library.
d. Users must not wear rain-coats or any clothing likely to soil Library property.
e. Smoking is not permitted in the Library.
f. No games are allowed in the Library.
g. Library users are required to sit in the seats as provided. Tables and chairs
should not be moved to new positions.
h. Personal property should not be left unattended anywhere in the Library.
Items including Library books left unattended on Library desks will be
considered as an illegal reservation of a reading place. Any such reading
places may be taken up by other users.
i. The Library is not responsible for any personal property left in the Library,
j. Silence must be maintained in the Library.
k. All Library materials must be kept clean and in good condition.
I. When using the photocopying machines in the Library, users are warned that
they are fully responsible for any legal consequences concerning copyright
that may arise.
m. When necessary, the Librarian may make special regulations on the use of
particular areas of the Library.
•
n. Special rules for using the Lam Woo Library:
1. Bags or cases that may contain a normal-sized book are not permitted
inside this Library Floor. All such bags must be deposited in the pigeon
holes at the entrance of the Library.
2. All Library materials in this Library Floor are for in-house use only. They
are non-circulating materials.
3. All personal property and any Library materials loaned out in exceptional
circumstances must be shown to the Library staff on duty at the exit
gate before they may be removed from the Library.
Borrowing regulations
Holders of Readers' Tickets may use facilities in the Library except for
borrowing books. Holders of Lingnan College Students and Staff Identity Cards
may apply for a Library Card at the Counter. Holders of such Cards may
borrow books from the Library in accordance with the following conditions:
a. Identification
Students are required to have their Library Cards endorsed by Library staff
at the beginning of each academic term. Library staff should be notified of
any subsequent change of address. Students applying for official withdrawal
should return to the Library for cancellation all Library books together w i t h
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their Library Cards.
Library Cards must be produced when borrowing
books. They are not transferable,
b. L oan ca tegories
Borrower type
Academic staff (Full time & Part time)
Non-academic staff
Day-time studnets
Higher and Honours Diploma graduates

c.

d.
e.

f.

g.

h.

Quotas
20 books
6 books
6 books
3 books

Loan period
1 month
2 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
(non-renewable)
Teachers of Lingnan Middle School
5 books
2 weeks
(non-renewable)
Borrowing procedure: No library materials may be removed from the Library
until their issue has been properly recorded at the appropriate counter. Any
violation of this clause may lead to disciplinary action.
Mutilation or defacement: Any readers found guilty of mutilation or defacement of Library materials will be subject to disciplinary action.
Renewals: Students and non-academic staff may renew materials on loan to
them once provided that no reservation has been made for these items.
Academic staff may renew items they have charged out 5 times if they are
not required by other users.
Recall: Borrowers may on request reserve a Library book on oan to another
reader. Loaned out books are subject to recall 4 days after they have been
charged out and should be returned within 3 days after the recall notice is
sent out. Books returned after that date will be treated as overdue books.
Recall for inventory: All loans should be returned on a date to be fixed by
the Librarian for the purpose of periodic inventory. The Library shall be
closed for borrowing during the period needed to complete such an
inventory.
Reserve Books: Books are put on reserve with restricted loan periods as
requested by the academic staff. These items may be borrowed for overnight
use, and they should be returned to the Library before 10:00a.m. of the due
date.

i. Fines: Borrowers are responsible for returning their loans on or before the due
dates/hours. An overdue fine calculable immediately from the day/hour
following the date/hour due will be charged at the following rates for all
categories of borrowers:
Circulation loans:
$1.00 per book per calendar day.
$1.00 per book per opening hour.
Reserve loans:
j- Loss and damages: Borrowers are requested to check the books before
borrowing. Missing or torn pages should be reported immediately. They
will be held responsible for any loss, mutilation, damage or disfigurement.
The cost of replacement with an additional processing cost of 15% of the
book price plus any accumulated fine may be charged, depending on the
nature of the case.
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Departure from the College: Staff members are responsible for returning all
loans on cessation of employment at the Lingnan College. Students must
return all loans on withdrawal or on graduation from the College.
Any students or staff guilty of infringement of any of the above regulations
will be referred to the appropriate College authority.
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OTHER FACILITIES
COMPUTER CENTRE
The Computer Centre, established in 1975, is on the sixth floor of Edward
Hall. The Centre is divided into two compartments: the Terminal Room and
the Micro-computer Room.
The Centre is organized as a central computing service, and provides
computing facilities to meet the College's educational, research and administrative requirements.
In February 1983, the Centre was greatly expanded when a generalpurpose mainframe computer was installed to meet the growing needs of the
College. The computer system, Hitachi L-340, has at the moment, 2MB main
memory, a 605 Ipm line printer, a dot-matrix terminal printer, a disk storage
capacity of 200MB, and 17 video display units. Language processors include
COBOL, FORTRAN, RPGII and BASIC compilers, and an Assembler. Existing
software includes Database, Accounting Systems and Statistical packages.
In 1984, two NEC 8801B micro-computers were acquired, each with 64K
main memory and two 8 " floppy disk drives.
In November 1986. the Centre installed 15 Sigma micro-computers,
each with 512K main memory and two 5%" floppy disk drives. Five of these
micro-computers are also equipped with 20MB hard-disks.
The College intends to continue expanding the Centre in the future to
serve the growing academic and administrative needs.

CENTRE FOR ASIAN PACIFIC STUDIES
The Centre for Asian Pacific Studies (CAPS) was established at the College
in 1986 through a generous initial grant from the Board of Trustees of Lingnan
University in New York.
The CAPS provides teaching relief, consultancy, research assistance and
clerical service in the area of Asian Pacific Studies to staff of the College.
College staff are welcome to submit research proposals and apply for teaching
relief and study space at the Centre. The Centre acts as liaison and provides
administrative support for College staff who apply for external financial assistance for their research projects. The CAPS coordinates and designs research
pertinent to Asian Pacific Studies. To encourage research, the Centre plans
to publish occasional papers and monographs.
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RESEARCH SUPPORT UNIT
The Research Unit is established to provide assistance to research activities
in all departments of the College. The specific services offered are as follows
(1)To assist departments and staff in conducting their research projects,
such as library research, design of questionnaires, supervision of student
interviewers, coding, computer operation, and data presentation.
(2)TO provide a depository for research related materials, such as government
statistics and reports, microcomputer manuals, code books, and report
writing manuals.
, .
(3)To establish relations, with other research institutions and to obtain
information from them when necessary.
(4)TO provide information and guidance to students who are doing research.

AUDIO-VISUAL CENTRE AND LANGUAGE LABORATORY
Both the Audio-Visual Centre and Language Laboratory are on the seventh
floor of Edward Hall.
The Audio-Visual Centre is essentially a service unit providing comprehensive audio-visual service for the teaching staff of the College. It has a seating
capacity of about 100.
The Language Laboratory is equipped with 30 listening stations and has
a wide range of tapes for teaching various languages.

COLLEGE CHAPEL/LECTURE HALL
The first floor area of Ming Hin Hall was renovated into an air-conditioned
120-seat Chapel/Lecture Hall in November, 1986, and is used for Christian
activities.
The room is also used for large lectures, seminars, and other functions.

READING ROOM
Part of the second floor of Ming Hin Hall was renovated into a reading
room in November, 1986 with a seating accommodation for about 120 students.
The room is opened from 8:00 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. throughout the year to provide
additional reading spaces for o.ur students.

AUDITORIUM COMPLEX
The Auditorium is the College's cultural and recreational complex. It has
a concert hall with a seating capacity of about 1000 and is used extensively by
the College for cultural assemblies, seminars, talks, and the Graduation
Ceremony.
The College Main Library is situated on the first floor of the Auditorium,
and the Lam Woo Library (Reference and Serial Collections) is on the fourth
floor.
The roof is used as a playground by College students.
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STUDENT CENTRE
The Student Centre, which is on the first floor of Edward Hall, is a large
rectangular room with an area of over 260m 2 suitable for all kinds of student
activities and functions. It is comfortably furnished for relaxation and recreation. The Centre has a stage and is equipped with a sound system. Student
lockers are located in the Centre.
The Students' Union Office is also housed in the Centre.

CATERING FACILITIES
The College canteen is located on the lower ground floor of Edward Hall,
the College main building. It accommodates about 200 people. It has a
fast-food section for students and a restaurant section for staff. It is open
daily (except Public Holidays) from 0800—1900 hours. Opening hours are
extended during examination periods. Breakfast, lunch and dinner are provided
at reasonable prices. Snacks and beverages are also available.
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF COLLEGE FACILITIES
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STUDENT SERVICES
The aim of the Student Affairs Office is to make sure students have
a healthy and balanced personality growth, to make them realize they are
members of a larger collectivity, to promote the student social awareness and
intellectual curiosity and to help students take full advantage of their college
education. The Office offers services to students in Student Liaison, Student
Activities, Student Welfare, Student Finance, Student Counselling and Career
Planning and Placement.

1. STUDENT LIAISON
To liaise with the Students' Union and their affiliated clubs and societies,
to give advice and assistance to student activities.

2. STUDENT ACTIVITIES
To assist, advise students in organizing their social, cultural, academic,
sports and recreational activities.

3. STUDENT WELFARE
To administer student lost and found service, student catering service
and student travel scheme, and provide students with first-aid service.

4. STUDENT FINANCE
To administer and process scholarships, bursaries, loans and grants.

5. STUDENT COUNSELLING SERVICE
The Student Counselling Unit provides a trained counsellor to help
students in overcoming personal, social, educational and vocational problems
which may interfere with the pursuit of their educational goals. To accomplish
these tasks, the Unit provides the following services:
(a)

PERSONAL SOCIAL

COUNSELLING

The Counsellor helps students in developing their self-understanding,
over-coming depression, clarifying thinking, making decision, gaining selfconfidence and solving other specific problems of a personal nature.
(b)

EDUCATIONAL

COUNSELLING

The services include assisting students who are having academic difficulties, uncertainty regarding their educational goals, ineffective study skills and
habits. A library of overseas colleges' and universities' catalogues is available
for students interested in pursuing higher education abroad.
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(c)

CAREER

COUNSELLING

Assists students to appraise personality traits and to define career and
employment goals. It also provides help to students and alumni in looking
for employment.
Workshops provide information about application procedures, resume
writing, and interviewing techniques.
Professionals of various backgrounds
are invited to the College to give our students talks about their career experiences and job opportunities.
The Unit also maintains an information library of materials relating to
career planning and job searching strategies.
Counselling is primarily a voluntary process and the counsellor respects
the ability of the students to make their own choice after the development of
a better self-understanding. All conversations with a counsellor are kept strictly
confidential. An appointment to talk with a counsellor may be made by telephone or in person at the Student Counselling Unit.

6. CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT SERVICE
The main functions of the Career Planning and Placement Service are:
(a) Vocational Guidance helps students to identify their aims and act on career
decisions. Workshops, seminars and career talks bring about an awareness
of the employment picture. Planning a career, resume writing, application
procedures, interviewing techniques, skills identification and securing a
job offer are also discussed.
(b) Career Resources Library holds a wide range of occupational information
about employing organizations, jobs, further study, training establishments,
and courses.
(c) Placement. We provide help to students and alumni in searching for
employment, and maintain a current list of employment opportunities.
Arrangements are also made for employers to visit the College and interview students.
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THE STUDENTS' UNION AND STUDENT
SOCIETIES
The College encourages every student to take an active role in extracurricular activities which contribute to personal growth and development.

THE STUDENTS' UNION
The Lingnan College Students' Union is the only organization which
represents the entire full-time student population of the College. All full-time
students have to join the Students' Union which is the focus of non-academic
life for students.
The Union aims to represent the students of the College in a spirit of
unity and autonomy; to promote and safeguard the general welfare and the
cultural, intellectual and ethical interests of its members; to cultivate a sense
of responsibility and social consciousness amongst the members; and to provide
recognized means of communication with College authorities in order to foster
and promote mutual understanding and co-operation for the common good.
The highest authority of the Union is vested in the General Meeting and
General Polling. The Representative Council has supervisory power in Union
affairs and also the power to formulate policy and exercise control over finances.
Day-to-day affairs are administered by the Executive Council elected annually
by the students in the Annual Election. The Lingnan Folk Press Bureau is
responsible for publishing student magazines and newsletters. "Lingnan Folk"
and "Campus Glow" are the official publications of the Students' Union.
The Union organizes a wide variety of activities, including recreational,
academic and cultural functions. The Orientation Camp, Students' Festival,
Sports Day, "New Dimensions of Lingnan College" Exhibition and the Christmas Ball are some of the annual highlights. Book exhibitions, seminars, debates
and sports competitions are regularly organized for all members. Besides,
the co-op shop of the Union provides photocopying service and sells stationery
at very reasonable prices.

STUDENT SOCIETIES
Affiliated to the Union are many student clubs and societies. Some of
them are related to particular academic departments (the Marketing Society,
for example) while others are related to religions or sports, or cater for a wide
range of interests and hobbies.
At the beginning of an academic year, new students are invited to take
part in an orientation programme, which is jointly organized by the College
and the Union. It is designed to in,troduce the students to the College life and
to the whole range of the Union's activities and the various clubs and societies.
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ACADEMIC CALENDAR 1987

88

First Term
1987
August
4

Tue.

12

Wed.

15

Sat.

26

Wed.

27
28
29

Thur.
Fri.
Sat.

31

Mon.

Last day for tuition payment - old Advanced
Level students
Normal closing date for applications - Advanced
Level
Normal closing date for applications - Diploma
Programme
Registration - Year 1
Registration - Year 2
Orientation of new Advanced Level students (a.m.)
The Saturday Preceding the Last Monday in August
(Public Holiday)
The Last Monday in August (Public Holiday)

September
1
3

Tue.
Thur.

8
15
19

FIRST TERM CLASSES BEGIN - Advanced Level
Last day for tuition payment - Old Diploma
Programme students
Closing date for late applications - Advanced Level
Last day for late registration - Advanced Level
Academic Board meeting
Last day for changing course sections - Advanced

28

Mori.

29
30

Tue.
Wed.

Orientation of new Diploma Programme students
(a.m.)

October
1

Thur.

8

Thur.

9

Fri.

15
22

Thur.
Thur.

24
31

Level
Registration - Year 5 (9 a.m. - 12 noon)
Year 4 (1:30 - 5 p.m.)
Registration - Year 3

FIRST TERM CLASSES BEGIN - Diploma
Programme
The day following the Chinese Mid-Autumn
Festival (Public Holiday)
Closing date for late applications - Diploma
Programme
Last day for late registration - Diploma Programme
Last day for adding/dropping courses, changing
course sections, changing majors and course
exemptions - Diploma Programme
Academic Board meeting
Chung Yeung Festival (Public Holiday)

November
Fn.
Thur.
Thur.

Graduation Ceremony
College Council Meeting
Dr. Sun Yat Sen's Birthday (Students' Holiday)

12
12-22

Sat.
Sat.-Tue.

Academic Board meeting
FIRST TERM EXAMINATIONS FOR YEAR 2
STUDENTS

21
23-1 Jan.
25-26

Mon.
Wed.-Fri.
Fri.-Sat.

Sports Day - Classes suspended
Christmas and New Year Holidays (Students)
Public Holidays

1988
January
1
4
9
12

Fri.
Mon.
Sat.
Tue.

15

Fri.

20-30

Wed.-Sat.

21

Thur.

Public Holiday
SECOND TERM CLASSES BEGIN — Year 2
Academic Board meeting
Last day for sending mark sheets to the Registry
(Year 2)
Last day for tuition payment — Year 5
Business Computer Studies Majors
FIRST TERM EXAMINATION where applicable
(except Year 2)
College Council meeting

December

February
3

Mon. -Sat.
Wed.

4

Thur.

1-6

Term break (except Year 2)
Last day for tuition payment
students
Board of Governors meeting

Years 1, 3, 4 and 5

Second Term
February

8

Mon.

9
17-19
22

Tue.
Tue. -Mon.
Wed.-Fri.
Mon.

23

Tue.

16-22
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Registration — Year 4 and 5 (except Year 5
Business Computer Studies Majors)
(9 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.);
Year 3 (1:30 - 5 p.m.)
SECOND TERM CLASSES BEGIN (except Year 2)
Chinese New Year Holidays (Students)
Public Holidays
Last day for sending mark sheets to the Registry
(except Year 2)
Last day for late registration - Diploma Programme

March

Tue.

Last day for adding/dropping courses, changing
course sections and course exemptions — Diploma
Programme
Academic Board meeting

15-25

Sat.
Mon.
Tue.-Fri.

17

Thur.

College Council meeting

14

Commonwealth Day (Students' Holiday)
Y E A R 2 SECOND T E R M (MOCK)
EXAMINATIONS

April

18

Fri.-Thur.
Fri.-Tue,
Mon.
Mon.

23

Sat

Public Holidays
Ching Ming Festival (Public Holiday)
Last day for sending mark sheets to the Registry
(Year 2)
Academic Board meeting

Thur.
Thur.

College Council meeting
Board of Governors meeting

Academic Board meeting
S E C O N D T E R M E X A M I N A T I O N S (except Year 2)

11

Sat.
Mon.-I
Sat.

13

Mon.

The Monday following the Queen's Birthday

15-23

Wed.-

S E C O N D T E R M E X A M I N A T I O N S (Accountancy

18

Sat.

Studies)
Tuen Ng Festival (Public Holiday)

1-7
1-5
4

Easter Holidays (Students)

May
5
19
June
4
6-20

The Birthday of Her Majesty the Queen
(Public Holiday)
(Public Holiday)

July

6

Wed.

Last day for sending mark sheets to the Registry

14

Thur.
Fri.
Thur.
Sat.
Sat.

College Council meeting

(except Year 2)
15

21
23
30

Closing date for applying for Year 5
Examinations Committee meeting
Academic Board meeting
Closing date for application for re-admission
into Year 2

August
27

Sat.

The Saturday Preceding the Last Monday in August

29

Mon.

(Public Holiday)
The Last Monday in August (Public Holiday)
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N.B. Faculty Board and departmental meetings and sub-committee meetings of the
Academic Board are to be arranged by the Chairman concerned.
All classes will be suspended when typhoon Signal No. 8 or above is hoisted or upon
announcement by the Education Department.
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